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Young Wild West and "Broken Bow"
DR,

TtIE SIEGE OF THE SETTLERS
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I.
roi:.-:--G WILD WE91' HEARS OF AN UIPEXDIKG ATTACK,

Crang! Crack, crack, cra-c-cck'.
The sharp report of a rifle rang out, followed almost instantly by a number of revolver shots.
Young Wild West tht> well-lc10wu boy hero and champion
deadshot of the We:;t, gave a start, and turning to his goldenhaired sweetbc:.u-t, Arietta Murdocl<, oxclaimed:
"Look out, little .;irl. J reckon something is going on close
by. Drop back a little. Charlie and Jim will ride ahead with
n1e."

"All right. \Yil<J.'' aucl .\rictta slopped her c1·,,am-whlte
broncho, just as Cheyenne Charli<', the scout, and Jim Dart,
the 1Vyoming boy, rode swiftlr forward.
The SC('ne was in the mo,mtains c,f the northeastern part of
utah.
Young Wild West and his friends bad come up that way on
a toul' oE the wildest tJarts of the region known, at the time
of which we write, as the "Wild West."
·
'l'he young deadshot was always Jookin~ for excitement
· and adnmtur<', and ever on the alert for tlic opportunity to
lend his aid to auyouc deserving.
As he and his ))artners had incomes that more than furnished them with what they could use in the way of mouey,
there was nothing to prevent thorn from finding enjoyment in
the rough and dangerous way they chose to Joo', for it.
Anna, the wife of Cheyenne Charlie, had insist~! on accompanying him on his horseback trips with dashing 'Young Wild
West. so this made it possible for Arietta and Jim Dart's sweetheart, Eloise Gardner, to also become members of the party.
It \7US shortly before noon when t!1e shooting sounded so
sudd0nly. The party was pursuing its way through a rather
thick patch of timber at the time, and as they had not come
upon a fresh hoof-print, much less met anyone during the
entire morning, it was somewhat astonishing to hear the
shooting so close by.
But Young Wild West was always ready when needed, and
possibly he might have felt that he was needed just then, for
away he i--o<le on his gall:rnt Bot-rel stallion, Spitfire, for the
edge of the ti.miler which he lincw was Yery close at hand.
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart came rapidly after him, :i.nd
in less than a minute from the time the last shot sounded
they emerged from tho woods and came upon a rather startling
sight.
Xot more th:rn two lnnrdre<l yard:,; from them a man was
crouching, his hands Ul)lifted. while bearing down upon !1im
were probably half a dozen Indians.
"Great gimlets!" Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed, as be turned

to tbe young dead!!hot. "What do you think of that. Wild?
Who s'posed that we would see anything like this up this way?
I thought the Utes had give up mak!n' war on the palefaces."
"Doesn't look as if they have, Charlie," was the reply. "They
are certainly making war on that fellow. Well, they'll stop
now. ·we'll just wait and see what they mean to do."
Tbe tl1ree had halted right at the edge of the trees, ru.Hl as
yet had not bPen seen lJy either the Indians or the man thry
bad taught.
.
i\'car the man lay a horse, aud it wits quite evident that the
animal had been shot by the redskins.
"I can sec what happened pretty well," Jim Dart remarked,
with u. nod of his head. "The rifle sliot dropped the hor::,c.
Thou the poor fellow emptied the chambers of his revolYc)r,
and fintling tllat he had no chance surrendered."
"Right you are, Jim," the young deadshot answered, in his
cool and easy way. "Those fellows are Utes all right. but they
don'_t seem to haYe their war-paint on. I reckon wn may n3
well 1ide over there and see what tbey·ro up to. Th0.1· don·t
seem to IJe inclim•d to ldll the fellow. anyhow. Probably 111,.,,,
may simply want to rob him. Ii' they do they'll find out I hPY
have made a big mistake!."
So saying, the boy started the sorrel stallion forward, ancl
out upon an almost level plain he rode, followed by bis two
partners.
The Intlians saw them coming almost instantly, and consternation seized them.
At first they showed an inclination to ride away.
'~wo or three of them had dismounted upon reaching tho
white man, and as they turned to their horses Wild called in
a ringing YO ice:
"Stop right where rou are, redskins."
His Remington rifle v/as at his shoulder as he spoke, while
Charlie and Jim leveled their revolvers as they rode briskly
to the scene.
'·Hooray!" exclcimed the unfortunate white man. ".Jest in
time, boys. The blamed skunks was goin' to take me with 'em."
The six Indians frowned darkly as the young deadshot and
his partners rode up.
But not once did they offer to put up a fight.
"What'i:; the trouble here, my friend?" Wild asked, looktng
sharply at the white man, who evidently was a hunter by the
garb he wore.
"Chief Dead Horse has started a war ag'in our settlement.
These is some of his brave!!, an' they happened to ketch me
out this way this mornin' an' started after me. Jt's all on
account of a squaw man, tco. A feller was fool enough to faJl
in loYe with a Ute squa,i-, an' got her to leave the tribe au'
elope with him. They're Jiyin' over at the settlement, an' old
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Dead Horse has swore he's goin' to wipe out all the palefaces
'cause it happened:'
"So that's how it is, eh? The squaw man started the trouble.
Can't say that I sympathize a whole lot with the fellow. But
just because he chose an Indian for his wife don't say that all
the Indians in this part of tli.e country should start a war upon
the rest of the wbites . So £his crowd was going to take you
away with them, eh?"
"Yes; they wanted to take me alive to old Dead Horse.
That's the name of the chief of the gang what's g0t a village
the other side of the big hill back there."
"Maybe the paleface boy look for trouble," one of the Indians
ventured, as he leaned over and looked fiercely at the young
deadshot.
"Can't say that I am, readskin. But I don't mind telling you
that I am always ready for them if it happens to come my way.
Now then, a re you thinking of 1rntting up a fight? If you are
Just say so. There are half a dozen of you and only: three of
us. We won't count the man you just caught. He can stand
right there and see how quickly we'll clean you out."
"The Utes will be on the war-path before another sun."
"They will, eh? That being the case I reckon we'll understand what to do. Are you on the war-path now, redskin?
If you are I'll soon put an end to you?"
"Ugh!" came the reply, and the redskin drew back a little.
"Wild," Cheyenne Charlie spoke up, as he rode his horse
around to the other side of the group, "I reckon they've said
enough to let us know what they would do if they got the
chance. The best thing t 0 do with 'em is to start 'em off an'
burn it into 'em for all we're worth, takin' the chances of
bein' hit when they shoot back."
"No, Charlie, we won't do anything like that. As far as I
can see, the only thing they have done is to kill this man's
horse. Before they lea Ye here ,they have ,either got to pay for
the damage, or give him another horse. If they don't want to
do that we'll make them prisoners and take them all to the
se~.~~1!1i~\~e way to talk," the settler called out, excitedly.
"Hooray!"
"Injuns no pay for horse," declared the fellow who seEjmed
to be the spokesman for the party.
Young Wild West was not the sort to reconsider a proposition alter having once made it.
"Redsldn," he said, as he coolly drew a revolver from the
holster and slung the rifle over his shoulder, "I just said that
you fellows would either have to pay for the horse you shot or
else supply the man with another . Now then, what are you
going to do about it?"
He turned the revolver squarely upon the Indian.
Of co,l:rse Charlie and Jim took care to keep a watch on the
others, so if they should happen to make the least move to fire
a shot they would prove disastrous to themselves.
The redskin turn'ed to his companions and said something in
thcir pwn language.
But none of them seemed to answer him in a satisfactory
way.
"Come!" Young Wild West exclaimed, his eyes flashing.
"There's one of three things you have got to do. You know
what they are. Now then, be quick about it. Which one is it?"
"The paleface want horse?" one of the other Indians spoke
up, and then without a word he dismounted and pointed to
his steed.
"Do you think that nag is as good as the one they shot for
you?" Wild asked, nodding to the settler.
1
' Not quite as good, but I'm satisfied to let it go that way."
"All right, then; take the horse. You can put your own
saddle and brid;e on him if you like, and let the redskin have
his own oridle."
"I'll do that, young feller. Hello! Who 1s them comin'
here?" and he turned and looked toward the woods excitedly.
"They are onlr our friends," ,Jim Dart answered, with a
smile.
''Friends, eh? Why, they're women folks, an' a couple of
.
'
heathens, as I live." ·
"That's all right. They're not afraid of redskins."
"It sartinly looks that way, 'cause the gals is actin' very
much as If they're ready to shoot.· They've all got rifles, an'
they're ridin' without holdin' on the bridle-reins, too."
The g-irls had reached the edge of the woods, and after remainlng at a halt Jong enough to convince them that Wild
and his partners were masters of the situation , they came
riding f.or the spot.
The man who had been rescued iil the niclr of time quickly
removed the saddle from the dead horse and placed it upon

the back of the one that had been given him to pay the damage.
The bridle came next, and then passing the apology -ror a
bridle that he had removed from the new horse to the I ndian,
·
he nodded to Young Wild West and said:
"Everything is all right now, young feller. I can't tell you
how much obllged I am to you. Who might you be, anyhow?"
"My name is Young Wild West. my .friend. What's ours?"
"What! You ain't Young Wild West, the champion dead- ,
shot, are you?"
"Something like that, I recl,on. But never mind now. We
won't talk about that pal't of it. We have got to take. care of
these redskins yet. We can't tell what minute they may take
a notion to show their treachery."
"All right, Young Wild West. I won 't say another word,
only that my name is Tom Dyer, an'• that I'm one of the pio·
n ·ers out this way. Helped build the settlement what's called
Dyer's Hill. Named after my old man, you see. I come out
·
with him when I was only a kid. I'm--"
In spite of the fact that he said he was not going to say
any more, the .man no doubt would have kept on rattling it off
if Young Wild West had not interrupted him.
"That's all right, Tom Dyer," he said, in his cool and easy
way. "You have got a horse now, and you're satisfied with
the way the thing has been settled. The redskins can go now,
if they like."
'rhe Ute who had dismounted and turned his horse over to
Dyer promptly started away on foot.
The rest seemed a 'little bit reluctant about leaving, but a
command from the young deadshot caused them to turn and
ride slowly away.
"I suppose this means trouble, don't it, Dyer?" the boy asked,
turning to the man who had just mounted the new horse.
"I was sure it would come, anyhow. Say, are you goin' over
to the settlement with me?"
"I reckon so. How far ·is if from here?"
"It's. only about six miles from here."
"All right, then. We'.11 be in time to have our dinner over
there. Got a hotelr I suppose."
"Hotel! No. We've got what old man Tooker calls a tavern,
but the blamed buildin' ain't got but foW rooms in l.t, so I
don't s'pose you kin call it a hotel. You see, I know somethin' ·
about hotels, 'cause I've peen in city places lots of times.
Toolrnr's 'l.'avern ain't for much more than drinkin' an' a little
card playin' .now an' _then. 'But we've got a putty good store at
l
the Hill."
"That's all right. then. We have a way of doing our 07,n
cooking, and as you can see, we have a pretty good outfit with
us."
The boy pointed to the well-loaded pack-horses the two
Chinamen were in charge of.
"Yes, r see. Sorter surprisin' to see you travelin' ,around
this way, with the ladies in the party. Don't look as if you ,
jest makin' a trip from one· place to go to another for the purpose of settlin' down. Sorter seems as if you're fitted out to
keep on goin'."
"You're a pretty good observer, Tom Dyer," and Wild
laughed lightly. "You have got it just right. We are fitted out
for the purpose of traveling around almost continually. We
stop here and there, and are always looking for somet hing in
the way of excitement."
"Excitement, eh? Well, I reckon you'll find enough of it i!
you · stop at Dyer's Hill. Them redskins means to make an
attack on th settlement. As there ain't ·but forty men in the
settlement a there's more than thre.e or four -hundred braves
what old Chief Dead Horse kin git together, it sorter tooks as
if there's goin' to be a hot time of it. We sent a man out this
mornin' to go ove·r to the fort to let 'em know about it, so th y
kin git help over. But it ,viii take him a day an' a balf to git
there, an' then it will be a day an' a. half afore the cavalrv
kin git back to the Hill. If the Utes happen to str\ke :twre
afore that time, there's no tellin' what will become oftus all."
I "And it all came because one of the m en belonging to the
settlement eloped with a squaw, eh?"
"That's it. Bill Faxley made a fool of himself if ever a man
did in his life. But when you see the squaw you'll have to
admit that she ain't such a bad looker, after all. She's on
of the educated kind, too. · Why, she kin read an' write a wh~
Jot better than some of our own women folks, an' since she's
took to dressin' tbe rnme as they do, it ain't an easy thing to
t ell that she's a. ~quaw. unl ess you git putty close to her. But
say, Young Wild West," and the man turned as if he J111d jusr.
thought of somethin~, ·Tve reat.l a lot in a couple oi papers
·
about you an· your pards. "
"Is that so? Nothing b:i.d about us, I suppose."
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"Bad about you! Well, I reckon not. It's all been good
about you. You 're always doin' a good turn for somebody. I
kin understand all what I've read now, 'cause I've seen what
a good turn you have done for r'ne. If you hadn't come along
just as you did I suppose them redskins would have took me
to the llljun village, an' then I'd been put to torture till I told
old Dead Horse jest how many men there was in the settlement an' how many guns an' how much ammunition we had.
That's what they was up to, an' I know it."
"Probably. But what were you doing out this way?"
"I was doin' a little spyin'. I wanted to find out what the
Utes was up to. We got word last ni ght from a fell er what
was out that they was gittin' to gether for the purpose of comin'
· to clear out the settlement. H e got It putty straight, 'cause
he kin understand the Ute language about as well as he kin
his own langaugo."
Wild could hardly believe that the Utes r eally meant to make
an attack on the settlement.
·
Yet Tom Dyer spoke so earnestly, and in the face of what
had just happened, it would seem that possibly such a movement was on foot.
But the boy was not at all worried even If it was a fact.
Nothing suited him better than to assist 1n repelling an attack from the Indians.
If Chief Dead Horse, as he was called, really meant to start
on the war-path and concentrate his hatred against the palefaces by attacking the settlement, Young Wild West was certainly willing to assist In repelling the attack and giving the
redsltins all that was coming to them.
CHAPTER II.
'10P WAH A.."iD TUE TAVEUX KEEPER.

Dyer Hill was what might be called an old-time settlement.
A way back In the fifties a wooden fo'rt had been located
·there, for at that time the Indians were as thick as flees and
just as troublesome.
But the milltary forces were taken away, leaving the old
block-house and the stockade.
When people came there and built their cabins they saw to
it that the stockade was kept in pretty good repair.
This was continued as the years passed, and at the time of
which we write ther e was still a stretch of the old stockade
extending for more than a hundred yards on the other side and
at the foot of th e hill upon which was located the collection of
cabins and shanties.
It was during the noon hour when Young Wild West and his
friends rode into the place with the man they had rescued
from the redskins.
l<"or the most part Dyer's Hill seemed to be a sleepy sort of
settlement.
_
There could not have been more than fifteen houses there.
The largest one of these was the general store, which did a
thriving business, since trade came from outlying ranches.
Tooker's Tavern stood in about th e center of the place.
A tall flagstaff reared before it, and a long hitching rail and
a pump with a big water-trough would have told the stranger
that it was a place whelje accommodation might be found for
man or beas t, even though there had been no sign so stating.
But Tooker, the proprietor, had seen to it that there was a
sign there.
It showed up in big black letters on a white boa rd, and simply stated the words: "'J'ooker's Tavern."
It was before t his establishment that our friends came to a
halt, and Tom Dyer quickly dismounted and ran Inside.
It happened that there was no one there just then, for the
proprietor and his help were engaged in eating their dinner,
and the se who were generally to be found hanging about the
place probably were doing tbe same thing at their homes.
"Hey. there, Tooker!" Dyer called out. "Come out here."
"What's the matter?" a voice called out from t he Inside,
and then a tall man who was rather thin, wearing a bristly
beard, ctame hurrying out. ·
He was chewing a mouthful of something, too, but when he
saw who it was who had called him Ills f-ace brightened up,
and he promptly said:
"Got back, eh? What's the news, good or bad?"
"Migilty bad," was the reply. "But guess who's here."
"How do I J;,now? What do you ask me to guess sich a
thing as that for? Maybe it's a congressman or the president,
for all I know."
"It ain't nothin' like tha t. Young Wild West, the champion
deadshot, ls here with his pards an' the gals an' two Chinamen what goes around with 'em. You kin take a look at 'em,
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Tooker. I reckon we've got putty good help now when the
Injuns comes here to clean us out."
Tooker hastened to the door.
Our friends were just dismounting, and he looked them
over with a cri~ical eye.
"Huh!" he said, in an undertone, as he turned to Dyer, "I
don't see why you have got to make sich a time about a couple
of boys, a man, two young gals, a young woman an' two
heathens for. What are you talkln' about, sayin' that they'll
be abl e to do a lot if the Injuns come here to clean us out?"
"'l'hat's all right, Too ker. Don't say nothin' now. You ne\'er
did believe in anythin g unl ess you seen it with your own eyes.
I heard you talkin' not long ago when somebody was readin'
in a paper here about Young Wild West an' his two pards
cleanin' out a gang of road agents down in Colorado. Yon
allowed that it wasn't trne, but most everybody else believed
it. Now then, here's the boy himself. If l was you I wouldn't
say nothin' about not believin' that he's what the paper said
he was."
"I ain't goln' to say nothin'. I s'pose that's him comin' in."
Tooker nodded his head toward the boy who was approaching.
It certainly was Wild, for seeing that Dyer had not come out
yet, be thought it advisabl e to enter the barroom of the tavern.
"Young Wild West, let me make you acquainted with Mr.
Tooker, th e proprietor of this here tavern," Dyer said.
"Mighty glad to see you, young feller," Tooker answered,
somewhat independently. 'This here tavern of mine was built
here some years ago, an' ever since I'v-e run it it's been the
right kind of a place, an' you kin bet on it. Want to git dinner
for your party?"
"I reckon I may as well, If you can fix us up."
"I kin fix you up all right. My man jest killed six chickens
this mornin'. ·we was figurin' on there bein' some strangers to
come in. Sorter expect some army officers here. They might
come to-day, or maybe they won't come till to-monow. But
there ain't nothin' like havin' grub on hand so as to give 'em
a meal in a hurry."
"Chicken will suit us all r.ight. I suppose you can have it
ready in a bout an hour?"
"Afore that time. But my, there's eight in your party if I
kin count right."
"Yes, that's correct."
"A chicken dinner will cost two dollars apiece," and Tooker
turned and winl(ed slyly at Dyer, as if he thought he was putting it on the strangers.
'"I'hat's all right, Mr. Tooker. Go ahead and get eight dinners ready, and do it as quickly as possible. By the lool;:s of
your tavern you couldn't accommodate us as far as sleeping
goes, so we won't ask you to do It."
"I kin take two or three of you, an' I reckon the rest could
be took care of by some of the neighbors."
"Oh, we wouldn't put anyone to any such trouble as that.
We have a couple of tents with us, and we'll just camp somewhere close by."
"Good! You kin put your tents right on my property, an'
then yol) kin sleep In 'em an' I'll furnish the grub for you."
"You can furnish us a dinner to-day, anyhow. We'll see
about the rest later on."
Tooker · nodded and quickly disappeared into another part
of the house.
In a few minutes he returned, and nodding his head in a
satisfied sort of way, said:
"My old woman says the dinner will be ready in jest about
forty minutes. You kin time her, tr you want to, but you kin
bet she's a hustler. She was born that way, an' with the help
she's got she'll fry them chickens an' have some fried potatoes
to go along with 'em, In forty minutes. That may be rushln'
things through rather fast, but you kin gamble on It that the
grub will be flt to eat when she rings the bell."
"Very well, Mr. Tooker. Do you want your money in
advance?"
"Well, that 'would be more buslness-llke. wouldn't It? I
don't know you any more than that Tom Dyer says you're
Young Wild West, the champion deadshot. I ain't sayln' that
you ain't, or that you ain't the deadshot, either. But there
ain't no way of provin' It, so if you don't mind, you kin fork
over sixteen dollars. I'm charg!n' the same for the heathens
as I rlo for the rest of you."
"All right, slr. Here's your money," and the young deadshot quickly tossed him a twenty-dollar gold piece.
Tooker's eyes glistened with delight, and he hastened to give
the change.
"When you hear the bell ring git Into the dinin' room aa
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quick as you !;:in, an' you l,in bet the grub' will be there for/ a survey of the rather lar-g"e room, and then loolrnd at the low
you."
1 ceiling above bim.
•·~icee' lillae bar, and plenty tanglefoot,
Wild went on outside smiiing, for he had made up his mind ' so be. Maybe me helpee .myself."
'
that the tavern-keeper wits a rntller queer sort of fellow, and I The proprietor showed no signs of returning very soon, so
1
that he had a pretty good opinion of himself.
Hop walked behind the bar and looked over the bottles tbot
"We are going to dine at the tanrn .here." he said, "We I stood on the shelf behind it,
h:::.ve ~~ot just forty minutes, so I reckon we'll pitc)l our camp I There were but half a cloz<>n of them, and nearly all of th,:m
ciose by. The boss says we may stop oa his property, and as I of the same size.
don't s<"e anything in the way of a fence ou this side of the
The labels o~ them told that they were supl}osed to eaC'h
building, we'll locate right over there by the running brook. contain a d!'fferent"brand of liquor.
Get a move on you, heathens."
Hop b.ad plc].{ed up enough education while a.tten<ling a Sun"Allee light. lvlisler Wild," came from '.Hop Viah and Wing . day school in 'Frisco to enr:.ble him to read fairly well.
Wah, the two brothers who traveled with the party in the ca"Lie whisky, bourbon, bland:;r, Jamaica !um and wine," he
pacity of handy man and cook, ani! away they weJJ,t, their 1, said, shaking his head in a puzzled way. "Velly muchcc. tan-'
horses at a trot, tl.!gging at the halters of the pack-horses they glefoot."
were leading.
He thought for a moment, jl.Ild then decided to try a little or
The 1·unning b:-ook the. young deadshot refened to was not the rye whisky.
more than tv,o hundred feet from the big shed that was in the
There were a few glasses- there, though not more than cwo or
rear of the taYcrn.
three of the same size and appearance.
It was a fine spot to el'ect the tents; since there happened
Hop selected one of them, and then uncorking the bottle
to be a couple of shade trees there and a fringe of bushes that labeled rye, . poured out a drink.
ran along close to the creek to shut off prying eyes, should
Having done this, he walketl around to the front door and
anyone become inquisitive enough to sneak up to watch them. peered outside.
"Now len, my fool blother," Hop said, nodding to Wing and
It happened that the crowd was just comi11g across the
grinning broadly, "you bully uppee. Me wante2 gittee dlink street., so the clever Chinec smilc<1 blandly, and then leaning
of tanglefoot, so be. Misler Wild says we gittee dinnee in um llis elbow upon the bar, lifted the glass and waited.
hotel."
In came 'fooker, and when he saw the - Chinaman standing
"Shuttee uppee," Wing answered, for he was al ways sus- there he gave a start
picious that Hop was going to play a trick on him.
"What in thunderation are you doin' here, heathen? Who
The fact was that he was an industrious, easy-going Chl.ua- waited on you?" he demanded.
man, while Hop \i·as something quite different.
"Me vel!y smartee Chniee," was the quick reply. · "Me walkf'
He would do the work allotted to him, lmt was as full or cw. myself, so be."
mischief as could be, and being a horn practical joker, as well
"You don't mean to tell me you have been behind my bar,
as a sleight-cf-hand performer, there was no end of fun to be do you?'' and Toolcer grew Yery r-ngry.
·
·
got from him.
"Lat allee light, Misler Melican Man. You no gittce mad.
But he had proved of very valuable asslstuacc to Young Wild Me pay you allee samee uollee fer um dlink. Me r;ottee p!PD ty
·west and his friends, and many Umes, at that. ,md this made money."
him what might be cailed a fixture to the pany.
Then the Chinaman tossed him a silver clolla.r.
Hop had a toni.lness for whis:,y, which he cniled-tanglefoot,
'rooker put out his hands to catch it, but before he could do
and he had a mania for gambling.
this the coin jumped back and disappeared.
'l'bese failings were o1'fset by his good qualities, however,
Hop was looking the other way then, and raising the g1as11
and probably more so, and having long since discovered that to his lips, he swallowed the contents an<l turned as if to leave
it was impossible to reform the heathen, the young cleadshot the place.
and his friends had about given up the task.
"Lat allee light, Misler Melican man," he said. "Keeper. um
The two quickly unloaded the pack-horses. and then without changee."
being told what to do next, hastened to erc:::t the t"\\-o tents,
"Say:" cried Tooker, excitedly, "wh:it are you tryin' to do,
· which were occupied as a sleeping quart'ers by the members heathen?"
ot the party.
.
"Whattee mattee?" and Hop turned quid,ly and ::-,ctN1 as i!
The one, the girls used was not quite as large as the other, he was angry. "Me givee you urn ctollee f.cr um dlink. "
but there were but three of them, while ftve had to occupy the
"You didn't give me a cent, heatiien. ,.
larger one, and sometimes more than that, for occasionally
"Velly stlange. Me allee samee chuckee you um uih·er
they came upon men who needed shelter and assistance.
dollee."
·
Wild and his two partners saw to it themselYes that the
Tb,en Hop looked around questioningiy at the crowd.
horses they had beeu riding were properly taken care of.
At least one man wits ready to take an ailldavit that he bad
By the time this had been done it still l:lcked twenty minutes seen the China.man toss TooJrer a dollar and that the latter
or dinnel'·time, proYided Tooker had told them correctly.
had caughtr it.
Wild had looked at his watch after rer(\iving the information
He promptly made this declar:ition.
that tbe meal would be ready ln forty mlnutas, so he decided
"It ain't right to pile it on the heathen, Tooker," he said,
to be right on hand.
shaking his head. "Jest 'cause he went behind your bar an'
,vater was taken from the brook in pails, and combs and helped himself you're goin' to make out he didn't pay you
brushes were brought into play, and in a little while the mem- when he give you a dollar an' told you to keep the change."
. bers of the party had removed the dust of travel from them
"He chucked me a dollar, all right, hut somebody else must
and were ready for the meal.
have gra.bbed it, 'cause I didn't," and the proprietor looked
Hop \Vall no sooner got through his part of the work than more anrnzecl' than ever.
he sl!pped around through the bushes, and coming across an
Hop walked 011 to the door and stood looking outside as itopen space, succeeded in placing the barn between him and the there wa's nothing to concern hlm at ail.
tavern, so that no one saw his departure.
'1'he men got to talking in ·whispers then, for it seemed to
He was not long in finding a back door that would gain him them that there was something very strange about it.
the admittance to the bar-room which he sought.
Nearly everyone of them had seen the Chinaman toss the
He entered it, and finding no one in the room, went on dollar in the air, but only one declared tlrnt the proprietor
through, and opening another door, peered inside.
had caught it.
There was no one there, either, since the proprietor had gone
They fell to arguing about it, aad f'Oon the man who made
outside with Dyer, who was te!llng how the Indians had cap- the lti;sertion thac '.rooke1· received the dollar wai; forced to
tured him ancl had been forced to release him by Young Wild admit that probably he might bo mfolaken, after all.
West and his friends.
Meanwhile the cleve,· Chinee was thoroughly enjos ing his
Hop walked leisurely across the room and peered frcm a little joJrn.
windo"IV.
The dollar he had thrown to the man was attached to an
Across the street stood Dyer talking to as many as a dozen elastic string which was fastened up his sleeve.
men ·who had gathered there..
There was nothing very strange in the fact that it had difIt v•;-as in front of the store, and when Hop saw _that there appeared so suddeuly, for it had been dr::iwn back q11icldy up
were two men there without hats he looked sharply and tho sleeve.
qulclcly recognized one of them as the proprietor of the tavern,
Tooker was not long in getting the sympathy of nearly all
for he had seen him through 11ie doorway when he was talk- the settlec"S.
lng to vVild upon their arrival.
'l'ben he grew very angry, and steppiug oYer, s1-izecJ rhs
· '·Vcllr nicee hotel, so be," he remarked, audibly, as he took· Chinaman by the arm.
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"See here, hrathen, jest 'muse you'i·e with Young Wild West
Hop paused before the horse trough, which was about half
don't say t.ilat you·re goin' to walk in my place :m' go behind full of water.
the b:ir an' tatw a urink without p:qin.' for it. Now then, you
He ~toocl there looking at it when he heard someone remarlc
forlt o,·er the prlce of that drinl-:, 01· I'll llave you put in the thttt the squaw man was approaching.
calaboos<>."
';'\'ild, who was standing with his partners and the girls a
'·:lh' 1lienc:. ·· 1.lop said. stepping bii.ck and raising his hand ,;;hort distance away. heard it. too, and they turned their gaze
warningly, .. r:u:ytw you no knowc>,, lat me uni empelor of China. up the road and took a look at tlle man who had caused all
1\le comei,, to !is c·cumry to rc.nke a tlip with Youug vVHtl West, the trouble.
the Mclic·;;,.n bo:,- who no 'flaid of anythling, a4d shootee velly
"Hello, Bill Paxley,'' Tom Dyer called out, as he ran over to
muchee stlaight. Me gottec my blothe1· with roe, too, and me where our friends were standing, bis eyes fixed upon tho apgottee millicn dollars i.o flP<md. If you no loolcee outtee mo proaching man. "Come over here. Young Wild West wants to
nwkec mnchee tJ.ght, so he. 11/fo givee you um silver dollee see you."
for mu dllulr, but lat alleo light. Now roe pay yon some more,
''I can see him from where I am, Dyer," the young deadshot
so ue."
answered, with a shrug of the shoulders. "Certainly he doesn't
'1'hen Hop quickly pulled out half a dollar, which the pro- appear to be anything more than an ordinary man, so it !sn't
l)l':<::tor of the tavern -took without another word.
a.tall necessary for me to study him closely. You have already
At this juncrnre Cheyenne Charlie, who had discovered the . told us that he married a squaw and caused the Indians to
ahsen(e of the Chinaman from the ramp, entered the door.
! m:i.l,e trouble over it, because he tool,: her away from their
Tbere w:is a broad grin on his face, for he could see right village."
a"r.,.y that Hop hnd b-een doing- something that was mystifying ' The squaw man walked over somewhat timidly, and when he
to th,3 men.
saw the girls looking at him sharply his eyes dropped.
''What's the matter, Hop?'' he ::i::;kecl.
"Bill Paxley,' 1 Dyer said, trying to make his voice as im"Lat olke light, Mif;ler Charll.,:,. Mc tellee um Melican man pressive as possible, "Young Wild We~t, the champion dead, l:i t me allee samee empelor of China, and ley no bellevee."
shot, is lookin' at yer. He's heard what you done an' what's
"I clou·t blame 'em for not bPlievin' anything like that. But lilrnly to happen from it. He's goin' to help us clean up the
I don·t mind tellin' 'em that you're a blamed sight smarter l'eclskins if ther happen to try an' make a raid on the settle·
than lbe mnperor ever dar<:d to be. .Jest iihow 'em that I'm ment."
tellin' the truth. We've got a few minutes yet afore that dinThere was a short silence, and then Paxley lifted his eyes to
nc,r tell will l'ing, I reckon."
those of the young deadshct.
"'All<'e llght, ~,!isler Charlie,'' and the Chinaman showed his ,,- "I've heard about you," he said, In a rather low voice .
willingnr,;s.
"You're a born Injun fighter. But I hope there won't be no
trouble to come from this. The old chief got awful m.ad, but
that don't mean that he's goin' to be fool enough to bring his
CHAPTER III.
braves over here an' attack us. This settlement has stood for
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a number of years, accordin' to what I've heard say. It's been
,. 1 , c
·~ ,.
,
.
.
. .
_
• ,
attacked several times, but it's. here yet, an' most of the cabins
1
st
l .H :Clt!~1., .ad begt.n makmg piepaiatrnns v.hen tbej nr
is still standin' jest as they was built in the 11.rst place. Mos·
th
nd1
got an mkhng of an expected _:i.ttack from e I
ans.
. 1 everybody arot{nd here puts me down as bein' putty low ·es~
. ]!e,;· ?f them. a.ctna:l! ~elJe_veu that Dead Horse, the Ute I! 'cau_se I married an Injun gal. I'd like to know what·-~ \h~
chief, w_ould darn do Sl,ch a thing.
difference so long as she was satJ.sfied an' I was satisfied On
_But smce there had been an exch ange of shot~ b~tween some thing abo~t it," and his eyes flashed as he looked aro;nd a~
108
th
ot the me;11 a;1d_ th~-Utes, ~l
a - ~ of one white ~an a nd the listening crowd, "I ain't ashamed of her, an' I'm gain' to
three ludian.,,_ it '1'-o.s mo're th an c,,dent th at th e teclskins . stick to her. But what I come over here for was to tell you
meant something.
! that I'm willin' to quit an' take her away to some other place.
However, as •rom Dyer ha<1 stated, _a 1'.lcsscnger had been I Maybe that will stop the trouble. If there's anyone here as
sent to, the fort for the purpose or briugmg the cavalrymen ! kin fix it so they kin git word to Chief Dead Horse that I've
to ~yer s Hill.
_ . . .
.
._
• . , . ! gone with my squaw, as they all call her, he'il be satisfied,
. \\ ith ?lenty of am,numt1on m the blockhous~ ~nd everJ th rn., · maybe, to git after us an' let the settlement alone. l'd rather
m :eadmess to _rem?re the women a.nd ch1laren from the be cleaned out m ..self than to have the blame> for e·· u~in' a
calnns and shanties. tne settl:rs f~_lt some~hat e~sr, and th?s~ Lig fight between °the men here an' the Utes. That's '\-.ii rv~
gatt~r-P(l a~. the tavern c<>rtamly forgot wuat m!gnt be. called got to say. J'm all ready to move. We"ve got our horses ready
the. 1:n_r;mumg danger when Hop Wah proceeded to give an an: what things we kin take with us is all tied up. Now then'.
exl~ihi'. 1?11 of ~ is _s;eight-of-hand:
gents, you kin look down on me as much as you like, f.or I
_ Uh.ey'. .nn..c Cb_ar l!e batl told llim to go ahe::id, and certainly can't help it. But I'm goin' to leave. Jest git word to the Utes
Hop mean. to do it.
that I've gone an' that my wife is with me." .
He proceeded to show them all nia.nns'r or ordinary trlclrn, . Without another word the squaw man threw his head a little
such as are somc>times performed 1.Jy so-called magicians at the ' higher and then in a sneering sort of way turned and walked
ordinary theatre:; in the cities and towns.
rapidly from the spot.
1fost of these mystified the spectators, and it. was not long
nuL he had not gone more than twenty feet before Young
before the word h~d passed pretty well a.bout the settlement Wild West ran after him.
as to what wns gorng on at the _tavern.
'·Hold on, my friend,'' he said, reaching out and catching him
Then nearly e·-. ery male. res;dent lost no time in getting by the shoulder. "I reckon you're not going'to leave this way.
there.
j I assure you that I am in full sympathy with you, and even if
But the rnajo!'ity. of tl.!em were <loomed to cll.sappoi:ntment, I you did choose to marry a squaw it don't mean that you are
for when the rlinner bell nmg Hop Wah quit in the midst cf not :::. pretty good sort of man. Anyone who condemns you for
his perfcrmanLe and hastened around to the ltHehen, for be it must be very narrow-minded, indeed. Certainly when you
knew it was tho rule that he and Wing were to eat there.
I took a wife from the Indian · trible you had no thought of
·wud, Jim and the gfrls ,Ye1·e on hand, and when the young causing war to start between the two races. If your suggestion
dead.shot declared that the boss of the tavern had only made a is carried out, and the redskins learn that you have really left
mistako in two minutes when he said the meal wo11lcl Le rearly the settlement, they will start iu pursuit, and that means that
in f01·ty minutes, they a.111'.<'lt sa,tisfied.
I yon will be wiped· out, and possibly your wife will suffer the
The fact was tller were "'XCe0dingly hnngry, for it was now ' same fate."
p::u;t one o'clock.
. j ,"I know that well enough, Young Wild West. But I'm willin'
But this, as Cheyenne Charlie said, ruatlo it all the better, for to tal~e my medicine, for I feel that I'm deservin' of it," came
he felt that he could enjoy the food to a greater extent.
the reply.
Certainly the meal was all right, and they all made the best
Wild looked at him sharply, and decided right away that
of it.
thcri; was nothing but sincerity about him.
Meanwhile the cro\Yd lingered in the barroo!n an•l in front
"You·,e not going to leave," he said, somewhat commandof the building.
, ingl,-. "I reckon there's more fighting in you than there is in
Hop took his time about it, and when he had finished cat.ing lots of the others about here. You stay rig.ht here, and if such
he made his way back, and ignoring the expectant crowd en· a thing happens that the Utes do come here and make an attirely, pushed his way to tlie 1.,ar and called for ·a cigar.
lack, I want yon to lend all the assisL.qnce you can."
It was promptly handed to him, and paying for it, h-3 strncl,
"Can't do it., Young Wild West," and the man shook his head
a match and lighted it.
doggedly. "M::1 wife is satisfied to leave. She's willfn' to take
Outside he wcut, the settlers following.
' l:ler chance of gcttln' away, an' so am I."
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""Where do ypu live?"
"In that little shanty over there what was painted yaller
once on a time," and he pointed to the building, which was
about a hundred yards distant.
"All right, I reckon we'll go over with you. Come on, J im.
Come on, girls." ·
Wild ))cclrnned to those mentioned, for they happened to
be standing together, and they quickly hurried to the spot.
Cheyenne Charlie was with Hop near the horse-trough, waiting for the clever Chinee to do something funny.
He he::ird Wild when he called to the othe;·s, and as his name
was not mentioned he did not offer to leave the spot.
'l'he squaw man showed signs of uneasiness when Jim and
the girls c-anie up.
"We're going over to see your wife," Wild explained. "Now
then, come on."
"All 1·ight, I ain't got no objections to that. As I said afore,
I ain't ashamed of her, even ff she is a full-blooded Ute."
They were not long in reaching the house, and as they approached the door the squaw came out.
·
She was attired exactly lilce the rest of the women living at
the scttlenient, and certainly was rather pretty, as well as neat
in appearance.
Hel' eyes opened widely when she saw the strangers approaching with her husband.
"Some friends who want to see you afore we go, Lily," Paxley said.
She nodde.d and kept looking on wonderingly.
Arietta promptly ran up to her, and began talking eamestly
h'"l' .

"You're not going to leave;· she said. "You stay right here,
and if your people attack the settlement your husband must
help fight them of!'."
"No," and the squaw shook her head. "We will go away.
The white people don't like me, and they don't like my husband. ·when we married we should have gone miles away,
where nobody knew us. It was a mistake. But maybe it is not
too lr.te yet. We have both made up our minds that we would
rather die than have the settlement burned and the people
slaughtered because of us."
'·Wild," Arietta said, turning to the young deadshot, her
eyes flashing with determination, "they shall not leave. They
must not leave. This ie what I call a shame. The people here
are more responsible fo1' the trouble between them and the
Indians than these two are. I can understand it pretty well.
Quito likely sm:ering remarks have been made to the Indians
every time they met them, and it has· kept the thing going
until now it's nearing a climax. You said at the dinner-table
that there had been some fighting between the settlers and the
Indians on account of this man marrying the squaw. That is
as f.ar as it should go. The Ute chief must be given to un!lerstand that he will be placing his whole tribe in jeop'ardy if
he dares attack the settlement."
"You are talking all right·, Et," the young deadshot answered,
in his cool and easy ws.y. "But it's a migh'ty hard thing to
make a redskin chief understand a thing like that. If he has
made up his mind to go on the war-path, and means to attack
the settlement, he will do it, unless he is forced to change his
mind because he find,s he will be wiped out if he insists upon
it. No, there is no way of making Dead Horse change his
mind if he has already decided to <lo it. But these two people
are not going to leave here, just the same."
"I must leave,'' Bill Paxley insisted.
"But I say _you can't. Now then, excuse me for trying to run
things here, but I find that I have got to do It, just the same.
I have a way of doing about as I please, no matter where I am.
I don 't mean by that that I try to lord it over anyone, but that
I do it usually for their own benefit. I have sai dthat you can't
leave here, ancl I mean ft. Now then, you may as well make
u p your mind to put away your horses and place the articles
you intended to taks with you back into the house."
The squaw loolrnd at the boy wonderingly. Then her faae
suddenly lighted, and turning to her husband, she exclaimed:
"We will stay, Bill."
"But there ain't nobody nere as wants us to stay, Lily,''
came the reply.
"Oh, yes. These people want us to stay."
"Yes, but they're strangers here."
"Never mind, Bill. We must stay. You'll help fight my own
people if they come to try and kill the palefaces."
Paxley lowered his head.
There were tears in his eyes, but suddenly he looked up, and
nodding to the young deadshot, said:'
"Young Wild West, it's gain' to be 'jest as you say . '\'Ve'll

stay. I give you my word for it. You'll find that I kin fight,
too, if it comes to the point."
"All right, Paxley. You're very much of a man, after all.
But stick to your wife, for I see she will stick to you. It won't
take us long to convince the people .here tha.t you h~ve dune
nothing wrong, or tbat you had no intention of starting
trouble between them and the Indians, anyhow."
The boy was not so sure, however, that Paxley might not
change his mi.nd again, so he .whispered to Jim to keen an eye
on them, and then he turned and walked over to the tave,·u.
'fhe girls remained long enough to assure the squaw that
she and her husband, had taken the wisest course by deciding
to remain, and then they followed.
Hop and Charlie had gone into the tavern, but tlwre was
quite a crowd at the outside, and every man was watching the
young deadshot as he approached .
"So Paxley an' the squaw is gain' away, eh?" Tom Dyer
said, a smile showing on his face.
"No, they, have decided to remain here,'' was the reply.
"How is that? Paxley always was braggin' about not bein'
afraid of anything. Showin' the white feather, eh?"
"No, he isn't showing the w\1ite feather. We induced him "to
change his mind. See here, gentlemen,'' and the boy waYcd
his hand and glanced quiclcly at the faces before him, "you
haven't b€en treating Paxley and his wife just right. Ma~'bc •
it does lower a man a little to marry a squaw. But it is his
business, after all, and so long as he behaves himself in the
community in which he lives I don't see why you should want
to pick on him. No doubt what he did has caused the illfeeling of the redskins. But I rather t11ink that if soII'e of :you
had not started a fight with them things would have f!l1 i&ted
down after a while. Now according to what you have told me,
the Tedskins are bent upon wiping out the settlement, and that
they may be expected here at any time. The thing to do is to
meet them squarely when they come and rant them as soon as
possible·, thus giving them a lesson that will last them as ' long
,as they live. There are enough of you here, if you' all have
arms and ammunition, to hold off four or five hundred redskins. I have helped do the very same thing before, and 1 am
willing to help ~ow. You will find that Bill Paxky will J)<Jt
show the white feather when there is any fighting to be done.
I am tho1,oughly convinced of that, gentlemen. Now rh,cn,
I don't want any of you to think tl1at I came he Fe ' to give ~·ou
any pa:·ticular advice or interfere with you at all. Bllt I haYe
made up my mind to lend all the r.ssistance I can, and help
wipe out the Utes if they make the attack."
·
There was a short silence, and then Tom Dyer took off his
hitt and ~houted: .
"Hooray for Young Wild West, boys! He knows \\hat he's
talkin' about. Now then, one, two, three!"
"Hooray, hooray!" went up from nearly every man in the
crowd.
It was wonderful to see mow quickly they chant;ed their
minds.
But Wild had a way of easily convincing the avera ge man,
so there was really nothing strange about it, after all.
CHAPTER IV.
FUN AT THE TAVERX.

As soon as Young Wild West f9m1el that he had about mastered the situation as far as the ill ieeling agaim:t t he squaw
man was concemed, he went about among the settler:; an,l
· talked to them so he miP-"ht learn just what preparat'ous they
had made.
"'
'l'he result was that he was conducted to the old bloc\{house
inside of what was. left of the stockade, and had the opportunlty of looking over hings.
Certainly the blockhouse was large enough to accommodate
every man, woman and child in the settlement, though· they
would have to be sto,ved in pretty close.
,
.
While the structun1 was not altogether bul!et-pro<Jf, th e
roclrn would protect them greatly.
Certainly there was ammunition enough to last t bem for
days, for nearly all the store-keeper had been possessed of was
there.
,
"'This arrangement is all right," the young deaclsllot sa;i:l:, as
he was going out of the blockhouse with Dyer and son"u oth.r rs.
·.'But we have got to do a lot of fighting on the out sicl e. We
don't want the redskins to set t'he bouse on fire. T hr,t·s tbe
first thing they'll do if tltey really are bent upon wiping out
the settlement. Since you are pretty well satisfied tl.Jat tl.Je
cavalrymen will get here in about three clays, I thinl it wo,1 't
be a, very !lard matter to hold the redskins off until +hat tirne.
The fact that the six we met this morning were cut scouting
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mean;, that the attack will hardly be made to-day. It may be
befo1·c to-morrow morning. Quite likely it will, for when they
go ba" 1, and tell what happened after they had caught Dyer,
the chief will surely feel like pushing matters a little faster.
But it may be that he hasn't got all his braves together yet.
I hope that is the case, though of course the Jess there are to
como, the easier it will be to repel them. Now then, everybody
ta_ke it cool. I'll see to it that the first a1,proach of the Indians
will be observed, for I am going to leave it to my partners and
a few others, if there are volunteers, to do some scouting."
As far as volunteers v,ere concerned, there were many of
them.
Nearly every man within the hearing of the boy's voice
called out to that ef'fect.
"All right," the boy saic, smilingly. "All you people have
got to do is to be ready to moYe 011t of your shanties and make
for the blockhouse if anything happens. Meanwhile keep .right
on attending to your duties in the usual way. Such a thing
migi:tt be that the whole thing is a farce, after all." ·
\Vhen Wild got back to the tavern he found that Jim and the
girls had returned to the camp.
Charlie and Hop Wah were inside, a.nd by the bursts of
laughter which sounded from within, it was evident that the
clever Chinee was up to some or his "funny business."
A hush came instantly when the young deadshot appeared,
for it. seemed that every man there had learned to recognize
him as being someone above the ordinary run of human beings.
Hop was standing on a chair near the center of the big room.
He was forced to lean over to prevent his head from coming
In contact with the ceiling.
He was holding a hat that belonged to one of thf'l settlers In
his left band, while with his right he was taking all sorts of
things from it.
This was a time-honored sleight-of-hand trick, but it was new
to the most of them, and each time he produced something of
a ludicrous nature there was a roar of laughter.
It happened that the ownc1· of tho hat was an old bachelor,
and wllon Hop suddenly ' took an infant's shoe from the hat
and held it up the old fellow became somewhat angry.
"See here," . he called out. "I've told you two or three times
that I didn't know them things was in my hat. I don't see
how they got t11ere, hut I sartingly never had a baby shoe in
my belonging's. Another thing, I never seen one like that in
the ~ettlement. You put that there yourself. an' I know it."
"Lat allee light, Misler Melican Man," the Chinaman retorted, a 1 tcr glancing at Wild and becoming satisfied that he
wa~; not. going to interfere. "You no see me puttee anythling
in yon hi.t. ·Me talrne you hat flom you head, and !en me
lookee in and findee plenty thlings. You no foolee me. Me
velly smartee Chinee."
One of the men wanted to exa,mine the little shoe, so Hop
permitted him to do so.
It was passed around among the crowd, but the victim
refused to even look at it, and turned his head.
Hop took the shoe when it had gone the rounds, and then
stepping from the chair, walked to a table and said:
"Now !en, you comee here, my fliend. Me likeE) you velly
muchee."
"I ain't comin' there," the victim answered, angrily. "You
have been makin' a laughin'stock of me long enough."
"Lat allee light. Me ,vantee you. You velly nicee Melican
man. Me likee you velly muchee."
"Go on, Jake," someone called out, and then the first thing
he knew the ml!n was seized and pushed to the table.
Hop put out his hand, and reluctantly Jake, as he was called,
accepted it.
'l'hen Hop walked around him, and took something from his
pocket unknown to anyone.
It was nothing more thal} a pipe that belonged to the man,
and Hop meant to treat them all to a surprise by taking it.
"Evelybody watchee," he said, as he produced his big yellow
silk handkerchief. "Me puttee um baby shoe in um handkerchief, and !en me makee somethling velly stlange. Evelybody
watchee."
The clever Chinee then placed the infant shoe in the hand'
kerchief and proceeded to wrap it carefully.
Having done this, he deposited it upon the center of the
tab!e, after which he turned his eyes toward the ceiling and
began moving his fir.gcr back and forth slowly.
A silence C'ame over the spectators.
Suddenly.Hop claJ)ped his hancls, and then pointing squarely
at the man he had made the victim of his- joke, he said:
· ''You no gottee baby shoe. You al!ee· smee puttee um pipe
in you hat, and when me takee outtee it lookee likee baby shoe.
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Me velly smartee Chinee. Makee evel;rbody see stlange
thlings."
"What are you tryin' to say?" Jake asked, excitedly, and then
he made a grab for the pocket his pi11e had been in.
A look of dismay showed upon his face when he found the
pipe was missing.
"Me knowee whattee me talkee 'boutee. You open um handkelchief."
The man hesitated about doing this.
"Go on, Jake, an' do as he tells you," someone advised .
. "All right, I aln't. afrai.d to open it. Maybe it's a joke, so
what do f care? I never had no baby shoe, an' eYerybody
knows that. But my pipe's gone, so I'll jest look, anyhow.''
He unwrapped the handkerchief and, sure enough, his pipe
was disclcsedJ the shoe having disappeared in what seemed
to be to all of them a Yery mystercus way.
Bowing and smiling in his usual bland way, Hop turned the
hat he had been using upside down and after giving it a shake,
handed if to the astonished man.
"Evelythling allee light, Misler Jake," he said, rubbing his
hands briskly. "You gottee um hat. and you gottee um pipe.
Whattee you say you only thlink. Me velly smartee Chinee.
Me no havee shoe, and rue no havee anythling else. Me makes
you see thllngs me no havee. I le<!kon lat will be allee light."
Then throwing out both hands, the Chinaman thrust out his
chest and strode toward the bar.
"Ha, ha, ha!" laughed Cheyenne Charlie. "The blame fool
of a heathen is sartinly goin' the limit, an' no mistake. Acts
jest as if he knows as much about things as Wild does. Says
he reckons it will be all right, eh? Well, by thunder',.
Then he made a grab for Hop, and catching him by the
shoulder, gave him a push that sent him the full length of the
little bar.
'"Whattee mattee, Misler Charlie?" Hop ventured, affecting
anger. "You a.Hee samee wan tee hurtee me, so be."
"Ha, ha, ha!"
. Again the scout laughed, this time up!·oariously.
"Say, Cheyenne Charlie," one of the settlers said, approaching the scout very earnestly, "is that Chinee a wi~ch ?"
"Whichever way you might put it," was the prompt reply.
"But I sorter reckon he's a mighty smart heathen. Fooled
yer, didn't he?"
"Me havee lillee dlop of tanglefoot," Hop Epoke up, making
a motion with his hand to show that he ignored the scout and
everyone else.
The man employed by Tooker, the proprietor, was behind the
bar just then, and he hastened to 'fill the order.
He like everyone else, with the excel;Jtlon of Wild and
Charlie, seemed to be somewhat awestruck
He certainly could not understand how J lop had managed to
wrap a baby shoe in a handkerchief and then cause it to suddenly transform into a pipe.
The pipe being the property of 'the man callea Jake made
it all the more mysterious, for he dtd not dream of such a thing
as the Chinaman having approp1iated the pipe unobserved by
anyone.
It was all very simple to Wild and Charlie, of course, and the
more the scout thought of it the more he felt like laughing.
Usually when Charlie felt like laughing he did it, and he
'
certainly Jet himself out now.
"Blamed funny," he declared, as he sho9lc his head and
looked at the bartender. "I don't understand jest why the
heathen kin fool so many people."
"Fool 'em, you say!" ventured Jake. "I can't see as how I
was fooled any."
"Look at your hat," was the quick reply. "Take it oft' an'
look inside of it. Most likely there's a whole armful of things
in it yet that you ain't seen."
"There ain't nothin' in my hat. I reclrnn I looked at it afore
I put it on my head."
"All right, then. That shows you was fooled . I wouldn't
be afraid to bet a hundred dollars to a silver quarter that the
Chinaman could talre no end of things out of that hat right
llO\Y."

"He ain't goin' to take nothing more out of this hat," and so
saying Jake edged toward the door.
Some of the men laughed at this, for it seemed that the
hilarity of the scout made them think that, after all, it really
was nothing more than a joke.
"It's sleight-of-hand, that's what it is," one of t:jlem ventured, as if that settled it. "Boys, we've got to give the
heathen the credit of bein' smart enough to make fools of us
all. I've heard tell of sich things. There's my grandmother,
what died when I was somethin' like fourteen years old. She
used to tell me the blamedest things about witches straddling
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hrcomsticlcs an' flyin' !rem one thing to another. lt used to
make my eyes open so bia.med wide that sometimes I couldn't
hardly git 'em shut when I wanted to go to sieep. I'm putty
"',:,11 satisfied that she wasn't tellln' lies, after all.''
"You glandmother allee samee tcllee you 'boutee witch lide
ou um bloomEtick. so be?" Hop asked, as he held up the glass
o! liquor he had just poun~d out.
"'l'hat's right. heathen. My grandmother was a blamed good
old soul. too. She's been dead now a good many years."
"'i'dly nicef' old lady, so be. l\le say vclly gooclec luckee to
you g!audmother."
Then he drained the glass, and as if there was nothing more
of interest for him in the taYern, he strode briskly outside,
and took his position before the horse-trough, tho same as he
hnd done once before.
Out of the room p!led the settlers.
They were not ready to let the Chinaman get away without
ha \'ing one more look at him, it seemed.
Hop stood there sruil1ng for a mflmcnt, and then, lighting a
cigar, began puffing away as if he was thinking of things that
were fai:: away.
"What arc you trytn' to do now, Hop?" Cheyenne Charlie
called out. becoming somewhat impatient, for he had an idea
tliat the Chinaman was not yet through with his fun.
"l\fisler Charlie," Hop answered, quickly, as he turned and
walked toward him, "me bettce you tivee dollcc you no jumpee
oYer um bu!lel."
"You'r<' bettin' me fh<' dollars J can 't jump over a barrel,
ch? That"s a foolish thin:;, Hop . What th e us..i of talli:in' like
that~ Why, I kin do that mighty easy."
Then the scout loolced around, for he noticed that there was
a~ empty barrel standing close to the front of the building.
·'Allee light. Puttee uppee you money."
"S~,3 here, heathen, you ain't going to k<oltch me on nothin'
like that. You know blamed well that I kin jum11 over any
barrel that was ever marle--I rnran an ordinary barrel, not a
hogshead.''
".\le mean !is ballel, Misler Charlie," and Hop walked over
and placed his hands upon the barrel.
Charlie thought for a moment, but he suddenly shook his
hrnd and broke Into a laugh.
·r ain't l1rttiu'. Hop. Git somebody else to do il," he r emarlic·u.
··,\.llel' 1;.;-ht. Maybe somebody wai;itec bettee firee dollee,
u.llre ,;,~m0e."
.\t tlli:; th e man calletl Jal,e step11erl forward,
the same
tim e pulling r-cue money from his pocket.
"See hen·, hc>ntllcn. You have sorter m::ide a rool of me,
accorclin' to what the fellers around h<'re says. :Now then, if
ycu·re wa!ltiu' ro bet tll11t I can't :iump oYer tbat barrel, jest
put u1> ~our mone:,-."
"Alice light," and Hop qulckiy produced the <lolhrs and
turning to th e proprietor. who had come cut wirll the rest,
ulacc>d it in his hands.
"Mind vc>:- now,'' the settler said, sl.Jaking llis finger ~\'arningl~·. "tills is goin' to be a fair an' square bet. I happen to
kuo\\' thn::. I rouldn't jump over that barrel if :ou was to put
it rlo~e ag'in the house."
·'i.\1e no puttee um ballel Jere," Hop answered, quickly.
"All right, then."
":),fe puttee um hallel on um glound," and Hop waved his
hand nrouna, shov,ing that he meant to place il anywhere but
cl os<" to the building.
'Ton J,in consider that the bet is made, then.·' and .Jake
handed over the five dollars to Tooker.
Hop looked thoughtful for a moment, and tl.len picking up
the barrel, I.lo carried it 01·er and placed it squarely against
the lwrsc trou1;h.
"Now Ieu," he ea.id, nodding his head aud smiling blandly,
"yon standee light here," and he placed his foot whore he
wanted the man to jump from. '·Len you jumpoe over um
balle1.··
··what are you tryin' to make me <.lo, heathen?'' Jake exclaimed, and then he looked around il1 dismay, for he could see
that almost everyone there was grinning broadly. ''Ir I jump
from there I'll land ·square into the horse trough.''
"Lat allee light. Me 110 say somethling 'boutee lat.''
'·Go on, jump, anyhow, Joe. You couldn't make five dollars
any easier," someone c:illed out.
"That's right," and the settler brightened up and gavo vent
to a laugh. "Here's whore 1·m goin' to git the best of the
heathen. anyhow."
'!'hen he stepped uv to the bancl and spat upon his hands.
Without \\'ait!ng for anything further he leaped oYcr lt and
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l::i.nded Into the trough with a ~plash, sending the "at0r flying
!n eYery dfrection.
".Jake wins!·• the hotel-kee1wr r'alled oat.
Hop w:.is somewhat aurvrlsed at the ruan·s acUou, for the
j joke had not turned out exactly as he thought it '1ould.
.
"Allee light," he called out. and th~n he made a bee-line
fer the camp, the laughter of tile crowd ringing in h:s ears.
"That's one on Hop. Wild," Cheyenne Charl1e called out to
the young deadshot, who had been an interested spectator to
all that happened.
.
"I reckon so, Charlir," was ti.le reply. "Kew then. l<'l s go
and get our borsPs and go out scouting for the redskins."
The two quickly followtd the clever Chlnee to the camp.

CHAP'rE.R V.
Rl! .\DY TO 1rEET THE ATU,CK.

Hop Wal.l was \'<'IT quie t. when he joined Jim and the girls
aud his broth0r at the camp.
When Wild and Charlie came up right after him they were
looked at in a questioning way.
"The hc.:tllen jest lost five dollars,'' the scout hastened to
explain. "He had no end of fun mth the men over in the
tavern, but when he bet five dollars that a feller there couldn't
jump over a !Jarrel, h-0 lost his money."
He then e.·plained just what had happened, and there was .a
laugh ?.t the expense of the clevpr Chinee.
"Lat. allce light," Hop called out from where he ,vas sitting
close to tho tents. "Mo glttee squa1·e, so be. Mc makce lat
man allec samee bettee some more mone.r."
"Don't you do :mything of the kind, Hop," ·wild spoke up,
somewhat sharply . "I don't W:l.llt to hear of you engaging in
any sort of gambling game whilf'l we are here. Just you settle
down to busln('SS now, for we have plenty of it. on hand. You
must remember that the settlement Is in danger of being attacked by Indians nt any time."
"Allee light, 1:-.Iisler W!id. Me helpee you velly muchee."
"Well, the way you can help just now is to remain right here
and mind your own business. Do the same as Wing does.
Stay right in the camp!'
The Chinaman nodded, for he could understand pretty well
by the way the boy talked that It would not be wise fo-r him
to disobey th<' order.
'rhe young dcadshot then told Jim what he inte:uded to do,
and the result was i.hat he ~nd his partuers quickly saddlet.l
their horses and si·artcd to r ide out 0Ye1· the pralrie.
·rl.ley ,,:ere going to look for the India?',, and if tllcy could
satisfy t lwmselvcs tbat thr're were none von· dose b;v, they
would fee! that el'erytbing would be all right until it became
dark.
On the other hand; if l1:ey did sight nn,· of tbe rt es the)'
mlgl!t expl'Ct them to makr. the attack before that t iir.c>.
.\ number 0f the :,wt.tiers possesserl hori-es. of l'o,1r:;,e. and
wl«m they s..: w the young clf>a.dshot. and hi,; partni,n; ride awa y
half ,1, doiwn ol' them 1>.· er" not long in mounting and following
their examplt~.
Wild, Charli!' and Jim sp!'nt full '" t~·o hours out upon the
prairie without S"ei ng anything that wonld i11dirate the approach ol tlw rt c1::1 .
'rbey were md hy the settlers on their woy ha<'l,, and were
informed that tllP latter hat.! failed to sc,c any Indian signs
that were at all tbrcat enin!;.
"But they'll 'come, jest tll" same," one or the men declo red,
shaking his head serious!~. " Tbat squaw man s1arted the business, an' clrl Chief DNtd Horse wou.'t ha~!; down. He's lookin'
for what thPy call r evenge, an' since be lost two o•· thnie of bis
broses in that scrirr\rna-"e, he' ll go llis whole length to git
sqn:trP. with us. Yon never could trust a redskin. nohow, but
it's quite a long time since the Ptes have been on the rampage."
"'fhe~· ·11 have a mighty hard time cle:rniu' us out, I recirnn ,"
Cheyenne Ch~rlie retorte(l. with o shrug of the shoulders.
"Why, if I can't drop a coup!<" of dozen oi them r0dskins a fore
tlH•y kin do much da~age, I'll never take another chaw o!
tobacker ag'in as long U..'l l live."
'fhe confident way in which he ,;poke seemed to p ut ronsiderable courage in the settlers, and no doubt they would ba1·e
been willing to vote Cbarlic to be :i wonderful man it' there had
been a chance to do so just then.
Back they rode to th e settlement, null then thing,; p;lf;s, d
nlong rather quietly until darkn"ss cai:ll\,
Our frieuds did not uoub!e the Larcrn-keepci- to iur,1kh
them with supper.
Whil.r, the meal he Ila<! f1:rnish0d at noon wns all rigbt and
no doulJt "orlh tho price they puid for it, they wore content
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to remain in camp and eat ·:her<, the same as they always did
tmlcss they were putting up at a hotel.
'l'lley could purchase all the stores they needed now, and
as they haupened to be woll supplied with game when thf'Y
<'ame to the settlement, there was nothing thai; was at all
.
~c~n~
Wing was a good cook, and he was- -ably assisted by the
scout's wife Whl:'ncver It was at all necessary.
After darkness came, a feeling of uneMiness settled upon
.
nearly everyone in the settlement.
Our friends caught it, too, for even though it seemed hardly
probtcble that the Ute chief would dare to make an attack, they
had learned enough to convince them that it was bound to
happen sooner or later.
About half-past eight Wild decided to do a little more scouting.
"Jim," he said. ignoring Charlie, who no doubt was waiting
for the inrit:ltion, ··1 reckon you and I will go out this time.
Charlie can stay here and look after things while we're gone.
We'll put in a couple of hours, anyhow, and- if at the end of
that time we see nothing worth while, we'll come back. Then
I'll let Charlie select two or three of tbe settlers and take a
ride over the prairie.''
Dart was always willing to do anything the young deadshot
said, and so was the scout.
The result was that a few minutes later the two boya
mounted their horses and rode away In the darneas.
There ,n1s no moon, and it happened that the sky was somewhat cloudy, so they could not see patha Yery far ahead of
them.
But thls mattered not. They were used to all sorts of
weather antl conditions, and riding along at an easy canter,
they continued in the direction they had come that day, tor it
certainly must be from that way the Indians would approach.
1'hcr kept on until they hacl covered a distance of probably
eight miles, nncl theu they suddenly became, aware of the fact
that a number of horses were approaching from the distance.
'l"here h.ap,pened to be a clump of treea less thim a hundred
yards to the right, and so at a word from the y6ung deadshot
tJiey tnrn,ld and rode over to it.
Dh:r.wuuting there, they hid their horses as well as they
could, and then waited.
1n less than five minutes they c,aught sight or a body of
men and horses approaching.
There 7rere mounted Indians as well as many on foot, as
they <.:oaJd s1:.e, eyen though it was so dark.
The Utes were talking nceasionally, but in very low tones,
and l1 w.1!< e,·id':!nt that a larg<? portion of the force of the old
,
chiel' ,i-ns mo,·ing toward the settlement.
"Well. .lirn," the young deadsb.ot whispered, in hie cool and
easy way, "I reckon we can do nothing here, so we may as
well ride baek and give the warning. 'There's one thing certain Dow, Chief Dead Horse really moans to make an attack.
We'll get the women and children in the blockhouse, and then
we'll line the men at the edge of the settlement among the
trees and give the redskin3 a surprise. Come on."
Jim nodded assent, and leading their horses around to ibe
olher :c;ide of the clump of trees, Lhey mounted an.d rode away.
Th0y managed to r.10 this without lieing soen by the approaching Indians, wlrn were coming quite slowly.
As they rodP into the s<:>ttlemcm. they were met br Cheyenne
Charlie and ser c:-al of tile settlers, who had been watching for
thrm.
"Boy.;;, I rcclwn you can get ready. The redskins are com/
ing," Wild called out.
Cries of surprise went up, and in less than five minutes the
whole settlement was in a stato of excitement.
Wild kept on his horse, and rode about advislng them to
keep cool and superintending the moviug of the women and
childreo to the blockhouse.
,Vhen lle sa'I',' this was being done he turned to the c;i,mp.
"Come on, ltcathcn," he called out, for Hop was there as well
as Wing. "Brc>n.t camp, and move the things inside the
stocl,a,de."
"Allee light. Misler Wild," came the reply, and instantly the
two- rei: at work.
'rhe boy knew that they would do it quickly enough,· so he
rode over to the blockhouse and dismounting tied his horsa
to a tree.
Tb.en he looked about among the men, and failing to find
the squaw man there, he turned in the direction of the little
.
yellow shanty.
Before he reached it he met Bill Paxley and his wife.
"Jest takin' the last of our things over, Young, Wild West,"
Pa.xley called out, as he came to a halt, showing that he had

his arms full. "Stuck to my word, you see. \Ve ain't goln' to
leave, 'cause you told u.s not to."
"That's right," was the reply. "You do as I tell you and
everything is goiug to come out all right. If you had fled from
the settlement the ehances are some of the Indians would havo
discovered it and given chase. They might have got you
before you got man,· mlies, and yon know what would happen
in such a case."'
''I know it. But I ain't got over blamin' myself for causin'
all the troubh,."
"Never mind about that, Bill. I'm going to try and savo
every house in the settlement. They say the redskins number
three or four hundred, but probably it has been stretched a
little."
"I don't think the old chief kin git as many as that together,
but he sart!nly w!ll git two hundred of 'em. Most likely all the
Injuns to lJe found anywhere In these parts will join in ·with
him, 'cause all they want is somebody to lead 'em, an' there
ain't no worse feller when he gits goin' than Dead Horse. He'3
had a lot to do ln the Sioux war, an' from what Lillv's told
me, he ougbter be hung or sent to prison. But he got off somehow, 'eause there wasn't no one to bring proof ag'in him.
Maybe he's feelin' as if he kin do as he pleases now."
"Is Dead Horse the father of your wife?" Wild aslced.
"No. She aln't got Do father llvin'. It was the ·old chief's
brother, though, an' from what Lily says, he wasn't a half bau
Injun."
"Oh, Dead Horse is your wife's uncle, then?"
"I reckon that's right."
"That is why he became bitter against you for taking her
away from the village, then?"
"I s'pose so. But be didn't seem to be so very mad about it
at the start. Everything would have been all right if I'<!
agreed to stay there. But she· wanted to be like the white
people, an' of course I wanted it that way, too."
''All ri.ght, Bill. Never mind going any further with your
explanations. The thing haa been done, and it's for us to
now look out for ourselves."
Satisfied to find that the squaw man had no intentions
leaving and hreaking. his promise, the boy proceeded to make
the rounds and assist the settlers all he could in making preparn.tions for the attack.
He had left it to Charlie and Jim to keep a watch for t.lle
approach of the enemy, so there was nothing to fear on that
score.
Of course the settlers had sent out scouts, too, so when Wild
went back to the blockhouse and found the girls and the two
Chinamen _there with all their-belongings, he felt as easy as H
there was really no impending danger.
Tooker had removed nearly everything he possessed from the
tavern, but a number of the settlers had insisted upon remaln'fng there, so a couple ('1f jugs of whisky and some glasses kept
.
the proprietor doing business.
They all knew that they would have time to get inside the
stockade, and seemed to l.Je trying to drink themselves full t.o
obtain the necessary courage to put up a strong fight.
It was near midnight when Wild strolled over to the tavern.
The liquor that had .been kept there wns about gone no•Y,
and as many as a dozen men were in anything but a fit state to
put up a fight.
One of them happened to be Tom Dyer, so the boy began
talking to him rather sharply.
Dyer, under the influence of liquor, resented this, and f01· the
moment it seemed as if he wa.s actually going to rebel against
the orders of the boy.
But Wild bad a very persuasive way about him, especially
when he knew there was need of stralghtening things out in
a hurry.
"See here, Dyer," he said, pulling a gun, "you give me the
credit of saving you from the redskins this morning. Now
then, I am going to tell you something. If you take another
drink to-night I'll put a bullet through you. I mean what
I say."
Of course he did not mean it actually, but it ,vas necessary
to talk in that way.
The sight of the gun in the boy's hand and the way he talked
sobered the man considerably,
He promptly started to apologize in his rough way, and the
result was that he began urging the others to <Jnit drinking
any more and to obey the orders of Young Wild West.
W1ld pushed his way to the bar, and finding that a jug stm
had a little more whisky in it, he dashed it to the floor and
smashed it.
"Now then, boss," he said to Tooker, who was really about
ha.lf drunk himself, ''you had better get ove1· to the block~

ot
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house and go to sleep. You're not exactly what I call a wise
citizen."
"Orderin' me to leave my own place?" came the questiou..
"That's just what I'm doing. Now gc:lt a move c,n you."
Again the revolver showed in the boy·s hand.
"Shoot me if I won't, eh't"
"'fllat's just what I'il do."
"Well, go ahead an' shoot. I ain't goin' to leave here. This
is my property, an' I kin stay here as long as I like."
Wild hesitated a momel}t, and then springing forward suddenly he caught the man by the shoulder and vushed him
sprawliug upon his back behi11°l the bar.
"All right, Mr. Tooker," he t,aid. "You stay right there. If
the 1 eds kins come here you can go ahead and :;hoot them or
let them !'lhoot vou."
~;o saying, he walked out.
Not a man remained, and five minutes later all save the proprietor of the tavern were gathered in a line at the encl of the
settlement from which the Indians were expected to make the
attack.
Wild used his horse to ride back and forth· and look things
over, and finally when he rode back to the blockhouse he saw
'fooker crouching at the outsirle.
"Excuse me, Young Wild West," the man called out, as if
he feared he might be chastised. "I made a mistake, but I
thought it over an' I've come here. Don't let 'em burn my
tavern, plense."
"Not if I can help it," came the rep-ly.
,
Just then a shout went up, and one of the settlers came gal-·
loping in.
"They're c:omln' ! " he shouted. "'!'here's more than two or
three hundred of 'em. I reckon we've got to fight now if we
never did in our lives afore."
Wild knP.w the time had come to act, so he gave hurried orders to his partners and rnme of t he settlers to stand ready
to open fire upon the redskins the moment they set eyes upon
them.
CHAPTER VI.
CllllW UROKEN BOW LEADS '.l'HE AT'l'ACK.

Bill Paxley. the squaw man, had not told Young Wild Wc~t
the real cause of the trouble that started immediately after he
took Chief Dead Horse's niece Lily for his bride.
Probably he may have forgotten it, or perhaps• he did not
think it worth while, but the real fact was that the old chief
had promised 1he good-looking young squaw to the ,·oung
chief of a neighboring trible, he to come and claim her when
he could produce a sufficient number of horses, blankets, etc.
This chief bore the name of Broken Bow, and he ,vas looked
upon as being the most war-like of any of his generation.
Ta1.l, supple and as strong as a mountain lion, Broken Bow
had distinguished himself and thus easily attairiNl the honor
of being leader of those who inhabited the little v!llage, which
was located about fifteen miles north of the village Dead
Horse dominated over.
Certainly the squ,aw knew that she had been selected to
become tho bride of Broken Bow. But she did not like him.
She fell in love with the white man, and throwing aside all
the instincts of her tribe, she had duly marrietl him and taken
up her residence among the palefaces at the settlement.
It was not at all strange that the ol<l rhief should communicate with Broken Bow after the facts became known and
the result wa:;; that the ·heads of the two tribes met as so~n as
possible and held a conference.
While they were not ready to declare war upon the palefaces at the start, the subsequent happeriing., imbued thm:n
with the old-time ferocity that had l)l'edomiuateci among the
Indians years before.
At the v0ry time Young Wild :West happened along and
saved Tom Dyer from being taken a prisoncir t.o the headr11.1arters of the redskins, Broken Bow was at the village a few miles
distant w::iiting for his braves to cong:·egat,~, so his force might
be united with that of Dead Horse a11d a successful attack be
made upon the settlement.
When the six Indians got back ~o T.he vlllage and related
what had taken place, there was more than usual excitement
shown by the 1Jtes.
Chief Dead Horse had never hear,l anything concerning
Young Wild West, the champion deallshot, but Broken Bow
had.
His eyes flashed and his chest was thrown out as he listened
to the story of how easily the young rleadshot had taken the
paleface prisoner from the braves <tnd forced them to give him
a horse in place of the one they had shot.

"Young Wild West heap much palefac,3 brave:" he cxclaimetl,
as he took the floo1', so to speak, and \,av::id his hand right and
left to the many listeners he had. "~re !"e0 him maybe two,
three times. He shoot my father, Lame Elk, and me say some
time me take the scalp of Young Wild WP.~t. Now me do tbat.
Before two suns have set Broken Dow will wear the scalp of
the paleface boy ln his belt."
The Utes applauded in their pecullr way, and satisfied that
there would be no trouble at all about him keeping his promise,
Broken Baw strutted about after the iashion of a conquering
hero.
·
At this t!me the combined forces or the two factious of
Utes numbered probably two hundred flghtiu'g men.
All were pretty well armed, too, but they bad llardJy encugh
horses.
This, however, did not deter them from malcing preparations
to march upon the settlement at once.
The lust of blood was upon them, for had they not i:;uffererl
the loss of three or four braves at the hands of the palefaces?
If it had not Ueen that Dea.cl Horse was a wicked old warrior
who had long cherished the thought of Jeadi.ng his ])raves unc,u
more to battle with the palefaces, it is doubtful if there co11ld
have been anythin,g like an outbreat.
If there were any doubting ones their doubts were soon clispelled after the young chief came there and exhorted to them
with so much eloquence that it was necessa1 y to wipe m1t all
the palefaces they could find, since the lanrl3 belon;;;;·<', to the
Indians, and their rights bad been continuallv usur1):i<l .
Of course Broken Bow had not forgotten tho vretty squaw,
his promised bride.
He had announced to Dead Hors"! that he had the nPcessary
horses and blankets to pay for her.
But he had n:Jt brought them with him, he dcclaTin~ that
under no conditions were they to b·~ turn<'d oycr to rh,~ ~bief
12ntil he had got possession of the ernu1; :;qnaw and slain her
h\lsbanll.'
It was late in the afternoon when the two hundred Ute
wDrriors set out under the lead of Brole0n Bow and Dead Horne.
Nearly half of them were compelled to walk, but they did
11ot seem to mind this in the least, and gradually they ap1Jroached the settlement.
Just before nig·ht they halted W!thln th1·e,3 miles of it, and
hiding behind a wooded hill, waiteci untll th<: ,1arlrness rnme.
Scouts were sent out, and wile:1 they canrn in, repoi'ting rhat
the palefaces were on the al<ort, the utmoot caution Wil.S 1;scd .
Dead Horse was a foxy old chfor.
He bad been in several wars in his younger clays, RI!d he
had profited by his experience.
While !tis force greatly outnumbered those at the settlement,
he knew that the palefaces knew how to fight and could shoo~
straight.
Theu again, lt was a sure thing that they ,~·onlrl takP to
cover, anJ before they could be conquered many of the Indians
must fall.
Dead Horse kept urging them on, howe·:er, but he ;.neant to
be well in tbe rear when the real fight started.
It was different with Broken Bow .
He was young and lesr; experienced in fie;hting, ~hough pf.:rbaps his disposition was not a bit better than that of the old
~le~
·
He meant to lead the !Jra,:es to Yictory.
Both chiefs kept going about among their followe;·s, talking
to them so they might not Iese their courage.
They even went so far as to assure the braves thet it wo11!J
only be a ehort time before there wonid l.Je a general up1·h:in:;
and that all the tribes of the ·west would 1.mite inta s,.,eeping
down upon the palefaces and wipe them from the face of t[·:e
earth.
Scouts kept coming in' and reporting the conrliticn or things;
and at last when o_ne redskin who had been exceptionally luc :,:,,
in listenin g to a conversation that was lleing held by a roupk
of the settlers reported that they woul(l surely meet "·itll a
de2perate resistance. a somewhat uneasy feeling showe<l itsc'.f
an,oug the two hundred warriors.
This caused another delay, for it ,;-1as 11ecessa:·y for the two
chiefs to rouss them to the fighting pitch once more.
They rode about on their ho1·2es, brandishing their cal'!;ines
and nssuring the Indi2.11s that the attack could be mr,de and
victory won in short order if tLey would only stick to th();r
leaders.
When they got them just about right Broken· Bow consulted
with the old chief, and the result was that the order was given
to march 11pon Dyer's Hill.
The' mounted bra·,es went first, si;,ro::iding out in a double
line that must hayo been as long as an, eighth o.i'. a mlle.
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Behind them came the brave$ on foot, most all of whom
were armed with rlfies, some modern and others of the oldfashioned type.
The lights of the settlement were not far away when the
lines were formed, and straight for them they proceeded.
Broken Bow rode at the left of the line of mounted braves,
and Dead Horse was supposed to be at the right.
But when they were within a quarter of a mile of the settlement -the old chief gave some hurried orders to one of his
lieutenants and then rode back, presumably to encourage the
Indians on foot.
He encouraged them all right, but did not go back to the
front ag-ain, he choosing to remain well in the rear, guarded
by half a dozen of his trusted aides.
The Indians kept strangely silent as they prepared to make
the attack.
As has been stated, the settlement was built upon a bill and
on the side from which the redsl,ins were approaching there
was a sparse growth of trees and bushes.
This just suited the purpose of the Utes, for an Indian will
always fight from behind a tree if he can get the opportunity.
However, if they were going to make the charge and set
fire to the buildings, as bad been r,c1rposed, they must ride
on through the woods and reach the top of the h1ll.
Broken Bow kept giving his orders, dispatching Indian
riders in every direction, and at length the sparse timber was
reached.
The group of cabins and shanties· was now right before
them, but as yet no sign had been made that their approach
had bePn discovered.
Delay was dangerous now, for it meant that many of the
warriors might have time to think it over and realize that
even if they won a victory at this time, certain defeat would
come to them later on when thP soldiers from the fort got
after them.
The _young chief gave the signal, and then two hundred
throats opened and a savage war-cry rang out.
Up dashed the horsemen, and running after them came
those on foot.
Th('y got half way through the trees when rifles began cracking before them.
Here and there a brave was seen to throw up his arms and
'
fall, while horses went down, too.
But this had the effect of s1rnrring them on rather than
'
forcing them back.
The redskins on foot forged ahead, and soon were outdistancing tbose who were mounted.
. As many as a nundred turned straight for the nearest of
the shanties, which was darkened and, of course not occupied
'
just then.
Matches were lighted and tufts of grass set on fire, and then
hP' started to burn the shanty.
But a volley came just then from a point very close at
hand, and many of the Indians fell.
Somewhat disconcerted, they changed their tactics and
ceasing their efforts to fire the building, they forged ~head
'
s~raigbt for thP spot from which came the withering fire.
The Utes did considerable shooting, too, but they were at a
disadvantage, since' they could not see those they were attack_ing, but merely had to shoot in the direction the shots came
from.
Brolrnu Dow seemed to be everywhere almost at the same
time.
There was no doubt as to his bravery.
He was an important factor in the attack.
His hoarse yells could be heard above the din of the battle,
urging the warriors on.
But strive as l:!e might, he could not reach the objective
point, and when he found that his braves were faltering he
wisely gave the order to withdraw until a council of 'war
might be held.
So far the Indians had sustained a loss of probably thirty
men.
If any of the palefaces had suffered they were not aware
of it.
Back they went to the cover of the woods, and then Broken
Bow looked for the old chief.
He found him soon enough, for Dead Horse was wise enough
to be on hand, though he had never for a moment been in the
least danger of being shot.
Vigilant redskins were on the watch all the time, so that it
would be impossible for the whites to charge them and catch
then! napping.
The two chiefs called about as many ·as a dozen of their
warriors, and then proceeded to hold a pow-wow.
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This resulted in the determination to make a combined
charge upon the block-hous~, where they knew the settlers
must have gathered.
It was arranged that while the majority were dotng the
fighting, others should go about and set fire to the buildings.
Once they got a big conflagration going, the scene would be
lighted sufficiently for them to see all that was gain.a on, and
thus give them the opportunity of ending the figb.t more
quickly.
Half an hour later the second charge began,
The redskins meant business this time, and up the hill they
went, passing the deserted buildings without uoticing them,
bent upon taking possession of the block-house without delay.
But they had a desperate lot of men to deal with, as the
sequel will prove.
CHAPTEJR VII.
HOP'S FIREWORKS.

'l'here were just about forty determined men waiting for the
Indians to appeal', and when the savage war-cry went echoing
across the settlement they gripped their rifles wit!). a deadly
determination.
Young Wild West was right there, his Remington in readiness.
On his right and left were Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart,
and the moment he saw the long line of redsl,ins coming
through the sparse patch of woods he gave the order to fire,
and twenty rifles belched forth their leaden missiles.
But when the Indians kept on coming the young deadshot
decided that nothing short of a fusillade, would check them,
This was given, and when he saw that they abandoned the
Idea of firing one of the shanties, the young deadshot kllllw
that for the moment the whites had triumphed.
But he well knew the nature of the Indians, and that they
certainly must be to the boiling pitch now.
"Boys," he said, in a voice loud enough to be heard by all
those engaged with him in the defense, "the best thing to do
now is to go to the block-house. Some of us will be able to
pick them off if any should attempt to set .the houses on fire.
But we should be careful and see to it that they are mowt>d
down when they get close enough to us. Don't waste a shot.
Come on."
Then the entire party retreated to the stockade, and lined up
on the inside.
There were plenty of loopholes for them to shoot through,
so if the Indians chose to come straight for it thPy could be
mowed down easily, while those behind the stockade would be
considerably protected.
But if they chose to ride around and make the attack from
the other side, where the stockade had long since fallen, it
would be different.
Then .the fight must be made from within the block-house.
Wild never once let the thought of being defeated enter his
head.
He had already seen enough of the men of the settlement to
make him understand that they could fight, and were more
than willing to do it.
The fact that they were defending their families and their
homes would make it all the more desperate.
The women and children were in a state of terror now, for
they seemed to think that in a little while It would be all up
with them.
Wild called Arietta and advised her to go among them and
try and quiet them, which the girl promptly did.
She met with fairly good success in this direction, and
finally she came back to the side of her dashing young lover
and said:
"I want to take a prominent part in the defense, Wild."
She held up her rifle, showing hl,m that she meant business.
"All right, little girl, I reckon you can do so if you like. You
seem to "bear a charmed life, anyhow. But that don't mean
that I am going to let you take any particular risk: We would
stand no chance of fighting so many redskins in the open. We
have got to do it from cover,"
"I'll guarantee that every time I fire an Indian will drop,"
·
th J girl retorted.
"I wish every man here would tell me that, for then I
would know that not a shot would be wasted."
Tooker; the proprietor of the tavern, was right close to
them, and hearing what the boy and girl said, he called out in
a hoarse whisper:
"Do you think we're goin' to win, Young ,vild West?"
"Not if it depends upon you, Tooker," was the quick reply,
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==========-- ==-========::_:;:====·· --- - - for the boy could tell by bis voice that be was in a state of
great fear.
·Tm willin' to fight, and I'll do it. too.''
.. All rigbt, you come right oYer here close to me, and do
exactiy as I tell you. I don't want to see you waste a shot,
either .. ,
·
.. All right, Young Wild West," and the man showed that he
rE'ally was willing.
,vuc1 placed him at loophole and told him to thrust his rifle
through it.
"Kow then. 1 am going to let. you he thP. ftrst man to fire
,,,;lJen the r0dskins show up." the boy said, in his cool and
easy way. .. r want to see the resuit. ·•
"All right," again came the reply, though it was plain that
the ruan was actually shivering now.
But if h<l was showing anything like cowardice, certainly
none of the rest of the settlers werf'.
Most of them were very cool, in fact, and they talked in low
whispers, declaring oYer and over again they would die fighting 1·ather than surrender.
It seemed to be n. long time, though scarcely half an hour
passed, before tho wur-cry sounded again, and the sounds made
by galloping hoofs and the tread of many feet reached the
ears of the brave defenders of the settlement.
Straight for the stockade ·the line of redskins came.
It was followed by several more lines, and on they came,
the mounted Indians turning to the right and left in the shape
of a fan, showing that they meant to ride completely around
the block-house and fii;e upon it while riding.
'·Don't a man fire until I give the word," Young Wlld West
shouted. "You seem to have left this thing to me, so I expect to be obeyed."
·
"Tbrne cheers for Youn"' Wild West!" someone shouted.
"fl ':
h oray hoorav'i·,
ooiay, 0
•
• ·
The cry went up more in defiance of the redskins than for
th purpose of showing their feelin""s toward the boy.
to doubt the Indians heard it, fo~ they responded with a
t r Ifie yell one that was much louder than any that had been
h~:rd befo;e.
··N
then Tooker " Wild said touching the trembline:
t v ~~keeper' on the ~m •·show md how well you can shoot.-;:
a Cer .,.,
'
T~at~·
fired almost instantly and a horse and rider tumO
·d
rth
u d
'
bl e to
e gro n .
_·'G?od!" the young deadshot exclaimed. "Now then, boys,
give 1t to them."
A 'thering fire began at once but the Indians kept on
.. . w,: ·
'
comm.,.
.
.
.
However, there were several magazme rifles there, and then·
deadly contents_ popped out rapidly, _so that th~ first line of_ the
mounted redskms fell back when It was scarcely a hunared
feet from the stockade.
'l'his break encouraged the brave defenders greatly, and they
kept on fi1:ing into_ the ranks behind.
The Indians on foot suffered greatly, and great gaps allowed
in their lines.
Arietta, a sh~rt distance from "Wild, was doing great execution with her nfh' .
Anna and Eloise came over and joined in the fighting, and
a few of the women looked on in sllent admiration.
.
Some of them were spurred to tak~ a hand in it, and though
they had no weap~ns, they handea cartridges about so the
m~ could reload with?ut delay.
..
.t< ?r perhap_s fiye mmutes the deadly firmg continued, the
Indians sendmg shower after shower of bullets upon the
stockade 'and block-house.
One man wa.s wounded in the arm, and as he fell the others
became desperate, and at the same time more steady in their
shooting.
The result wa.s that the r edskins were driven back to t he
woods again.
A ~ousing cheer went up when this happened, and Tom Dyer
rushed forward, followed by two or thr ee others.
Wild was lifted upon their shoulders and borne in trium ph
&long the inside of the old stockade.
But he soon convinced them that this was a little out of
order.
"It's all right, boys, to feel good over driving them back.
But don't think for a moment that they are beaten. They'll
keep at it off and on all tho night, and even after daylight
they won't leave. The ruore times they are repulsed the more
careful will they become. The settlement ls under a •siege,
and we have got to see to it that none of them get close enough
to do us damage."

···----- - ·:::.·· ======

Not a live Indian was to bf' se"n now. They had all with·
drawn to tho woods.
ln a little while th<> besieged settlers began mo,ing about,
eome of them eveu venturing outsidr of the stockade.
But it wa.s perfectly safe for them to do so. for just th<>n the
redskinG ,,·ere holding another council.
Git>d of the opportunity t.o slretch his legs, the young dead·
shot walked past the block-house, and as he ,rns going outslde
the inclosure he was mrt by Hop.
' "Hello, Misler Wild!" the clever Chinee sail.I, blandly, just
as lf there had been no such thing as a fight wi th th<> Indians
go,\ug on. "Whatt~e rou do nov. ?''
.
. .
.,
. I reckon there 1sn t much to do but to 'l\':ut until tne 1(d·
sk,ms com? back again, .. wa.s the r cplr..
.
. ,,
·)Ie thlmkco maybe you wantee go g1vee 1cm b1goe supllsc,
so be.·•
"Oh, you were thinking that, eh? I suppose It's you who
wants to treat them to the surprise."
''Me gottee plenty fireworks, .Mlsler Wild.~
The, y~ung deadshot thought a moment.
Hops idea was a good one.
.
He called his partners, and then quickly came out, followl'd
by Arietta.
When tbey Gaw Hop there it was easy for tllem to guess that
he was up to something.
"What's .th~ heathen wa.n!, Wild? I know that's what you
called us for, ' the scout said , as he stoJ~ped and looked first
at,,tbe young deadshot and: then at th~ Clnnaman. ·~
. .,
He suggests that we gn·e the Indians a surpn,e. Charhf' ,
was the reply. "Of r:ouree he wants to do it. He says be has
plenty of fircworlts."
.
. ,
. .
"He's always got plenty of them thrngs. ~\rn t been shootm
many ofr for th~ last month."
'·Makee ledskrns alleE' samee velly muchee aflaid, so be.·•
Hon spo 1·e up
.."
'.'
·, ,,,
,
,
,,
All right, I 11 .,,o an help you set 0 1;11 _off, heathen, and
c.h;i,rll~, ~howed that b_e was perfectly w11lmg !·o tak~ su?h a
r~s.c.
-You comee, l\hsler Charlie. Misler Wild ano Ivhslc:·
Jim allee san1ee co~ee, too. Me__ fixee. vel!y muchee quickee.'
. Then he dove inside the stockade, and 1t. was not long before IJ.e reappeared carrying an ob!?D~·lookm~ pacl<age.
"I reckon we had betu-r hurry 1( we're gmn' to do anythiug," the scout r~marked, as he looked un_easily toward th e
woods down the hill. '"l'hem redskins wont wait Yery Ieng
,f
ti 0
b , t O t . 1·t
,. ..
a ?i:;IJ.e.;, ;\."i~:febe af1;'; a .,,1':;at
about it Charlie Th E-Y
..
'.
..
v f! "'
•
'
, ' . .
• · •
• :
fo_i.nd out that th~. _,o~ mon than they expecte~ ,o, ana i t
will take them a httle tune to get together again,' the young
dendshot retorted. ·'Cor.1e on. Hon. If you are ready, v,·e'll
go at once. 'Ne'll mo,;o off to tho left behind some of the log
shanties. and then probably we may be able to get very clooo
to them without being seen. No doubt they have guards
posted, though, so that means that wc hn.ve got to be Yery
cautious."
Some of the men belonging to the settlement were close
enough to bear the convernation, and they were somewhat puz,:led ior thev did not know what was about to be done.
A' few questions were asl;:ed, but Wlld ac1Yise<l them to r emain close to the block-house.
Tllen he set out in thn dil'ecti6n he had spoken of follow ed
by his partners and the ~clever Chinee.
'
They had no trouble iu worklug their way around behind
the log structures that were scattered about, and in two or
three minutes they were almost upon the verge of the hill
close to the fringe of trees and bushes.
'l'b.ey could hear the low, guttural voices of the redskins who
were gathered below, but they did not take the risk of trying
to look down upon them since they knew that the first sight
of them by an Indian wo~ld mean a shot.
Elven In the dark a bullet might go straight.
Hop opened his 'package.
It contained about half a dozen of the big firecrackers he
manufactured himself, and also some small packets oi "Various
shapes, all of which had a fuse protruding from them.
The Chinaman had a long coll of light flexible fuse, and
with deft fingers he tied tllis to the explosives, keeping them
at a distance of probably thre<' feet apart.
Charlie lent him a hand, and in a very few minutes the thing
was arranged for a series of fireworks displays.
"You take lis, Misler Charlie," the Chinaman said, as he
banded the scout the end of the fuse.
Then to the other end he att1xed a stone, so it would not become untied ,-ery ea.sily.
The stone weighed probably half a pound, and when ho was
ready the China.man bade the young deadshot and his part-
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"I took a little scout out there jest now, an' I reckon if I
hadn't been mighty sharp I would have been caught by the
Utf'E. I found out Eomethin', though, that I didn't !mow bs•fort<. Tl1ere's a young chief there what's after my scalp. He
wanted my gal for his squaw. but didn't git her. I kin understand tlle lingo of the redskins, an' I heard two of 'em talkin'
about it. ..
"All r ight, Paxley," the young dea.dshot answered, hurriedly.
"iNe have 110 time to talk about that now. Just get yoursrlf
busy, anc'! be s ure that you don't wast.:i a shot. There's no
t elling how long this siege is going to continue, and we can't
afford lo waste any ammunition.''
The redskins cam" rushing up tho slop,• as i! they i!l.tcnd-<>d
to take everything before them.
But when they get to within two hundred feet of the stoC'kade and were met with a rattling fire , they turned to the right
and left and went on around.
The besieged settlers soon disco-vered that they had uot
really meant to make an attack, for the first thing they knew
blazes were going here , :::.nd there.
The red fiends were firing the log cabins and other build·
ings.
''Come on, boys,'' Wild called out, when he saw two of the
cabins breaking into flames. "We have got to do a llttle sharp·
shooting now.•·
The bo-y- rushed outside tlie stockade, and throwing his rifle
to his shoulder, dro1}p!'tl a redskin just as he was in the aC't
of applying a blazing torch to a pile of dry grass that had
been heaped against the door of one of the dwellings.
Crang, crang!
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart joined in the shooting, and
two more redskins bit the dust.
Two or three of the settlers who were crack shots joined in,
and the firing continued until the Utes gave up the job.
But three of the buildings were in flames, and Wild knew it
would be out of the question to try and extinguish them.
Probably the Indians expected them to do this, and then
get a chance to shoot down some of the palefaces.
"It's too bad, gentlemen," the yq,ung deadshot said, shaking
his head as he looked at the men near him. "But the buildlngs must go. You can't afford to risk your lives in trying
to put out the flames."
The owners of the shanties said nothing.
No doubt they felt that even though they were losing their
property, their lives were still eomparatively safe.
The settlers kept on shooti':lg every time they got a good
chance at a redskin, and in about a quarter of an hour no
more of them were to be seE:u.
"They've gone down to tbe foot of the hill a.g'in, Wild,"
Cheyenne Charlie said, shrugging his shoulders. "As many
of 'em as there is. they ain't got sand enough in 'em. to come
up here an' fight it out.''
''That is just as well for us, Charlie," was the reply. "While
we certainly b::i.ve-got tl,J.e best of them, if they should keep on
coming they might force their way into the block-house."
"I'd like to see 'em try it, that's all," and Charlie shook ll ls
head doggedly.
That was the last they heard of anything like an attack
during the rest of darkness.
"When daylight came as many as a score of dead Utes could
be seen lying about where they had fallen.
Thus fa.r only one man had been wounded, and this certa.inly was quite enough to make the besieged settlers feel
sur-a that they were going to come out victors.
As soon as it got light enough for him to see at a distance,
Jim Dart volunteered to climb a tree that stood near the
block-house.
From the top of it he was quite sure he would be able to
catch a good view of the enemy.
"Go ahead, Jim," Wild said. "But be careful that some of
the br.aves don't see you and pick you of!."
"I'.ll take the chances of having that happen, Wild," was the
reply, and up the boy went, taking his rifle with him.
The tree happened to be one with plenty of branches, and
the foliage being thick. it was pretty certain that Jim would
not be observed.
He went up with the agility of a squirrel, and when he
CHAPTER VIII.
stopped in a fork about ten feet from the top, he found he
WILD IB CAUGHT NAPPlc',G,
eould command a view of the surrounding country.
Directly below the hill, partly shielded from view by the
It was Bill Paxley, the squaw man, who was the first to
growth of trees, the Indians were camped.
note the approach of the redskins. ,
Jim could S!'e their pickets strewn out more tha.n half way
But he did not have time to w::i.1·n those near the block-house
around the hill upon which tire settlement was built.
before the savage yell sounded.
Fires were burning here and there, which told tha.t the redHowever, he ran directly to Young ·wnd West, and touching
akins were preparing their morning m~al.
him on the arm, said :

n,•rs hn!tl the string of fireworks loosely, so when he threw
the r;toue foe3· would easlly follow it without becoming tangled
or. disengaged.
'' Evelytiiling Jeddy?" be whispe1·ed, as he slowly arose to
1
•
his feet.
"Yes, ., came the rep ly.
'· :"VIisler Charlie, you makee light velly · muchee quickee."
'l'he scout scratched a match. and applied the lighted end to
tho fusP.
The moment Hop saw him do .this and mad e sure that it was
~;puttering, he let go tbe sto·ne straight down between an opening in the trees.
P:rnbably the ·e nd of the string landed -witliin a few yards of
lb.e nearest of the Indians.
llut it really made no difference, for they were bound to
be treated to something they had not expected to see.
·
Flash-bang!
'rhe first of the string exploded and sent up a shower of
red and grnen sparks.
Young Wild West and his partners hurried from the scene
after the Chinaman, who was making for the nearest of the
log shanties.
Another report sounded, and a similar display occurred.
Then it kept on going all the way down the hill until it
st rur.k the last and hea,viest explosive of all.
·when this w<'nt off it sounded as if a cannon had burst, and
i he streaks of fire the,t shot upward illuminate'd the whole set'tlement for a moment.
Yells of fear and dismay could be heard at the foot of the
hill, and Hop Wah chuckled with glee.
"Too be.d, ·wild," the scout said, catching thi> young deadshot by the arm and shaking his head. "It' we had only had
abo ut a do,:en men out l}ere when th~s thing happened we
coulcl have mowed some of the r edskins down."
"Never mind, Charlie,'' was the reply. "We'll mow them
down fast enough, I reckon. 'rhe only thing that bothers roe
Is that they may be reinforced. From all accounts, there are
lots more t'tes heading this way."
"Probably tlrnt was only talk, ·wild," Jim spoke up. "I am
sure thf're wore not more than two hundred when they first
appeared here to-night.··
"If there's more let ·em come," the scout declared. "We'll
haYe this lot cleaned uu putty well by the time they git here,
lf I ain't much mistaken. But don't you think they're gain' to
keep on tryiu' to git us like they did a little while ago. 'l'bey'll
be willin' to hold off an' keep us close to the block-house till
th1:-y think they've got us played out. An Injun is a real wonder when it comes to bein' patient.''
Young ,Vild West smiled, for he was thinking of ho·w a mes·
sage had been sent to the fort to get the assistance of' the
cavalrymen.
If such a thing did happen that they were kept under a
siege for as Jong as three days, tbe Indians certainly would not
profit by i t.
But he did not want it to last that long.
Three days would be altogether too long for the young dead·
·
shot to stay ·hemmed in at a settlement.
Hop·s displ:'ly of fireworks created no end of excitement, es·
pecially among the women and childrPn.
, Vhcn the four r eturned to the blocl,-houso the questions
were put to th em so rapidly that it would have been impossible to even think of answering them.
Hop wanted to explain matt.,,rs in his own way, so Wlld gave
him tbe permission, and the clever Chinee talked in a loud
ton e of voice in his piclgin-J,Jnglish, going it so fast that it is
doubtful if as many as half of them could get the drift of what
he was saying.
The redskins had become silent shortly after the last of the
fireworks went off.
What they were doing now could only be conjectured, but
our hero was well satisfied that they were not thinking of
making another attack right away.
He was right in this, for the night passed on, and it was not
until about two in the morning when a savage yell sounded,
and once more the Utes came dashing up the hill.
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Jim took all this in, and then just as he was about to descend the tree to make a report, his eyes caught sight of something in the distance that caused him to give a viol1µ1t start.
He held his breath for a moment, and then when he made
sure that it was a large band of Indians approaching, he decided that things were getting worse instead of better.
However, he remained in the tree untll he became satisfied
'~:at ther e were as many as a hundred in the band, and then
he lost no time in descending to t he ground.
·' Bad news, Wild," he said, in a low tone of voice, as he
hurried to the side of the young deadshot.
"How is that, Jim? Are they getting r eady to have another
try at us?"
''No; t he crowd that has been giving us so much trouble
is camped right at the foot of the hill, as anyone knows with:
out going up the tree, for the smoke from their fires can be
seen plainly enough."
··Yes, I know that. But what is the bad news?"
"About a hundred more of the Utes are coming, and they
·
are not more than two miles away."
"Is that so?" and Young Wild West showed concern.
"It's true, Wild. I watched long enough to satisfy myself
that there's at least a hundred of them. They're all mounted,
too. I couldn't sec one on foot. I could notice the barrels of
their guus glinting in the sun, too. They seemed to be well
.
armed."
"That is rather bad, Jim. But I r eckon we have got to make
the best of it. You just go around quietly and let the men
know of what you have seen. Advise them to keep cool about
it, and don't say anything to the women and children. Charlie
and I will do the same thing."
The scout wa,s called and told about it.
He shrugged his shoulders and smiled grimly, but did not
seem to be one bit worried.
·'We'll fix 'em all right. It's daylight now," he said. "I
r eckon there'll be a whole lot less of 'em afore it gits dark
ag'in. Fightin' Injuns in the dark ain't jest what it's cracked
up to bf' . But when you have got the daylight so that you
kin see the sight at the end• of your rifle, it's all right. It's a
regular picnic, In fact. Great gimlets! I'm jest itchin' to git
'
to sheotin' ag'in."
In about ten minutes every man in the place knew that the
Indians were being re inforced .
Some of them showed considerable fear, but the majority
simply shook their heads and showed more dC>tcrmination than
ever.
Wild decided that now would be as good a time as any to do
a little spying.
Having heard that there was a young chief who was really
the head of the attacking party, h e felt desirous of having- a
lock at llim.
"Cliarlie," he said to the scout, after he saw that the men
were making all the arrangements they could to strengthen
their position, "let's get down close to that camp."
'· Right you are, Wild. I've been wishln' you would say that
a good while. There ain't no better time than right now,
'cause most likely the redskins will be keepin' their eyes out,
over the prairie watchin' the new gang what's comin'."
"That's the jdea. Come on."
It was necessary for the two to go away around in order to
approach the foot of the hill where the redskins were camped.
If they st arted direct for there, even though they c:rept along
close to the ground, it was a pretty sure thing that they would
be spotted before they got very far.
They went on around behind the most distant of the shanties, and then got close to the foot of the big knoll, where
there was quite a growth of bushes.
Once there, the two moved along with the utmost caution,
using all their skill in woodcraft.
They had not gone more than a hundred yards before they
suddenly came upon one of the Ute sentinels.
He was standing near a tree, his eyes turned toward the
broad expense of prairie.
He, too, was watching the approach of those who would lend
their assistance in wiping out the settlement.
Cheyenne Charlie drew his hunting-knife, and then touching
the young deadshot on the arm, gave a nod.
Wild hesitated, for he did rrot like to have his partner take
the life of the Indian.
But he thought quickly, and realizing that the redskin
stood in their way, he nodded his assent.
Charlie crept forward with the stealth of a fox that was
about to pounce upon its prey.
When close enough he leaped forward.
The knife was uplifted, and down it came.

With a gurgling groan the Ute clutched wildly at the empty
air, and then dropped in a heap.
"One more of 'em," the scout said, in a hoarse whisper. "I
don'.t know as I'll ever feel that I paid for what the redskins
done to my father an' mother when I was only a little kid.
They killed 'em, Wj]d, an' burned 'em, too."
"I know, Charlie," the boy whispered,'making a motion with
his finger to caution the scout from saying anything further,
for he could see that he was growing much excited. "That
will do."
Charlie nodded, and then quickly took possession of' the
Ute's weapons and ammunition.
These he placed behind a bush, and then they were ready to
proceed.
This "time they had no chance to put any more sentinels to
their last sleep, for it happened that they did not get so close
to any of them.
They were through the l!ne now, and keeping on close to the
foot of the hill, they came to a big rock that rested close to a
steep bank upon which were a number of scraggy bushes and
hanging vines.
There lay the t emporary camp of the redskins less than
two hundred feet fTom them.
They had no tepees with them, but blankets lay upon the
ground here and there, showing where they ha1 slept.
Breakfast was still in progress, though nearly all the braves
were talking excitedly and looking toward the approaching
band.
Wild took in everything in a very short time.
His eyes fell upon about fifty horses that were grazing upon
the rich grass some little distance from the camp.
They were being watched by four braves, but they, too, not
having much to do, as far as keeping the horses there was
concerned, were watching the redskins that were now rapidly
nearing them.
"Charlie," the young deadshot remarked, "I reckon we have
got to stampede .those horses."
"It kin be done, all right," was the quick reply.
"I know it kin. But we'll take quite a risk in doing it. The
thing for us to do is to each mount one of them and then start
the others going. We ought to be able to run them around to
the left a little and then get them going st_raight for the blockhouse. Once we get half way there and the settlers will quickly take care of them. Too bad we didn't bring our rifles with
us."
"That's all right, Wild," and the scout quickly began cutting
a long whip.
Wild followed his example, and thus equipped the two crept
from· behind the big rock and made their way snake fashion
through the rather tall grass.
The young deadshot knew that in all probability one or more
of the Indians watching the horses would have to die.
But he figured that without the horses the Utes would have
·
less chance of making a successful time.
With them they could ride up, discharge their weapons, and
then get away again before they could be shot down.
If they were on foot it was differ ent.
Slowly the two crept through the grass, and just as they
were close to the horses, which happened to be grouped well
together, a yell of greeting went up from the· camp.
This was immediately answered by t hose approaching.
"Now is our time, Charlie!" the young deadshot exclaimed,
as he quickly arose to his feet.
H e made for a black pony that happened to have cne of the
rude rawhide bridles, such as Indians use, upon it.
Charlie found another equipped t he same, and in much less
time than it takes to record it the two steads were mounted.
Slash, slash! went the long whips Wild and Charlie were
provided with, and almost instantly the horses took flight and
·
·
went galloping away.
Well trained as they were iu rounding up cattle, it was not
a difficult thing for the two to get the horses going the way
they wanted them to.
But they did not do this without interference.
The redskins watching them had been taken completely by
surprise, but they p:-omptly let out a yell of warning, and
then one of them discharged his rifle.
The bullet went. flying over Charlie's h ead.
He could hear the hum of it, but he laughed derisively, and
then turned and shot the fellow through the h e-art .
Crang, chang, crang! Crack, crack , crack!
The bullets began to fly oVcr the heads of both Young Wild
Wf'st and his partn er.
The others caught on tb the fright of the horses, and away
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himself, for he knew pretty well that when an Indian ties the
hands of a prisoner he does it well.
He could hear shooting yet, but it was irregular, and most
of it came from the direction of the top of the hill.
This told him that the settlers were accepting every chance
they got to shoot a redskin, and he earnestly hoped that they
were wasting no shots.
Ten minutes passed, and then there was no more firing to be
heard.
Gradually the crowd about him began to increase.
Some of the braves ca.me up and kicked and spat at him,
but the young deadshot did not say a word.
He knew that the wisest plan was to keep silent, for should
he resent their actions it would make matters all the wor:ie.
Presently there was a break in the crowd, and then two
Indians, both wearing a gaudy headdress of feathers, apprcached him.
It was easy for the young deadshot to guess that they were
Dead Horse and Broken Bow.
The old chief stepped up and, after kicking the boy with
his moccasined foot, he said:
"Ugh! The paleface boy heap much fool. Dead Horse very
glad to get him. Now we make the palefaces stop fighting
heap much quick."
1
"That's all right, chief," Wild answered, in his cool and
easy way. "You have got me, I know. Go ahead and do your
worst. But you can bet that you will not rnalte the palefaces
stop fighting. If you kill me it will only mean that you and
your whole gang will soon be wiped out. The soldiers will
come and attend to that. The best thing you can do is to let
me go and then take your braves and get away from here as
soon as possible. If you don't you are surely going to be
wiped out."
"Heap much talk!" spoke up the young chief. "Young Wild
West no fight much. ·H eap much coward."
"Are you Broken Bow?" Wild asked, looking at him sharply.
"Ugh!" was the reply. "'What you want to know for?"
"Well, I'm pretty sure you are, so let me tell you, Broken
Bow, that when you say I'm a coward you're making a mistake. I am not afraid to meet you in a fight, and if I don't
settle you quickly I'll be willing to let the Utes burn me alive
·
at the stake."
CHAPTER IX.
l Before. Broken Bow could make a reply ~O th~s the old chief
YOUNG WILD WEST AND BROKEN BOW.
caught hun by the shoulder and talked rapidly m the language
As the boy turned his head he saw another brave aim a of the Utes.
The young chief listened, showing that he was somewhat
blow at him with a hatchet.
He gave a mighty leap forward, and the hatchet went whiz- surprised.
Wild could understand enough of the lingo to learn that
zing through the air.
what he had said in reply to Broken Bow's charge that he was
Crang, crang, crang!
Shots were being fired from the stockade now, and the red- a coward had been taken, seriously by Dead Horse. ·
The others gathered around listened, and some of them
.
skins wer'3 retreating.
seemed to rather like what the old chief was saying.
But there was no way out of it for Young Wild West.
Broken Bow listened in silence until Dead Horse was d<me.
He was cut off from all chance of getting back to the blockThen he s tepped away from him, and throwing out his chest,
house.
Straight to the woods he ran, pulling the revolver from his · raised his hands and proceeded to deliver a speech.
What he said was in a boasting way, and Wild easily underleft holster as he did so, for he had stumbled over a log and
stood that he was relatip.g of his great achievements, how he
lost the other.
A savage yell of delight rang in his ears, and then from had slain all he met in battle when the terms were anything
like equal, and so on.
behind the trees as many as a dozen Utes appeared.
The old chief nodded in a pleased way, and then taking
Crack, crack!
Broken Bow by the arm, led him from the throng.
Wild fired twice, and two of them fell.
Before getting through the lines, however. he gave orders
But before he could again pull the trigger he was felled to
the ground by a blow from the barrel of a rifle, and stunned to the effect that the prisoner must not be interfered with
and bleeding slightly, he was picked up and hustled off down until he returned.
A ray of hope came over Young Wild West then, for he
the hill.
When the young deadshot came to his senses he found that thought it just possible that he was going- to 'haYe a chance to
fight a duel with the young chief.
he was bound hand and foot and lying upon the ground
If such a thing did happen he did not doubt his ability to
Around him was gathered as many as a .score of Indians, all
glowering at him in the hatred they felt for the young pale- get t.lH' best of him.
But he meant to have the conditions thoroughly understood
.
'
face.
.
His head hurt him somewhat, but he soon satisfied himself before snch a thing should happen.
Singling out one r!f the Indians who had som!c:what of a
that it was not bleeding, and he knew that it must have been a
civilized appearance, he nodded to him and said:
glancing blow just sufficient to break the skin.
"Say, redskin, is Brolten Bow a great fighter?"
But it had stunned him just the same, so he had no recollec"Heap much fight," was the reply.
tiou of just what happened immediately after he was felled to
"He thinks I'm afraid of him, too, I suppose."
·
the ground.
"Broken Bow will kill the paleface boy heap much ·quick."
But there be was a prisoner in the hands of the savage Utes,
"Not if he gi:ves me anything like a chance, he won't. You
three hunand bis friends at the block-house were less than
1
can tell him from me that I am not afraid to ftght him with
dred yards away.
But certainly they could not render him any assistance- just any kind of weapons: He can choose them, for that matter.
then, for such a small party to attack the big band of Indians All I want is a fair show. But I want it understood that if I
win the fight I am to be set free."
it would be nothing short of extreme foolhardiness.
The Indian shook his head. no doubt meaning that he had
Wild thought rapidly, and fifteen seconds after he realized
nothing to say in the matter.
his situation fully he was as cool as ever.
But he began talking with the others in their own to~ue,
He did not attempt to make even the least stn:ggle to free

they went, the two guiding them so they could not proceed in
any other direction but the one they wanted them to go.
Redskins started after them pell-mell, of couree, but they
11tood litt1e chance of catching them, since they had not taken
time to mount.
Of the half hundred horses that had been in the group, Wild
and Charlie succeeded in running thirty-eight of them up the
hill.
When Jim and the settlers saw them coming they ran to
-meet them, and the result was that only a couple of the frightened animals succeeded in escaping.
The rest wer~ capture<! and quickly cqrraled.
But the capturing of the horses incented the redskins to
make another attack without delay, and not even waiting for
the band that was so near them, they turned and charged up
the hill.
They were reckless th.is time, and they surely suffered for it.
The move was a little unexpected to Wild, for he had ventured around to the further end of the stockade, and instead
of going inside, had started for the block-house along the top
of the hill.
As the Indians came dashing up so unexpectedly he turned
to go back, but he was cut off in that direction, for as many
;i.s twenty of the Utes were approaching through the clearing.
He sta1·ted on a nm.
Rifles were cracking all around them, it seemed, and he
could hear the bullets whizzing over his head.
It flashed upon him that he was cut off both ways, but he
never once lost his coolness.
From behind a stump an Indian appeared, a hatchet in his
hand.
"rhen another followed, equipped in the same fashion.
It must have been that they crept np there in advance of
the rest for the purpose of spying.
Wild saw he had no chance to reach the stockade, so he
turned and ran for the woods.
Crang!
A shot rang out from the log house, and one of the redskins
threw up his arms and fell to the ground.

.
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Broken Bow got upon his feet, but he was still s •1t ring
nnd it wiis not long before Wild not.iced that many of them
from the el't't>cts of the blow he bad reeeiv<·d in the plt. cf his
were looking at him with somdhing like adm!ratior..
N'o doubt they really thought Brnken Bow to be a fighter stomach.
He could not stand erect. and was breathing ha, d.
who was invirn:ible, anrl that hi.! could easily master the pale·
Wild was nothing if nut bold, and regardless of the fart th!l
face boy.
Something like five minutes slipped by, an<l then thP two he was right in the midst of a. crowd or savage Indiws, he
stepped OYN". aud picking· up tile knife that had fallen from
chiefs again appeared.
.-\.t a c:ornmand from Dead Horse, Wild was lifted to his f~et. the hands of his antagonist, he tendered it to him, saying:
'·Here you are, chief. As soon as you aro ready we'll fight
'rhen the chief drew a knife D.nd severed tlie thongs that
it out. But the understanding 1::J that if I get the best of you
had lieen tied about his ankles.
"Thank you, Dead Horse," Wild salt!, as he kicked out with I am to go free. What do you sny about that?"
'l'ha Indian gripped the knife suddenly and made a slash at
first one foot and then the other to get the blood in circulation.
"Now then, if you will just cut my hands loose I'll feel a lot him.
But Wild was expecting some such move, and he> easily
better.·•
The chief proceeded to cut the thongs that had been bound avoided the blow.
'·You are not reD.dy yet,'' he said, as hr held out t 1() knife
about the boy's wrists.
Wilil stretched his arms, clenched his fists, and got himself the chief had given h!m to avoid another blow. '' Ju,,t wait
till you get your breath. I don't want to take any ad van tag'
thoroughly straightened ot:t.
'l'lwn be looked arouml with a smiling face :ind turned his of you . ..
At this juncture the old chief stepped between them.
ga?.l' upon the old chief.
Holding out his hands for them to keep back, he l\>0ked at
"\\"elL what ure you going to do with me, Dead Horse?" he
the sky for a moment in silence. and th.en said:
asked, in his cool and easy w:iy.
"The paleface boy heap much brave. Broken Bow heap
"Does the pal<>face boy want to fight Broken Bow?"
ills
, much brave. They must fight. If the palcfa".e Lo
"You Let I do! Just give me the chance."
.. Broken Bow say Young Wild West heap much coward." [ Broken Bow he must go back to his people. But he mus send
•· l know he said that. But that don't make it so. Just give the paleface man and the squaw to Dead Ilorae."
·wild nodded as if he was agreeable to this, but of course he
me the chance and I'll show him that I am no coward."
At this juncture Broken Bow drew a long-bladed hunting- certainl)· would never let the squaw man leave the settlement
knife suddenly and slapped Wild on the shoulder with the flat with the Indian girl.
The old chief stood there with outstretched arms until hP
of tlH' blade.
It was done so quickly that Wild was unable to dodge the was satisfied that Broken Bow was fit to fight.
Then he stepped b:ick quickly and threw down his hands.
blow, but it certainly did him no harm, any more than that it
This was the signal for the two to get at it.
meant an immlt.
Wild stepped forward quickly, aud the Ute chief did the
He did the thing that he always ditl when insnlted.
As quick as a flash he let go with his left fist. and catching same.
The two knives clashed, and the sparks flew.
the young chief squarely on the chin, rnnt him sta!i"gering
'rhe fight was certainly on.
"'
back into thP crowd.
Even though he was in a terrible rage, Broken Bow .vas
A hoarse shout went. up from the red:c:lcins gathered about.
Broken now flew in a rage, as might be supposed, and back somewhat cautious.
Like u. panther lte leap~r.J about,' parrying the thrusts that
he came with uplifted knife, ready to plunge it into the ho.y'i;
I were ma.de at hlm by the white boy.
I.Jody.
Having nothing wllh which to defend himself, san:- his I Wild was simply doing this to lead him on, for he knew ht:
fists, Wild leaped nimbly aside, and then just as the redskin must catch him napping if he -.vas going to end tbe fight
was turning to make a savage thrust at him, he dropped upon quickly.
Already he had made up his mind that the only 'l":ay out
his knee and then shot out his riglit fist with terrific force,
landing the blow squarely in the prt of Broken Dow's stomach. of it WD.S to kill the young chief.
This he meant to do, and ht• felt no scruples about ·c. •l ther,
'l'he 1-cdskin's heels flev.· !n tbt- alt·. and Ile cmur, down en his
for bis own life was at ~take.
heal!, dropping tile knife as he ctid so.
Back and forth th ey swayed.
The breath was takcH <:,)mpletely from him, 11nd he lay tl1ere
Sometimc.-s they came tc;;ether with such force as to n arly
gasping and kicking al'ter th•' fashion or a steer that had been
take their breaths away.
felll'd by an ox.
Then they would leap back and to the right and left, goiug
_\. chorus of shouts went up from the redsl,in throng.'
Some of the warriors were actually applauding, for an In- around in circles, each showing a cleverness that dr1;w condian will alwuys give credit to a prisoner when hr. shows sl,ill tinual ap!)lause from the lookers-on.
'l'ht·ust after thrust v,as made by both.
or bra,ery that seems remarkable to them.
The Indian was Lrying to land a blow that would end t11e
Here was a case of it, pure :rnd simple.
'l'he paleface boy had oYercomc one of t.he !Jest fighters in j bo~'. hut. as yet. Wild lta<l not attempted Rn<'h a thin".
He was still kading hif foe on.
the whole tribe, and with no otll(T ,n-apon,; to assist him but
For five minure:; thn fight kc:,t going.
his hands.
So fa, nut a drop nf hlnoli harl :>"<'ll ·cira w11.
But it was not over with ~·pt,
T11e two were l'~l':".Jlirin,; frf'"lY, for tll(' i,un wa :l1iniug
"Wild knew thai, as well as auy one thl•r<.
He also knew he would stand little show ii tlw chief tackle<! full unon thr·m no,,.
\Vil(i with his head liarc and hid long hair llanging over ui.
him again with the knifr, su stepping over to tbc old chief, he
folded his arms across his breast, and then looldng at bim :,boulders madt' a perfret ri'·turc a'3 he showed his ,;·onderful
skill.
sharply, said:
The Indian, with the entire upper portion of his body bare
"Dead Horse, I am no coward. I can whip any Indian in
your tribe, even if I am nothing but a boy. Now then, give to the skin, showed his muscles as he answered to ev ry movemt'nt of the boy's.
me a knife, so I can meet the young chief on equal terrnii."
ld di
Ile k•cpt on the moYe nll the time, and, of <·ourse,
"Ugh!" was the guttural exclamation. "Young ·w11d West
thC' s3mc.
heap much tight."
Suddenly Broki>n Bow turur1d to ~he right nnd ntt('Illpt d to
"Give me a knife,'' \Vild insist1•rl, as ht' E<aw Broken Dow
leap behind his anta;,;onist.
struggling to get upon his ·feet.
the left.
Hcetoto:-e ht• h:::d br,en doin;,; all t.h<' 1eaJJin;;
ThPn he was a little sur·prised, for the old chief promptly
For a moment Wild was u!.1conrerted at the sudde move.
complied with the request.
But lie was equal to the occasion, anu with lightning-like
Once he had the knife in his hand, Wild felt comparatively
\ quickness' hP leaped back and swung hi.mnelf haH way airou,ua.
easy.
If no one intcrf~red he felt that he could easlly get the best , He landecl upon his fret rigllt at the side or the Ute cbl r.
Down c:amr- thr Indian's knitt. qt.:1: it went easily oH.r Wild's
of the young chief.
Broken Bow was now in a rage, and that meant that he Ishoulder.
'l'hucl!
would forget to be rautlous.
A_ quicl, upward m_oYcu:cnt of. the boy·s !1and sertle<l the
On the other ~and, 1Vild was not only skilful with a bowie
knife, but as active as a panther, and as strong as one of his busmess, and the kmte was buried where it b:)lon~,:d.
The death song came to the lips of Broken Bow. The knife
size and build could possibly be.
Added to this. his wonderful coolness would carry him j fell from his hand, anu then he tottered L!!ck and fe.l' iht.o the
·
arms of two braves ·who ran to catch him.
through.
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"That's the wny to talk," Cheyenne Charlio: shouted. "We'll

1.e c<;uld command, the young deaclshot folded his arms and go after him right away."

turned his gaze to the old chief in silence. ·
''No, no," the girl suid, taking him by the arm. "Don't get
A rel! went up from the Utes.
excited, Charlie. '\Ve must think of some plan. It would be
But lt was hard to tell whether lt was one of rage or ap- nothi.ng short of suicide for you to rush down the hill and try
ph...usi'>.
.
to rescue Wild now. It must be done by strategy, for certainly
· Wilt! aid no attention to it, hi;iwever, but kept looking at we haven't nea.rly c11ough men to get to him now."
Dea.ti HQrse.
Excited as he was, the scout quickly realized that what the

Suddenly the old chief reached out and, taki.ng the boy by
the arm, made a motion for the braves to fall aside.
Tbcn he conducted him to what, might be called his quarters,
for there were a couple of big red and green blankets spread
out upon the ground and a post planted there to which hung
the fighting emblem of that particular portion of the Ute
tribe. ,
"Well chief, you said if I killed Broken Bow I could go
back to my own people," Wild ventured.
.. Lily, the squaw, must come to Dead Horse, and the paleface
wb(, took her .away must come, too," was the reply.
··All right, I'll tell them what you say as soon as I get up
tl1erc. ·•
·
.. "'o," and Dead Horse shook his head decisively. ",Me send
a !.}rave with a white flag to tell them."
''Oh!''
'l'his put an entirely different phase upon the situation.
At'ter all, the young deadshot was to be held a prisoner ..
"The paleface boy must write and tell his friends that Lily,
the squaw, and her paleface husband, must come to Dead
Horse. Then the paleface boy can go to his own people."
Wild. thought a moment.
"All right," he said, nodding his head. "I suppose that's
the only way to do it."
ire had a small notr~-book in one of his pockets, and a pencil
as well, so he quickly wrote a message, addressing it to Cheyeru.ic Charlie.
\Yhat the message read was :
"Listen to what the redskin messenger has to say. Then
after you have talked with Jim and some others a little, tell
him that you must have half an hour to make up your mind.
That':,; all, Charlie. I'l1 do the rest. ,
Wrr.o."
Neither the oltl chief nor the man he selected as the messen-

ger could read the note, but they seemed to take it for granted

that it was all right, so Wild was forced to sit upon one of the
blankets, and the messenger, fixing up hls flag of truce,
promprly started from tbe camp.
CHAJi'TER X.
TllE CAVALRY TO 1'1TE RESCUE,

Slnee t.he Utes had been so much strengthened by the arrivl.'J o··' the reinforcements, it was surprising to Young Wild
Wests partners and the £ettlers at the sudtlen withdrawal of
the attack.
·
Both Charlie and Jim had ber-11 very busy, not only shooting
at the Indians themselves, but in advising those who did
not ser.m to know exactly what to do. ·
They llrd not miss Wild until somt• one saw him outside the
,;tockfl,1. running doY;n the hill for the woods, with the In·
dians ba~.tening for him from almost every direction.
Tht ll h~ scout or,ened fire with his Remington.
Th<! redskins felJ right and left, but be readily saw that
Wlld had no chance to. get back to the block-house.
"They've got him as sure as r;uns!" he cried, excitedly.
"Hey, Jim, what in thunder are we goin' to do?"
"Koep cool, Charlie. That is what Wild would tell you if he
were ]t('r, . " .
"Great L;imlt>ts! How am I goin' to keep cool? Tl).ey've got
hilu, I sn\·, .,
Arlett a had also tliscovered that her dashing young lover
was in danger.
Sbe c·,·ue rushing through the ranks of the excited men,
and 'de1c :rnde<.l to know where Wild was.
Jim wld her, for he knew it vrnuld be unwise to try and
keep it from her.
'' I dri
know just why he went out and tried to come
arounJ !J1 ~ront of tlic stockade! A~·ietta," the boy said, with a
· shake ot iJ.1s head. '·But he did 1t, and they got the best of
him so lit was .forced to run down the hill. I suppose they
have, made him a prisoner."
The girl remained silent for a moment, und then raising her
hand, she 'exclaimed, dramatically:
"\Ve nrnst sav<., him!"

girl said was the truth.
He subsided and listened as she talked to Jlm,
Arietta was certainly a remarkable girl in many respects.
One was that she generally managed to keep very cool.
While she teared for the life of her loYer, she fully realized
that the only way to save him was by strategy.
But just how it could be done she could not think of just
then.
The Indians having withdrawn, the settlers became more
easy, and gradually they began talking about the capture or
Young Wild West and making suggestions as to the best way
to save him.
But none of their plans looked at all feasible .
The cold, hard fact was that there were over two hun'1retl
redskins at the foot of the hill, and only something like forty
men to oppose them.
Jim Da1·t kept his head far better than the scout, and after
he had listened to the talk of the settlers a few minutes, he
decided to climb the big tree and try and get a glimpse of the
,young dcadshot,
He was not long in ascending, and when .he got to his old
perch near the top he had the extreme satisfaction of seeing
the boy lying on the ground In the midst of a group of excited Utes.
"They haven't killed him, and that's one good thing," he
thought. "I'll stay up here a little while and see what they
do, for I can't think of anything better just now.·•
He did remain th&e, and when he saw the fight start after
the young deadshot was liberated, he was fascinated,. and did
not take his eyes from the scene until it was all 0ver.
Arletta called to him two or three times from t'!:le foot of the
tree, and finally Jim answered her and let her know that Wild
was safe, and what was going on as far as he could see.
When Wild was conductqd away from the scene of the duel,
Jim lost sight of him, for a number ,of trees cut off his view.
But be knew tbe boy was not going to be k!lled, so ho came
on down the tree and hurriedly related to Charlie all about 1t.
They were still talking over it when an Indian 'was seen
approaching carrying a white rag tied to a. stick.
Some of the settlers were for shooting- him, but Arietta interfered and warned them not to do so.
She ran out of the block-house and went to meet the redskin, who seem~d somewhat relieved when he saw the girl
coming.
.
Arietta listened to what he had to say, and read the note,
and then after thinking a moment, called to Charlie and Jim.
At first they could not quite understand it, but th1i meaning
was ther-e, for it showed plainly that the boy wanted a delay .
of half itn hour.
arietta left il to Charlie to give the redskin his answer, and
with a polite nod he turned and went on back.
He had hardly disappeared from view among the trees when
a horseman came riding swiftly into the settlement.
1'he men quickly broke into a cheer, ancl Tom Dyer at once
rushed over to Jim Dart and said:
"Here comes the feller we sent out yisterday for the
soldiers."
The horseman, who was dust-covered and almost exhausted,
waved his -hat in answer to the cheer,· and then almost fell
from his horse as the animal came to a halt.
"It's all right, boys," he called out, as he staggered Into the
arms of some of them. "I met about fifty cavalrymen long
afore I got to the fort. They're comin' . I jest let my horse
out, so I'd prepare you for it. That's the news I bring. How
about the lnjuns? Have they got here yet?"
'rhen he looked around him ancl saw a dead body lying not
far distant.
The settlers hugged the fellow with delight, and there was a
ringing cheer, Arietta joining in, for now she knew that Wild
would be saved.
The brave girl conceived a plan, which was for some one to
ride out and meet the cavalrymen and see to it that they came
into the settlement as silently as possible.
Jim Dart volunteered to go, and certainly there could be
no bi>ttcr one for the purpose.
It did not take the boy long to mount his horse, and a.way
he rode.
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But he did not seem to notice it.
He met the fifty cavalrymen less than a quarter of a mile
The glory of war had got the best of him for the time being,
away, and quickly informed the officer in command of the con·
and when he raised his hand and called for three cheers for
dition of things at the settlement.
. The cav1dry_ were eager to get into the fray, but after listen- the cavalry, his two partners and the settlers rushed forward
mg to what .Jim said, the officer ordered them to remain quiet. in time to join him.
That settled the whole thing.
'fhen th~y all rode up to the ·block-house, taking care to
· I The siege had been lifted suddenly, and now the large numkeep concealed from the Indians below the hill.
·1 ber of redskins that had made all the trouble were virtually
As the settlers started cheering, Arietta stopped them.
She did not want the Indians to think that anything like prisoners, with the exception of those that had perished in
the different attacks that had been made.
good news had arrived.
Of course, Jim had told the officer in command that Youno- 1 Arietta came running down the hill, and, seeing her, the
Wild West was being held a prisoner by the Utes, and knowing young deaclshot ran to meet her.
The next minute the two were clasped in each other's arms.
1
the boy pretty well, the officer was anxious to rescue him.
He talked it over with Jim, Charlie and Arietta, and the I "It's all rigl1t, little gid," Wild said, smilingly. "I had a
result was that it was decided that the cavalry should go on pretty tough time of It. But when I come to think of it, i~ wa~
ar:ound to the left and approach the redskin camp under the easy at that. All I had to do was to fight a duel with a
hill, while the srttlers in command of Charlie and Jim were young chief, who, by the way, was the one "7ho had been
to suddenly make a break down the hill as if they meant to . promised ti.J.e hand of Lily. the Ute girl who married Paxley."
J . The girl followed him, and watched him as he gave i::istruc.
attac~ the cam!?.
This would divert the attention of the redskins loner enough · t1ons to the cavalrymen and settlers as to how the pnsoners
for the cavalrymen to get within reach of them, and then it should be taken care of.
Half an hour later the cavalrymen had full charge of the
would be_ a pret!Y sure thing, so the officer said, that they
prisoners, and Young Wild West and his partners went back
would qmckly bnng them to terms.
1:here was no better plan, as they were all willing to a"'ree to the settlement with Arietta.
There was much rejoicing there, and there was good reason
"' '
so it was at once put into execution.
·
,.
Givln~ the cavalrymen time enough to get down to the foot for it.
of ~he hill on the left, Charlie and Jim, with the assistance of I Bill Paxley, the squaw man , had been watched closely by a
Anet_ta, marshalled the full force that had so bravely stood number of the men living at Dyer's Hill.
f There was not one who was not willing to say that he had
the siege and put them in line.
Of course there was to be a little clanger in doing this for I shown himself to be a brave man, and had fought valiantly
it was a pretty sure thing that the redskins would open' fire throughout.
He was standing with his wife when Wild and Arietta came
on them.
But they had to take the chance, and not a nian quailed back from the foot of the hill with Cheyenne Charlie and Jim
' Darft.
even to Tooker, the tavern-keeper.
"Well, Paxley," the young deadshot said, walking over and
Bill Paxley, the s~uaw man, was right on hand, and he toolr
pains .to show Charlie and Jim that he was going to stick and putting out his hand, "I reckon everything is all. right now.
I had the satisfaction of slaying the young chief, Broken Bciw.
fight it out to the finish.
When they were ready Jim gave the command and then He branded me as a coward while I was a helpless prisoner,
a~? ,the old chief took it up an_d permitted us to fight it out."
they started on a run down the hill, firing as they did so.
Im glad of that, Young Wild West. You haYe saved the
But half way to the trees they stopped and dropped to the
day. If it hadn't been for you I'm sure we would all have
ground.
A fierce ~ell was the answer to the volley, and then the been _w iped o_ut. How P)eased I am when I think how: you
fire.arms of the Utes began cracking rapidly, the bullets made me decide t<:> rema;n a,t the _sett_lement. Now I _km go
wlustling all about the line that had taken refuge in the grass ; away whenever I hke, an I s pose 1t will be the best thmg for
But it was only a minute or two before another volley : me _to do, for they don't like a squaw man here."
"How about that,, bdys?" the young deadshot called out, as
·
sounded from a different direction.
. Then the thu~ of_ many hoofs could be heard, and the In· he_,beckon_ed_ to some of ~-he settler~ who were not far distant.
What 1s 1t, Young 'W 1ld West? Tom Dyer answered, as he
d1~ns began yellmg m fear as well as giving vent to their warran forward, followed by the rest.
cl'les.
"Paxley says be thinks the best thing he can do is to leave
A bugle tooted, and the hoof-prints sounded closer
·here for good, as you fellows don't like a squaw man."
·
Then shot after shot was fired.
Then it was that they all showed that they were good men
Beeoming encouraged by it, the settlers arose to their feet
ap.d started on down the hill, led by Cheyenne Charlie and and true.
.Tb,ey ran forward and embraced Paxley, some of them even
Jim Dart.
In spite of the fact that they greatly outnumbered those going so far as to· give the squaw a hug, too.
This told more than their words that th<::y were sorry for
attacking them, the Utes fell back in dismay.
They became demoralized and ran hither and thither in an having looked down upon him and blaming him for the at·
tack.
effort to get to cover.
Later on every man, woman and child in the village had
It happened that Young Wild West was sitting upon one of
the blankets that belonged to the old chief when the attack congratulated the couple, and the result was that they went
back to their little shanty happier than they had ever been in
was made.
Old Dead. Horse ran to him at once, and then standin"' by their whole lives.
'fhe Indian prisoneUt were permitted to bury their dead,
him, gave hurried orders to repel the attack, which he ~ust
a1ld that afternoon they were led off by the cavalrymen.
have thought would amount to naught.
'Young Wild West and his friends remained at the settlement
But when the cavalryman appeared so suddenly it was dif·
until the following day, and then they decided to leave for the
.
ferent.
At first he turned to fl~e, but acting on a second"thought, he purpose of striking something more that was in the way of
drew a revolver from his belt and turned it upon the young excitement.
It was not very often they came up in that part of the coundeadshot.
N o doubt he meant to kill the brave young paleface before try, but they felt themselves well paid for it, and so set out
for the purpose of striking the Colorado line, and then work·
he fled.
But If he did he was never to succeed, for as quick as · a ing their way downward to New Mexico.
Whp,t might happen on the way none of them could tell.
flash Wild ducked his head and butted him squarely in the
But something was continually happening where Young
stomach, sending him to the ground.
Then it was easy for him to not only take the gun from the Wild West was, and it was a pretty sure thing there would be
chief's grasp, but to take possession of his own weapons no exception in this case.
'
which happened to be lying near.
<i.
.,
Wild began shooting right and left then, and it seemed that
Next week's Issue will contain "YOUNG WILD WEST
h e must bear a charmed life, for more than one bullet was
GATHERING GOLD; OR, ARIETTA'S WONDERF'UL FIND."
sent in his direction.
.1.\s the cavalrymen dashed up he sprang at their head, and
had the satisfaction of seeing the demoralized 1·edskins throw
down their arms and cry for quarter.
The boy lost a lock of hair frqm a bullet, and there was a
R t-\
U 11
U
reel mark on his left wrist, where one had touched him.
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CURRENT NEWS.
Tris Speaker's two years' baseball contract for a salary
of $37,000 works out at nearly $15,000 a year more than
the salary received by the best professional football players. Recently about 164,000 persons paid $38,980 to witness four prmcipal football matches in Englancl, yet of
eighLy-two players taking part in them not one has an
income exceeding $22 weekly, while the greater proportion only receive $20.
It is calculated that it will take at least ten years to
execute the progrP..mmc to change French copper money
into nickel coinage. Eighty million francs altogether are
to be recoined, divided into 30,000,000 francs of 25-centime pieces, 30,000,000 francs of 10-centime pieces and
20,000,000 francs of five-centime pieces. A centime is
equal to one-.fifth of our cent.
The French F,,r.cign Offi<'e approved :i. plan to erect a
monument at Panama in rummemoration of the relation
of France to the great enterprise of connecting the Atlanti~ and Pacific oceans. Louis J aray, secretary to the
France-American Committee, exp1u.inec1 the proj ect to
Ambassador Renick recently. It is suggested that the
monument should be raised by popular subscription among
the .French people. 'I'he United States Government will
be asked to select a site along the canal.
Operation of the locks of the Panama canal will be
controlled from an electric switchboard, which is cleYerly
designed ar, a reproduction in miniature of the locks themselres. TiJerc arc indicating dcYices to show the position
of the valves, loc'k gates, chains and w:iter ]el'c]s in the
various lock chambers. By a system of mechanical mterlocki11g humtu1 errors of manipulation are minimized,
if not entirely pr2ventNJ. Ilcd and green lights on the
models show whether the gates arc open or closecl, and
th"' water Je,·el is indicatecl by a pointer which tra,cls up
and down oYer a graduated scale board.
About fi,c hunclrctl sh:a.v ca-Ls, which had for years
made their home ·within its ,rall~, :rnd a peck of $2()
gold piecci, was the re,Yarcl of \Y. G. Bailey, who bonght
the clilapiclated dwelling. bniJt in 1810, ,\·hich had be.en
an eyesore in Wesson, Uiss., for a score of years aud was
reputed, to be haunted. In tearing down the walls of the
ca1,t wing, workmen were thrown into a panic when one
room was opened which was almost full of cats. "1wn
the walls of the same room \YCre torn away a pile of $20
gold pieces was revealed, amounting to $15,000.
An ingenious bank clerk named Vermchren, of Copenhagen, has just patented an imention for capturing bank
robber-. An electric contact is deftly concealecl behincl
the public rountcr and if the employe puts his foot on
it the entram·c d0or is prom_:,tly c]ornd, and 1ockec1. If
the unwekume callers are already inside he may again

tread upon the contact and the swinging doors are at
once locked. The rohbers, ignorant that the doors are
sealed against them, are neatly caught in a trap. 'l'he
bank where Vermehren is employed has tested the imeution and found it works admirably.
'I'he two new light draft gunboats for the United States
Navy to be pnt together at Shanghai, China, will be
named Monocacy and Palos, in memory of the old vessels
trhich served in Asiatic waters for so many years. Sections of the hulls ·and other fittings for the new gunboats
have been shipped to Shanghai and will be put together
under the direction of Constructor L. S. Border. Tho
new river gunboats are constructed to penetrate to the
fartl1est mission and trading outposts in the interior of
China. Fitted with small but powerful engi11es, they are
capable of deyeloping fair speed, and have a capacity fo r
carrying quite a number of men and supplies in time of
emergency.
An inch of rain strikes one as very little. But it ls
really a big rainfall. It is more than falls in Rew York
City in an average week. When an inch of rain has fallen
i.t means, literally, that the amount of water descending
from the sh.--y in that particular shower would cover the
surroumling territory to a depth of one inch, providing,
of ccur:'e, that it did not run away or soak into the
ground. Tt means that on one acre water enough to fill
more than 600 barrels of 4 gallons each has fallen. This
qu:1ntity of water weighs more than 110 tons. If the
rain strnm covercc1 a territory comprising a tho11sand
acres, which would be a very small shower, 113,000 tons
of ,rntcr would fall from the clouds. Rain stonns fre.
qucntly cover whole States, and often four and five inches
of water fall in one rain . In this case the total · mun.
ber of tons of water falling to earth is enormous.
German confirmation of Admiral Dewey's version of the
incident between him and Admiral von Diederichs at
Manila, ,rhen that port was hlockaclecl during the Spanish-American War, appears in a statement by Admira.l
Brussakis: ,,;ho commanded the Cormorant there. lfriting
to the Tageszeitung, Admiral Brussakis says the United
States ship McCulloch fired across the bows of the Cormomnt, which came to a stop and received an American ofiicer, who came aboard to inform the German commander
that Admiral Dewey had declared a blockade of l\fanila.
A correspondent of the London Times relates a story told
by the late British Admiral Chichester regarding the friction between the Americans and the Germans at Manila.
Admiral von Diederichs asked Admiral Chichester :
"What would the British fleet ,~o if Germany interfered
with the Americans in the opemtions against Manila?"
"Ah," said Admiral Chicheste~. swrctly, "that, my dear
Yon Diederichs, is a secret known only to Admiral Dewey
and myself."
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TOM SMITH' S TROUB LES
-OR-

A GOOD BOY WITH A BAD NAME
By DICK ELLISON

I

_(A SERIAL STORY)

CHAPTER YI (Continat!d).
"Served him right! Served him right!" said the merchant. "Those fellows come in town ,with those yellow
dogs under their wagons, nnd all the litt-le dogs have to
be ti.eel np to amid being torn to pieces. I want to
tl1ank you fol' wha.t yon did, and if T eau do anything £or
you just let me know."
"Thank you. I don't want you to do anything for
me unless you can gi.Yc me employment."
·
"\.\Tel1, T wish I could, bllt you know nothing about the
.dry goods husiness, and tbat's the onl_1· rmplo~·me11t I
could give one; but if I can help you find 0, pla('e anywhere let me know and I'll speak a good word for you.
My daughter told me she had heard some goocl things
about you, while everybody else seems to be saying very
hard things."
'
"Well, I'll tell ~rou ,,hat you can do for me. 1Ir. Fallon,
and that is whenever you hear anythi11g 1:-aicl about me
that is bad ask :for information about it. I don't lie
or steal, never dicl a mQliPious act in my life, arn Fupporling my mother by whalrYcr work I can get: but cYcr
since :four y<'ars ago when I hit Ur. Brown in the face
with a stone and a rotten tomato for kicking me l'Yc
been caJled n bad boy, until at times I feel as though I
ought to go somewhere and take boxing lessons until I am
able to lick ,Jack Johnson, and then come .back to Arden
and thrash every man in it."
"Oh, don't do that/' said the mere hunt. ''You '11 Jive
all that down after a while."
" Oh. yes I But it takes time. I suffer it all for my
mother 's sake, but I tell you it's a hard thing to beur. I
sat in Sunda:v school and heurcl the superintendent, with out calling my name, hold me up ij.s a bad boy to all the
children present, and I called him down ."
·
''You did right. I heard about that. It was an outrage, and Mr. Matthews will never repeat it, for I understand t hat the pastor of the church rebuked him for it."'
" Well, good for the parson . That's the first I'Ye heard
of that.'J
" Do you still attend Sunday school there?"
" J didn't go back last Sunday. Don't know that I wi11."
"You take ·my advice . Tom . You have the satisfaction
of knowing you called him down before the whole Sunrlay
school. Go and stick to your class, or they will say you
had been practically fired out."
""'i'rell, I kept a"·ay because my m.othcr's fceliugs had

beC'Il so badly hurl, lmi J beliel'c I will go hack nextSunday,"
Ton{'s mother was Yer_y highly gratified when he repeatecl to her what the ri'cli merchant had said to him.
"Torn, be was right,'' she F:tid. "You go ba(;k to the
Hunclay school; cJ01i't let anY of them ::cc that you are
afraid of them. You'ye clone notl1ing to be ashamed of.
~o man has anything to fear who alw:1ys tries to r1o
right. No man could truthfnllv sa,:v an}thing against
:vour father, and I want yol1 to grmr up just that way.''
"I'm going to, mother. J°'rt> made 11p m:1; mind to c1o
what I thiuk is rigM. I don ·t ha Ye any trouble with the
bovs at all, for thev are all mv frie11ds; but it's the prskY
ola. fellO"l'.'H, who b~lieve that 'an bo,1s are bad. I belieY~
that Mr. Brown i~ the sole cause of all the trouble. on
ar:l'ount of what lwppeue(l four year:- ago, ancl Jat·k tbi.nks
the ~ame thing.''
Time pa1;sed on, and the Sunday ,chool to 'l·hif:h Tom
b(l]onged had o grent pic•nic .out ncur ihc rirnr .
There ,Trrc rn~arl)· a thou,;;rnd rneu. "·omen and diildrrn present. 'l'her6 were h1111clred;: of haeekets lad.cu with
prons1ons.
Tom and his mother were prec:0ut, both neatly dres<iec1.
There were many littln boating parties on the witter,
and the men)' laughter of. young people wa, licanl in
every direction .
Tom kept pretty close 1.o lti,, mother, for he knrm ~lie
had no one else to wait on lll'r. H@ brought her water
from the spring, fi.s:ed a comfortable &cat for her. and d<.'Hlfod himself to entertaining· her hy calling attention to
thiJ.1gs that were going on all around thr01wh the gro,c
and out on the water.
"I am very much afraid," rcmarkcd thr wido,,- to one
of her neighbors who was near by, "that there will be an
accident OJl t he water because the young people arc cutting up so."
''Yes, I've been watching them,'' said Tom. "It isn ·t
every one who knows how to row a bout, ond some .who
do know are reckless where the)' ought to be careful."
"Tom, who is that rowing Miss Fallon ancl ber cousin?"
.lris mother asked .
'"I'hat's Jolin Gurley m1<l n, friend of his . I noticctl
them an hour ago hying i:o frighten. the laclics by rocking _
the boat. I heard both 0£ them scream out to Gurlev to
please stop, as he frighte11ed them sc.''
"
"It's so foo1isl1. Somebody ought to uwkc them stop,
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fOl' tliey will start some of the younger hoys at it, who
"L,adies and gentlemen, romc and take a look at the
,ery much like. to hear .tho gil'ls scream. Manv a life bas fool who rocked the boat. I called to him to stop ir, asked
been lost that wa-r."
· ~him if he didn"t kno1r any better., but lie rocked all the
Tom was watching the boat in which Gurley had 1 11iss harder, and turned the boat orer. ~ow, what's the matter
Fallon and her cousin.
with taking him to jail for attempt at murder, or else run
Re was amusing himself by sf-anding up and rocking L1im out of Atclen ?"
the boat to hear the girls scream. He was ,di.at was caUe<l
'l'he i<lea of surh language being used i 11 regard to a
a society Y01111 6 man, the Fon 0£ ,,ealthy parents, was wealthy and popular young mau by $t1C'h a poor bov ,ts
considered Ye>ry witty, good c:ompan:· and a flue <lancer.
Tom Smith was created qnito a SL'Jl~nh01i . 'J'bere were
Suddenly 'l'om sprang np a ncl mn tlown to tl1e . brink, those who· called to him to shut up.
and called out fo Gurley:
"You ougut to be a.shamed of yourself," sai.c1 one.
"Say, don't you know an:· bctler tliau that?"
" I do feel ashamed of myself," he retorted. "I fePl
"Betfor than what?" Gurley c-allccl out to him.
ashamed thnt, being a m1111 myself, such another specimen
"Roe:king the hoat that "ll"ay. SeYcrnl times you're come as Gurley should be £oi"mcl in the f'ame srx with rne.
1,ithin an inch of dipping ,rntcr."'
He ought to be in .lhe lunatic asylum or State prison."'
"Oh, you dip your head in the water!" aucl Gurley
Gurley sprang to his feet and rushed at him as if to
rocked the boat more vigorously. '1'110 next moment it strike him.
dipped and went down.
.
,
"Look out," said 11 0m. "If you lay your hand on .nio
The girls screa.mecl,, while Tom rna,i' a·· pl1rnge and -I'll take you back: into ·the river, and bold your he:'tc1 '
swam out to ihe boat. Miss FalJon ]1acl disap1-1cnrcu under under water till you arc dead."
the water. Tom diveu. and caught her. , He arose to the ·
Gmley's friends caught him and held him.
surface with her, and started out to the shore at once,
"You'd better hold him," sneered Tom. "An idiot
]caving other parties to rescue tho two young men anJ the has no right to be at large."
other lady.
1'hcy couldn't stop him from talking. He expreFsecl
himself veiy freely, and there were others who agreed
with him; but Gurley had many :friends present, and
some
of them thr:?atened violence to young Smith if he
ORAPTETI VII.
didn't shut up.
· "Oh, I n.in't afraid of an idiot or mw of his friends,"
\\'CUT TO~£ SAID TO GGRLl~Y.
he blul'ted out.
·
Just then the Widow Smith rushed in aqd caught Tom
Wheu t lic people up in lhq groyc for some considerable
dif-tan cl) bark from 1he ,.,-:1ter he a.rd the screams as the by the arm, saying :
boat C':ipsir.cd, the>y all rushed panie-8trirken to the ri-rer
''Tom., you must go rigllt back home and change yo ur
bank.
clothes, or you will catch your death of cold."
"All right, mother. I'll walk back."
Women and t:hihhen screamed. wuile> men Yelled all sorts
"'No, indeed, you won't '. 'I'hc ladies are going to be
of instructious, but only two })lungea into tl1e water to go
to the rescue. Othr.r boating parties, however, rowed up sc11t back in a carriage, and Mrs. Fallon says that you
ea.n go with them."
as fast a;i they coulcl, but they were already filled.
"I'll take him home," said a gentleman 'who was out
The qther young man, :1 friend of GUTley's, deliberately
swam M,liorc, kaYi11_:; tl:c young lady to cling to tho ther<· with his buggy.
boat.
"Y01t'd lJetter let me walk," said '11 0m, "ior the exerIt 1ras said i l1at GnrleY himscl [ was unable to swim- cise will prevent me from taking cold. I£ I ride, taking
did u't knml' ho"lr.
uo exercise, I'll be sure to catch cold."
'i'om Smifa doYc and brought )Ii~s Emily Fallon to
-It being midsummer nobody out there had an overthe surfore, and holding her ,-rith hi;i left arm around her coat, and Tom was about to have his way, when several
waist,, ~truck oht £or the shore, saying to her:
friends seized him, rushed hi.m to the gentleman's buggy,
"Just l1olcl on to me, now, :tnd I'll get you out . all ushered him :into it, and he was rapidly driven off.
r ig_ht."
"Say, '11 cm," said the gentleman, "you gave it to that
She was partially strangled, lw1rnver, and kept st.rug~ fcllo,v Gurley just right, and I'm glad you did."
gling until he was o.t least half way to the bank.
"Why, the follow is a fool," s~d Tom. "I saw him for
'Ihe current carried them at least fifty yarcls before he ten minutes or more standing up and rocking the boat
reached the bank, where ,~illing bands "l'e,y promptly just to hear the girls scream and beg l1i.m to stop. I
pulled her out.
called to l1irn to stop, ancl asked him if he didn't know
Tom looked back at the upturned boat, and saw that any better. He sneered at me and kept on rocking. I
the other young lady, :Miss Greenway, had been lifted never wanted to give a fellow a thrashing as badly aa I did
into another boat, while Gurley was clingj11g to it to be him, and I could hani done it, too."
_
"Well, i.S's a good thing you didn't, for people in Arden
rowecl ashore.
T om was there wheu the boat laDJed, and 1Iiss Greeu - ha-re been down on you ; but I guess they will shut up
. ,rny ,ni.s assisted out. As Gu l"lcy crn.wh:<l up on i:hc. bank after this."
(To be continued),
Tom sang out:
•
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
DARK DAYS IN NEW ENGLAND.
'l'bere are two "dark days" mentioned in the anna1 s
of New England. 'l'hc :first occurred on October 21,
HlG, when it suddenly becam e so dark soon after noon
tl1nt the people were forced to use artificial lights to do
th eir orclinary work. 'l'he strange condition o.f the atmosphere lasted about tliree and a half hours. Again, on
May JD, 1780, there was a remarkable darkening of the
atmosphere, but the phenomenon did not come on so suc1c1cnly as that upon the earlier dttte. 'l'he darkness in this
latter i11Stan ce began between JO and 11 o'clock on the
morning o.f the day named, and lasted throughout the
clay. The darkness extended from the northeastern part
of New England westward as far as Albany anc1 south1rnrd to l'cnnsylYania. The most intense and prolonged
darkn ess, howcYer, was confined 'lo Massachusetts, more
especial1Y to the seaboard. It is said to have come from
tho southwest, but there is no mention of it made in the
history of Ohio or the Virginias. The .exact cause still remains one of the unexplained mysteries.

PREDICTS. OCEAN A_IR TRIPS.
Transatlantic aeroplane flights with present-day flying
machines are a possibility of the near fu t ure, in the (ilpinion or: Dr. Alexander Graham Bell, inventor of tb'e telephone.
•
A system of gears for increasi11g the speed of propellers in the rlccrcascd resishrnce of higher altitudes, Dr.
Bell said, probably would solrn the problem. Machines
or .fifty miles an hour spee,l, under ordinary conditions,
he asserted, at a proper altitude could travel one h1mdred
miles an hour, "I think," Dr. Bell added, "we may safely
eay that we will sec airships cros ing the Atlantic at a
. heig-ht of two miles above the earth, driYen by warm and
comfortable acron:rntR.
·
"The question of sufficient ox~·gcn for the c1rirnr is
solved by the tremendous speed itself, for the air striking
the face .would be condensed. As for the cold at such a
~eight, the exhaust o.f the machine furnishes a source of
heat easily applicable to keep the aviator properly warm ."
'

SIX SANDWICHES, $7-.25.
The London Dr-.ily Mail's .Monte Carlo correspondent
telegraphs that tbere can be 110 doubt that the Riviera is
feeling the competition 0£ the Swiss winter resorts, and
just now of tours to Egypt, Ceylon, and even India that
many English families arc making.
In spite of competing attractions, Riviera charges are
unchanged. A man well known in the French social
,rorld took a party of eight to luncheon at Nice the other
da:v. The bill amounted to $175, including $7 .for potatoes. He said to the proprietor:
·
"It may be all very well to give a foreign visitor such
a bill, but I am a Frenchman."

The proprietor bowed and said: "How much would
you pay?"
"Ko more than $100," was the reply, and that was tlie
amount paicl.
,.
A Budapest millionaire lunched at a famous restaurant
at Monte Carlo where two years ago he lunched every cla,v
for ten weeks. He was charged $12 for- two portions of
caviare, anr1 :fled from the Riviera.
A London visitor was asked to pay $7.25 for six
sandwiches and 80 cents for a bottle of beer.
AL ca mi val time a woman taking tea at. a fashionable
hotel at Monte Carlo asked for a saucer, to give her lapdog a drink of milk. She was charged with a jng of
water at 4S cents for the clog's drink.
' Some notable visitors insist on even le~s than reasonable prices, ancl, thanks to their position, get their way.
A certain C1 rand Duke entered a celebrated resta11rant,
to the accompanimr!nt
profound bows from three maitre
d'hotels, and said: "I want a luncheon for $il. .2!5." :No
one in the restaurant had a better luncheon than the
Gra11d Duke.

or

TES'L' OF NEW EXPLOSIVE.
A new high explo~iYe under tcRt at the proYing grounils
at Sandy H0ok tbe other dav blew a 12-inch gun to ribbons, scattering th e shattered pieces over sea and lanr1
,vithi11 a radirn, nf a mile and driving the breech blnck,
which weighed 2,000 pounds, through a solicl con<>rctc
wall behind wh.i dt lurked a crew of forty men.
Lientcmrnt Charles Pendleton liad his leg ripped open
with a pie<>c of the frying metal, but by ' a miracl e all the
others escaped injnry.
· When tests Rre being made the crew gets behind a
heaYy concrete wall some 150 feet bad, of tbe gun, tourhing off tbe dis<>harg-e with a wire ancl electric spark. A~
soon as Lieutenant P cll(lleton aJ1Cl Colonel Babbitt finished
lom1ing tile .~un tlic other day they ordered the men back
of the shelter before giving the word to fire.
Cokmcl Babbitt touched the button completing tln
electric circ-uit. and the next moment was thrown flat on
his face. 1\1:a:;:ses of hroken ,;teel shot skyward out of a.
cloud of fire, and a big centre section .of tho concrete
lmlwark passed over the men's heads, leaving, as i£ by
magic, a gaping breach in tho wall, through which smoke
sifted back from the shattered girn.
Huge pieces of metal were blown half a mile seaward,
and fragments sailed inland for great distances, one o.f
them passing over the top of the Western Union wireless
building, almost a mile off. The projectile landed in the
water a few hundred yards out.
Lieutenant Pendleton was hurried to the post hospital
at ]fort Hancock. Surgeons sewed up the gash in his
leg, and the other night he was able to return to his quar- .
ters. Strict secrecy was preserved as to the nature of the
explosive, but it is said that it had never before been
tried in big guns.
"(
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T·he Enchan ted Emerald
--OR--

l~HE MYSTERIES OF AN UNKNOWN LAND
By "PAWNEE JACK"
(A S,ERIAL STORY)
Good· weather prevailed, and they got there in remarkCHAPTER VI (Continued).
quick time.
ably
you
parents,
our
to
home
"Ob, yes! We shall write
"We will g.o right up to Boma and lay up there," said
may, rest assured," spoke up Jack.
"And to your sweethea1:ts, too, I presume," said Lot- Captain Strange. "It is from there that we will start in
a light draught steam launch to make the journey up the
tic, with a coy glance that was most fetching.
"\rcn, I can't do that v~ry well, since I have no such l'lYer."
When the party went ashore at Boma they found a
thing as a swrethcart/' replied Jack, laughingly.
"i::kime here," added Hal. "'\Vc have both been very mixed sort of people there.
· The prevailing language was French, and as the cap-~
unlucky in that way, it· seems."·
There was a merry little laugh a]J around at this, and tain spoke that tongue · as well as English they had no
.
difficulty in making themselves understood.
just then Captain Strange came up rather expectedly.
living
town,
quaint
this
in
remained
.they
week
a
For
his
on
scowl
a
of
semblance
:faint
the
rrhcrc was just
face that showed that he was far from being pleased with aboard the schooner all the time, but going ashore every
the attentions Hal and Jack were paying his claughtel'S. day.
The night before they were to start up the river in the
]-\nt his character was one of deceit, through and
t eteam launch Hal was surprised to meet Lottie Strange
through, ancl qEi<;kly putting on a smile, he said : ·
"\Yell, have any of you caught a gli1J1pse of land, sLanding at the companionway.
She had evidently been waiting for him, for s~e caught
yet?;'
They ::i.11 aw,wered that they had not, and then the cap- hirn by the sleeve with a hand that trembled slightly, and
·
tain raised the pair of glasses he held in his hand and took ,rhispered :
"I have something to tell you, Mr. Wharton. Where
a look.
can we go so that we ~'ill not be disturbed for a few min".:-\.l1 !" ,he exdaimecl a moment later, "I can sec it."
Lottie took the gl«ss from him a moment later, and ntes ?"
"I tlfink over to the port. side of the cabin house would
theu all had a look.
~\ carer and nearer the schooner got to the land, ancl l>B as good as any place, Miss Strange," replied the boy, as
soon as he coulc't recover from his surprise.
JH8scntly it could be seen plainly with the naked eye.
"Ye,,, that will be all right. The captain has not reA fc,r hours later thev anchored, ancl then our four
yet, and it is alYmt him that I want to talk. We
~mned
left
had
friends went ashore for tlie first .time since they
Connecticut in Mr. Wbarton's sloop to help the t 11'0 offi- must watch for him, for if he should see me talking to
yon alone he might kill me on the spot."
ccrs ilucl the murde:rej's,
"Why, what do you mean?" asked Hal, as soon as they
Xeither the boys nor Vcn1e ancl I\Ierrit could say lhat
harl r0,1C"hecl the spot selected.
i.hc\' hac1 not been treated well on the voyage.
"I mra.n that Captain Strange is not ,my father!" was
'.fhcir 1;('\'0hers had been given back to them, and they
had bc()n supplied with good clothing, a large quantity of the startling reply. "He proposes to take my mother, my
sister and myself up the ril'er to the wilds of the country,
which seemed to be on board .
·
As soon as tliev reached the clock the cat)taili anc1 his nnd there slay the three of us!"
· wife and daughtc;·s entered a com-eyance and were driven
·
to the principol hot.el.
'l'liat left'it to onr friends to go where they pleasccl.
CHAPTER VII.
The first thing they did was to write letters home, omittinP-v all about ti;e E;1illiuntecJ Emerald, as per agreement.
AT TUE R\LLS OF KASS-~I RIVEU.
'
They wom1d up theil' letters by stating that the? were
Hal ,niarton ,ms .dumfounded when Lottie Strange
·going tc Africa, and that they expected to come b,1ck milhim that 1.he captain was not her father, and of the
told
lionaire~.
purpose he bad in view.
murderous
then
and
days,
hvo
lasted
only
Ca11arics
The stay at the
"What end ·1ms ]1e in doing this?" he asked as soon as
· tha, schooner was headed for tl:e mouth of the 00113·0
he conld find the use of his tongue.
Tii ver.
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. "Well, yon see, h~ was not worth a peuny when _he _ma.r- j ·"All. right. . You can depenc1 on me:. Lott.ic,
help yo,} .
:ned my mother. H e has s01:fle str ange, hypnotw m fi u- ' ont of all d1fficuli.ws on tbe Wi.iy. l will Sf.'e fo it that yon
~nee over her ancl he has got her to sign over her Ya~t are uot harmep l)y Captain ~trangc."
.
fortune to him: 'r his he did before starting on this voy-_\ rn11hank y~u,_'.fial. 1 know J <;an 1rnt tmst in you. That
age, and he _conve~ted almost everyth~ng she had into i is w~y. I selected yon to tell my story. Ro one else sha}l
cash. '.l'here lS a prmcely fortune on this bo~.t, Mr. Whar-rknow Jt::,-n.ot eren my mother. Ah , here comes th0 capton.''
tain ! I must go. Goocl-nig11t !''
_
"Don't call me Mr. Wharton, call me Hal; I shall like I ,rGood-night !:'
it better," retorted the boy. '<I am not surprised to · hear I 'rbe girl flittercd away through the tlarkness, and Hal
that the captain is a villain; I have thought so a long wa~ked slowly fo rward.
time. I believe that he has something that belongs to
H e had jnst turned to eome aft again when Captain
me, though he says it belongs to him. Do you know any- Strange came auoard.
'·We start at nine jn t.he n~orning,. Hal/' he said.
thing about a stone which is called the Enchante(l Bmerald ?"
.
"EYerytbing is aboard the launc:h and hfo oi my men are
''Yes, I know considerable about it. I know that it do.es in charge.''
no_t belong to '.he person wh~ now has it. One of the
cry well, si1': yon. will find us ready whc11 yot\ shut,"
sailors showed 1t t o the captam about a month ago, and i replied ' H al, forcmg lmnseH to be respectful.
the s~undrel tried his best t o_ get possession of i~. Sev- 1 "I am g;ad y~:n ~re w_illing to go w~th me, for I need
eral times he drugged the sailor and searched 1nm, 'but men· wh6 m·e possessed of nerve, and I 3uJge that -you and
could never find it. At length, as you know, the sailor was your three fr,iendef are of that J1ort."
:
murdered, and then you came aboard in such an unex- [ H al thought 'it, best to speak a little plain to the man,
pected manner and brought it to him. I have learl).ecl all . so he answered : :,
.. this fro~ overhearing things that were not intended :for j "Oapt~in, uotl~ myself a11~ friends wor~ Y_cry much inmy ears.
f terosted rn t he Enc1ianted Emerald, and 1t 1s almost cer"Where was the yacbt going to before the captain saw tain that we would have startoJ. for the supposed Unknown
the Enchanted Emerald and made up his mind to go t o L and, sooner or 111,teT. You claim the stone as your propthe Unknown Land where Dr. Jacob Newberry is supposed . erty, though it was giwm to me hy r, clying man. I have
to be ?"
\ neYer said t1rnt I did not believr tl1at it belongs to you,
"I don't know; somewhere on a long cruise, or until Le . n.ud sincr you arc · p,t}'1Il,!!; all the ex pen se;; of this trip, I
had made way with my mother and my sister and my- : will not." .
self. Since he has got possession of that green stone he II "I ·cau very easily prove that the stone is mine," reis infatuated with the idea of finding the Unknown Land. marked tho capt ain, a little testily. " If necessary, I can
Re will not attempt to kill u.s outright, bnt will arrange it! get :r'ny wile and daughteTs to qualify to that fact."
"Oh, I am not doubting your word," r etor!:ecl H al, tell-so that we either perish or al"e held .captives when he
comes away from the land of mystery, if there should · .ing a rauk uul rnth, because lie knew it ,ra" best fo1· him
1'eally be such a place."
i.o do so. "You a'rc fnrnishing the me~ms Lo hu.nt for th e
"And myself and companions? I suppose it is ar- U nknown Land, aJ1d that about eq un.lizes matters."
ranged that we will suffer the same fate as you?'\
" I am glad th~t -you look at i t in that light," and with
"Ye.:. H e will depend on you people a great deal to a pleased. look on his face the man turned aiicl went to
assist him in reaching the place. After it is found, only the companiomn.i );·
his . select band of :five villains and himseH will )Je the:
"PH show you wbo the 1:;nchirnted Emeraltl belongs \o
ones to escape with as rnnc·h Tiches as tl1ey can well carry before I am thr011gl1 ,6th this strange 3,dventnre," nn1laway with them."
tercel Hal, as lie won t below arnl joined lii::: companions i11
"I see," m used Hal, half to himself. "'\Yell., say notli- their ~tp[n'iment in tlic rabin.
ing t o any one of what you have told me, and I guess we
He sair.l n.ot a word to c,011 ,Ju.rk of what Lottie had
will be able to turn the tables on the scheming scoundrel. told him, and· tbe next morning they gathered their few
Before we reach the Unknown Land I want to regain pos- belongings together and went over to the launch with the
session of the Enchanted Emerald. It is my property, be- rest of the paJ:ty.
cause it was given to me by the man who was murdered
The par ty consisted of Captajn Strange, his wife and
the two girLs aucl. the fae men he had h.ire<'l to do bis
by the hirelings of the captain."
"I will get it for you," replied the girl, earnestly. "I biclcling.
will get it for you within twelve homs from the time you
Two of these were the men who had murdered the"
tell me to."
sailor in the little village on the Connecticut shore,of Long
"I do not want it yet," said Hal. "We will wait till we I sland Sound, but which two our frien'as did not E)Xactly
are at the very gate of the great land of mystery, for I know, though they hucl long since formed an opinion.
Counting H al, J ack and the two officers, this made the
am more set upon goint there no.w than ever. I firmly
believe that what is written on the paper is true-every males of the expedition consist of ten, and the fernales 1
word of it."
three in number.
"S.o does the captain. He is a reckless, not to say
Outside of these, two blacks had been enga.ged as gerthea.rtless sort of man, who likes all kinda of adventure, eral handy men to act a,s g11.ides ancl interpreters. ·
µd that is why he is so anxious to g.o to this place.."
·
_(To be continued)
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Over oue thousand . persons perished recently in the
iuundation of the towns of Stauifaa nm] Aclityrskaja by
n. bdal wa.w from tl1c Sea of _\zoy. 'l'!J.e wn.Ye struck
rtl.te Jowns dmi ng a yiolcnf- lrnnirai.ie, which swept tbe
Pro,·ince of Kuban. Over one h1mc1red a11d fifty persons
also were drOirnc<l 111 il<1od;; in Ya,l'nkaja.

'l'he assessed valnation oi real and personal property in
this State for 1913 was $11,393,720,514, the State Board
of T,lX Commissioners informed the Legislature the other
night. 'l'his is an increase over 1912 of $27'7,112,561 in
real estate and a decrea;;e of $15,1 60,964 in personal proper1v. 'J.1hc increase is attributed in large measure to the
rrC,<llt, n!llClllJment to the tax Jaw requiring o. definite
method oJ equalization. rrhis amendment, the 'Ia.x Commissioner sa:\'t', ahas done away to a large extent with the
olcl system
equalization through political barter, friendsh ip agreements and city and town coalition, and has been
,l •trong factor in compelling assessors to assess property
at foll Yalue."

The Dnkc of :-;ntbcri,md has phe;c(l 300;noo ar·rc~ in the
baud~ of auctio)1eers for ;:ale rarly nr:d October. ~e,er
has such a great area of the United Kingdom gone undel'
foe hammer as thi.s huge estate. It is i11 one of tbr
most picturesque parts <,f Scotland. It does not · appear
that the rleer forest on the west <'O n.FL which the duke offered to Davic1 Lloyd George at ~,-3 ..:,o a11 acre, is inch1dcrl
l'c'r quite :1. while ~oap, combs, perfumery and other
in the s,1le.
a.n icles had been stolen from the rooms of lodgers at No.
----J J )folhcrr.,· street in Lynn, Mass., and the police were
Ofncer~ of the Oarncg-ic fllrf'l Conip:.iuy are ·elaretl over 1m11.ble to rnleh the thieves . The burglars were exposed
~ht: successful result oJ: e::pcr imc·nts condm>tei! with pu.1-, t-hr11uglt their_ ,_·anity. 'l'he~· were monkeys owned by ihe
K·erized coal in an open heart)) fnrnn.ce. '_l'hc first heat r.ex t door n01ghbor and were cn.ught after they ho.d pre~itb i:he 11ew fuel was drawn rcrently. X ot on.ly was the; pared to carry off more booty. One was squatting before
1uality of the metal higher, but more heat wa:5 ma.do iI1 a minor applying cold cream to its nose with one l1and
much less time than i,, required liy the ola method. The aud pouring cologne on its head from a bottle with the
new furnace is tbe oniy one of the Carnegie Compim}·::; oilier. lts companion was in another room washing a
~quipped for pul.Ycrizcd coa.l., but offkin]s decl:1tc scrnral window. \\'hen it came to a E'pot it knocked it off with
KvHl be crectc-d immrdin.tely. f:!tcel men sla.te tliat tho thl, back of a hair brnsb. One escapetl iJuough an open
~lse of the :new fuel will revolutionize opc:n hearth- steel wincb·-.,- urn1 l11c other mu out a. door and slammed a
!m::tkiug.
·
sprfrig loc:, ~hut just ti~ pursuers guL with in reach.

or
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' GOOD CUUUEN'L1 NEWS .An,rrICLES
R. L. Polk & Co., largest ~ubliRhern of rily directories

Caught 1rnawares by heavy frost, twenty-one goose were
surrounded bv snch a crust of ice that thev were unable
~o leRYo the };one} in ·front of Gordon's road" house, on ihc
Valdez trail, Fairbanks, Alask.J., a11cl conscquenlly were
captured hy the proprietor .0£ the establishment. The
report of the capture was brought lo to"·n by Charles
Slntcr, the stage dri,·er. He states that Oorclon, upon
arisiJJg one morning early in the fall, discovered a rnnnber of geese in the pond nc11r the road. house. He got
his gun H1cl started to shoot, but 1,,1..c; surprised to note
that none of the birds left the water. · A few of them
made ineffectual attempts at flapping their wings, h11 t
were unable to af:cend. ~e then obtained a boat and,
breaking through tbc ire, succeeded in laking twenty-one
of the birds aliYe. They are reported to be none tlie
worse for the e:xpericnrr, and are safely housed in Gordon's barn.

GRINS A~ H CHUCKLl~S

:M:iesionary-H you are about to kill me, let 1~e si:r.g :i
in , the United States, hare purchased the X ew York City
hymn.
C'annibal-Xo, sir! Ko musi~ with meai,, in this
directories from the Trnw .Directory, Printing and Book·
binding Company, and will hereafter publish the Xew place.
York City directories under the name of 'l'row·s DirecBoy-J want to lmv some paper. Dealer-Whal kind
tories.
of paper? Boy-You'd be,ttcr give me fly-paper. I wa11t
One day in the spring of 1910, B. T. Baker, a yoLm,; to make a kile.
commercial traveler, who registered as ol X e,i. York,
Sill i,ron-Do you believe in long engagements? 0Yniasked Chief Clerk Claude Brown at the Phoeni:-.: Hotel,
Lexington, Ky., to change a $10 bill for him, and on the cum-Of comse. The longer a m:in is e11gaged, the less
face of 011e of the bills that Brown handed to Baker was Lime be has lo be married!
" tTaLtie Daisy Morris, 829 South ]3rook street, Louisville,
"\Yhafs a co11·Loy ?" a~Jrnd Fangle's sevon-year-old bo~'Ky.," in neat feminine handwriting. "I'll certainly write
to that girl," remarked Baker lo Brown . Brown recently "I kno1v," replied five-year-old Freddy, before Fangle
received from Baker a note inclosi11g an. engraved imita- co old answer; "it's a bull.''
tion to his wedding to Miss Morris, at the home of lhc
bride's mother, Mrs. W. S . J\Iorris, in Loui 8vill c.
Ke11-A girl shouldn't marry a man till she knmvs all
abotit him. Belle~Good gracious! If she knew all about
An O)ster will not produce a pearl unless it Le irritated him she wouldn ·t y;ant to marry him .
bY some foreign substance. .As soon as it feel~ thi:, it
proceeds to coYer it with .nacre. layer on layer, until after
Little l•1 reclr1ie ( after listening to parental quarrel)a few years it has made a pearl. When large enough the :M.anmrn, if a little boy is Yery, very good, does he have to
oysters are taken from their beds and carefully opened; got married when he is grown up?
a tiny speck of some forei.gn f'uhstance is introduced into
their bodies and they are replaced in the sea. By the encl
.Messcnger-Wllo·s the swell ye was , talking to, Jimof from three to five years the osster has coated the for- mie r Newsboy-Aw! Him an' me's work.eel together for
eign substance with irnere and this has become a pearl. }"ears. He's tbe echtor o' one o' my papers.
All the work of this o:rntcr farm is done by women, wbo
bring the oysters up and down by diving.
'·Do you ever wish you were a girl?" askec1 the visitor
wbo was waitin·g in the reGeption room. ('Only at Ohril'lIn Japan there is a great oyster farm where the bivalves mas time," answered
the boy, who was lingering in the
arc taught to make pearls. Jt was Dr. Mikimoto, a well
doorway. "Why do you wish it, then?" "Because of the
known se.ieniist, who conceived the idea that oysters might
stockings they wear," was the prompt reply.
be educated am1 mnde to work for man. After many
~·eaTS of costly expenmentation he discovered the method
If she would plight her troth, he said, he would go
iu use to-da;y . The farm has an area of about fifty square
in_iles and tl1e w11tei- varies in depth from five to fifteen forth and battle with the cruel world, and when his forfathoms. 'rl:e farmer selects the spots where the larvae tune was m:1de he would come and lay it at her feet. He
o f oysters are most numerous and then he plants small would hustle-oh, how he would hustle, if-if ~he would
. rocks with oyster spat. They are then removed and placed but wait! But she would not. "B-but, Charley," she
in special beds, where they lie undisturbed until the said bashfully. "I will marry you now-and then you will
haYe to hustle!"
third year.
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] to us," my superior reminded me. "But it don't matter
now. Bob has tracked his game pretty nearly to cover.
Another clay or two will bring the rascals to the light of
By John Sherman
j11stice."
It was not the kind of Ted umbrella which, on a summer
"And I am wanted to shadow the den he thinks he has
, day, maltc;, patches of pictmesq,ue color among the gree11ery s1Joited ?"
of the parks or along the gray sand of the seaside.
"You are to go inside and take a survey o E the premises.
It wa::J of a peculiar, dark hue; as if it hac1 been dyed in The dies and plates may be concealed there. Yon will 11.ot
rcr1 fr1k : and it careened against me on the narrow pave- be interrupted; the men who hired the place leave every
meut oi a crowded cross street at the southern extremity night at dark, and do not return until morning. There is
a duplicate key vrovided for the opportunity."
01 the city.
As it carromed ag~inst my own, and my hat went spinI took the oddly-shaped brass key my superior handed
ning iuto the streaming gutter, 1 very natural1y sent an me, and J,.cft the office.
inquiring glance after it.
But I must confess I did not relish the job.
It was already disappearing around a corner.
The place I was to inspect was a dismantled and aban1:fnt in that quick glance I not only 'remarked its ex- cloned barge, moored at a whlrf where the river was skirt ed
traorc1i11ary hue, but I also 11ad a fairly satisfactory view by a densely populated tenement district.
of t he irdiviclual carrying it.
·
'I'wo n:ien of' a_n appearan?e which my fellow detective
" I sluill recognize you again, my friend, i.f I ever have Ihad consi~erec1 h,1ghly su~p1c10us _h~d h~red the barge with
f!:c pleasure pf seeing you," I th_ought_, ':ratMully, as I tl_1: _oste11s1bl_e purpose of ~scertammg 1f she could be rep1t!ked mv brand-new and mud-chnstened silk hat from the pauea, and 1£ so of becommg her purchesers.
,:;:v rintlet ·ue:;side the curb.
It was still early, although the foggy drizzle had
'fhe rnin was falling in a wretnhed, foggy drizzle. The shrou?ed the dusk in obscurity when I reached the barge.
paYem em 11·as slippary with mud ana. patches of ice rapidly
~ hste~1 ec1 a mo1:1ent . before I stepped upon the deck,
t'. iawing.
.
Iwh10h, _with_ the ebbrng tide, had ~owered several feet below
In the execrable walking the incident passed from my the stnngp1ece of the deserted pier.
.
mind.
'
But eYerything was still.
By tlie time I had transacted some pressing business
I jumped aboard, and, .whistling carelessly, proceeded ,
vnd presented myself at the office, I had forgotten it altos to survey everything from binnacle to hatchways.
getlier.
By tbe light of the lantern with which I had provided
·'You haYe come around jnst as I happen to want you," myself I unlocked the padlock of one of the hatches and
my chief said. "We want you to take Bob's place to- descrndec1 the ladder-like steps into the hold.
night.'·
I h'.ld scarcely let myself down from the last stee.p step
•' \Yht's the matter with Bob?"
whou a grnff and startled voice called upon me to halt.
'' Re l1as discovered something which looks. like a nrw . Clenching my right hand defensively, I uplifted the
dur . H ·1ie is right there will be -more than one arrest I lantern in my right_hand to behold two men whose apwithin the next twontv-fours hours."
pearanco in the uncertain gloomy light at .first struck me
" H as he struck the trail of ,a n organized gang?"
as be~ng threatening an~ most v~lla.inous.
" There is more tban one engaged in the making of the
"\v hat for 'you snealnng clown in my barge? You t'ink
1
coul'torfcit uote, but at the present outlook their operations , to steal somct'ings, yah ?" the foremost demanded in tones
will be nrpped in th~ bud:''
Iof mrngl~ll alar~1 and. anger.
. .
'·':rhc ~1nlhorne gul still refuses to talk?"
I lowered my lantern, and laughed heartily m my sur"X ot a word can be got from her lips. I be] icrn she prlPC .
will die in prison bdore she will make any explanahon I The startled men before me were old acquaint ances.
\\'l,atcYcr about the spurious money fonm1 in he,· pos3e8- They were t"·o of the most inoffensive and industrious
,,ion. She must be either an accomplice or a clupo. The property ownern in the tenement. district which skirted
n~i,;lal;:c was in locking her up; if she· bud been ]oft at tlmt portion of tbe river.
liberty ai cl closely shadowed ,,ie should h:we been. at the I "I am afte.r something I don't t~iink you would like to ·
bottom of the m_ydcry long ago."
I hai,'e found secreted in your barge, J ake," I said. "I am
'J'hc girl, Carrie 1\Iulhorne, had purchased some trLfling in search of certain articles which possibly have been left
r.nicle in an uptown fancy ba7,aar, anc1 had offorec1 in , behind by tbe men who hired her of you."
p,t~!ncnt , fifty-dollar bank n?te.
.
.
. I "'.l'hcy had mens, you t'ink-yah? They nothing_ leave
1 he la:.-ge figure of the bill, together with tho small • hcTo.
All ihcy takes away. The big trunk; and the
v4lue of the pmchase, bad excited suspicion at once.
· i;omct'ings in bags I not understand. They not pays me
a\n in---tant's ex,amination showell tlie bill to be oEo of for mine barge. They says she not of what they would
t'K 1,1ost coarsely and m,skilfully e):ecutell counterfeits bargain mn kP. I am at one great trouble! What I would
e\·er tentlnec1 for circulation.
have to do somcbodys must tell me. They use mine barge ;
To all inquiries concerning how she had obtained ·it tlic tliey prornise-;:;ay of the good pa_\'; they goos away an'd
gll'l rcf-1Sod to answer a word.
nothing leaves; must I not to the law go for mine rights ?"
~\ftcr lier arrest her purse ,ras cliscoverecl to be crammed ' "When did they take their things nway ?" I asked, as I
·ifo the bogus stuil'.
lookotl searchingly around tho hold of the b1,1rge .
.. The girl was locked up before the case was submitted
"They go just one minute. You not meet them, yah?"
~HADOWING A

RED

UMBRELLA.

!
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Just beside me, where the disturbecl dust sho\\·ed that a
box or trunk of some kind had heen removed, the uneven
planking of1 the floor was stai11ed and sphlshed with what
looked like blood at a casual glane:e .
R11t a closer scrutiny revealed ille marks as the fi,esb
, cl ripping,:; from an umbrcllt., wbie:b kid lxieu lenneil against
one of. tlie hnge rih timbers o-C tbc hold .
Tlie O"l\-'Ilm: of the olcI bnrgc gaYe me a ckscri ption
which tallied exactly with that of tbc tall, stout, florid
rn,111 I had met in the downtown street.
·
W.i th not a little irritation I clambered back upon the
pier.
,
I had crossed to the opposite side, and had pansec1 to
clrl iberate what course I had best pursue.
·
J had neither seen nor beard a.n'ybody, but at the inF.ta11t a red umbrella a.ppearecl beside me as suddenly ancl
noiselessly as if it had sprung by rna.gic from the ground.
Before I could recover from my astonishment a clench0d
fist shot out with terrific force, and I staggered back to
fall headlong over the stringpiece.
Fortunately therre was a rowboat fastened to one· of the
piles almost beneath me, and by a last desperate effort I
succeeded in flinging myseli into it.
With some difficulty I unfastened the boat, and present_ly_ I rffected a safe landing a few piers below.
- 1 hac1 walked a half dozen blocks, and was nbout boarc1ing the car which ha.d finally overtaken me, when I thought
I saw the figure of my assailant standing 11ear a Rtrcet
lamp just a.head.
It was the man with the odd reel umbrella.
And just before him stood a light express wagon, OT
truc·k, which a balky horse had backed into the ope11 space
before one of the river front warehouses.
In the wagon was a cheaply macle trunk and a solidly
made box of moderate si_ze.
Tn an instant I knew the box and tnmk were those
which had l)een ta.ken from the barge.
I had not been ordered to seize the articles ; I had simply
been instructecl to make an inspection without. exciting
observation. We hac1 no positive evidence against the men,
or, nt lenst, I had not enough to wanant my interfering
just yet.
"I think we will take charge of that load," some o~e
'Temarked quietly, and I turned to see my -fellow detective
and a couple of police officers approaching.
1\Iy first thought 11us to prevent the escape of the indiridual with the red umbrella, whom I had noticed starting back with·a hand slipping toward his pistol pocket.
I sprang toward him anp_ had a hancl upon his collar,
when he whirled upon me like a tiger, and with one te1Ti:6.c
bound wrenched himsel:E free.
, One of the officers sLartecl in pursuit; the otheT stood
guard over the driver of the truck, while my fellow detective and myself inspected tlie load.
It was what we had suspected. rrherc were parcels of
not only counterfeit bank notes, but there was a quantity
of bogus coin also. And there were the .implements and
material for making both.
The driver of the truck looked astounded.
"I didn't know anything about the stuff,'' he declared,
emphatically, and with what seemed genuine consterna~

----

"Did you not supply Carrie )!ulhorne with counteTfeit
money?» I nske<l, as I took him away ~ prisoner.
He a<lmittecf she was his sweetheart.
'
"I did not," he saic1 with emphasis. "J don'l know how
she got hol.<l oJ it. I don't ezen kno,;v the name oi the
sconndrel wbo hns got me irl this scrape."
.'"l'hat:s strange! You ha,e been pretty closely a ' SOciatcd "'·ith him in the matter."
In spite of young Joe Yaclley's honest looks anc1 c111phatic assertion of innocence, the case was turning rntber
dark against him .
Re was identified as h:Hing attempted to exchange o-ne
of the spurious bills for good cmrcncy. At the time the
bill had bee:rr declined as baa, and the young fellow's astonishment ha.cl sa\cd him from any uisagTeeab1c · consequences.
In the_meantirnc the man ,rith the red umbrella hnd. not
been captured. IT c Feemecl. to ha Ye clisa.pveaTed. as utterly
as if 1he earth had openell and swallowed him up when he
,rrenched. himself free from my grip.
The next mo'r ning I strolled into the downtown store
11hich I fancied he. liud entered the afternoon before.
I was not wrong.
,Vhen he turned the comer after jostling against me_. he
had gone directly into the place.
"He is one of: ou,r cuslome1'S) :mcl he stops nt the Empire House. His name is Dalgol,'l the proprietor o.l' the··
store informecl me.
I took an officer with me uncl went straight to the
small hotel specified.
We were ushered without the slightest· objection to the
room occupied by Mr. DalgoL
"Come in," growled a flore;e ,oice, as we tapped at his

door.
But he \l'i.l.S prepared for u~.
Fi.e ·stood in the center of tl1e room, a revolrnr in each
hand.
It _nccd.ed but a glance to see that the -man was a hrnaiic.
i\Jld so he was afterward proved.
He was orerpowered after n. terrible strl!ggle, flnd iak<'n ·
to prison. From thei-e he wa s aftenrnrcl consigned to au
insane asylum_, where he died after u fow mouths of clo. e
restraint.
He had been an engraver. and had lollg been subject to
periocls of insanity in a mild form. H was in one of these
periods tbat his craiy brain rlc,ised the _scheme ot counterfeiting 00111 and bank notrs.
J·oe Yadley at1d pretty Cunio ii1ulhornc were both honorably acquitted.
'fhe girl hacl reeei'rec1 the bog11s rnoncY by ma.i.l. Slw
bad supposed it ,1. giH frnm brr loYcT, wl10 hy econom~- :mil
a lii.Uc shrewd spcvn htic\ll was 1·apjrl I? acqniring · quite a
competence.
·when she leamcd the rnonc_y was spurious her fears for
her lover had seale~l he-r lips.
But imf~i,igaLion pron:cl lhat the cra7,y D,1lgol hnd
mailed it to lier.
Her arrest lrnd bec•n rn.nsed by lhe _freak of n madrnnn,
and. wns proved beyond a <.1oubt.
She is now Mrs. Joe Ya.dley, and her handsome husband
is one of the most prosperous young men of the city.
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NEWS OF THE DAY
,\ lmmper <·rop' 0[ po:1ches is prcdicteJ in Oeotgia, acr·,,rding to mh·ice~ recE>i'itJll l:ere from the peach belt:
'l'iir- on hctrds . it j,, icpvrted, lrnvc not been afl'ee:ted by
tl:c seYere (·old uucl §~1011.
Tbe· li::ni,cr. ,d,o recently snpp.re~sed the tango, has
sv:ikd the rhiom ot' anothct modem fad hy causing it to
he bl()wn Le ;;tl'ongl_,; disapproves oi'. women rith1g astride.
. Oifif'cr:; of cn1('!.;. regiment, hr.cl bce11 quietly noti1led that
, .1 h"il' 11 i ,.d ,He i:ixpec·t('d to u:,c 8itle H1<lulcs. Ritling manfa.;/iio11 :ms bten growing among styli,:h women, \i'ho take
<fa.ily r-nntcr,; i11 'l'iergiutc·11. l'rl'~nnrnl_>ly tl1c prn.dic-c 1-rill
)HY,\"

sul l'lt Capetown last winter, and in the spring d istributed
it among 12G farmers ill the vicinity of Osage City, Kan.
At a display recently it was demonstrated that the imported seed produced matured grain in- from eighty-four
to ninety-five days, while the old seed took from one hundred a.ud !iftccn to one hundred and thi r ty clays. The
new seed produced crops averaging a yield of thirty
bushels to the acre, while the home-grown seed failed to
procluc-e n crop. The lntter was unable to stand the
drought. It is sho"n that the American Kafir has a ten dency to take the entire sea.son for growing, while . the
Afr1ca+1 grain matures speedily.

·,•np.

T wo itav ,, ('nc.-h \r<•rk a daily paper p~1b1ishc,1 nt Ebc'1:swnlc.h-. n l'rn~,,j,m town nea,r Dcrlin, is priutec1 on only
one ;: uJ,. or the ;:beet, ,rncl 0!1 Lhl':-iE' daY;; thfi payer is mude
l vir-!, .i~ hn!\' u,; n,rn;1l su th,1t tlic public Jo.~cs nothing
in rJ.t \,ii} of rc,1tling matt.c•r. 'I'lir objec-t of this rnrious
,il-ran e·,·mcllt i--, to make tlw paper u:'dnl as .,.-ell iis inst ruc·t i ;·;_,; as ir v;,ll then be used for wrappin~ up provi ~ion:-: 11 itlH,111. ,111~- tcmch ,,f printer';, inl, .
1i ('( :-l Wiili,:nu )[eyct.s o( RiYCJ' Huad, Xew 1' roYi(lc'Jl<'C, \. ,f. . * -}U() to be poetir: a f.cw Jay;; ago, when a

The Lunuin no1J -capsizable lifel.Jo,1t has been g1vmg
tl.cmo11strn Lions of her worth recently off Sandy Hook
lightship under the eyes of General George Uhler and
<·i~l,t members of the Board of Supervising Inspectors of
Si('am Vessel~. 'J'he lifebont prove(} that all the men. who
c·uulil -Lie paukcd :in it could 11ot tip it over. The boat· is
cqnippcd with wireless, carries a 24 horse-power Standard
mvtur, which prope1s it at the rate of six knots an hour,
nud is fitted ,rith a metal cover which is watertight. It
was lmilu l;y tl1e Welin Jl.forine Equipment Com1Jany of
Long Tsland City. Captain A. P. Luudin, the inventor of
the tra(t, had three models fo r the demonstration, 24,
;38 aml ;30 feet long, of which only the largest size carries
a motor. 'l'be 30 foot boat carried fifty men in its met al
cahin 1 and with these m en crowded on one side a.nd seventeen more men hanging on the same side the boat only
Jisteil two inclte:>. 'l'hC' 2:!: foot size carried fo rty persons
t'orniortably and was easily_ rowed against the tide . The
hu.tb wc:re dropped upside down into the water. They im.
n.wdiatcly righted jhemselYcs . and the metal cover proved
th,1t it wa·; watertight .·

swcl·i·--fa<'ec1 little miss living in his neighborhood came' to
11i ru : s he ,vas about to cn1 cfow·n a. large elm in his _varc1
aid 1.f:._•ft.tl<'d with liim T<l · lvt it ,;t-and. The words of
'·\i"oo~1man . Spar0 'Ihat Tree." fb ,ltr<l through ~\le_vcrs's
mi1ttl. ai,tl lH· thre,r hi;. a·; n. idt' ancl a~s·ure<l his vi~itol'
tti.:it 1'h· in·l: ldH·t-l:(,n·th \'.'<.lllld lw i'l' i,;:ir<leJ as a sacred
th!n~. '1'hc otl!or ni.i}t }Ir. )fryer, was aroused by a
1uptir t like tl1at oI n- J.r. -inc.-h f,'71~1, ,md then something
I
strn,-k tlie 1iou e !llat shook it from end to end . Going
'
out to inn-sti,?":.tte. lie fonw1 tlrnt tl1e trt1e he harl sparct1
ade;
m
a.re
clouds
how
us
told
have
~c:icntists
:\I:llly
ha il f,ilkn agaiust 1he hou<;e,. ripping out a baj· winc101r
on th<' iirsl 1iuor. Jt will c,ost $3UU to repair the thmage. r:to,;~ of the _text-books on physical geography t ell all
about them; but it is all guesswork . Clouds are a mystcr~-- It is trnc they are composed of moisture floating in
Tlir ~c·,io11<1 luxgest p 1ant in ihe world for Uie mn.nu- the air; hut how rlic1 the moisture get there? U is held
fa ·-t nrP o:· eol;c nnd conl 1J_,·-p1·0Jud;; i,, 10 be c1m1>trnc-tcd tlu,t parricle:, or moisture are e,aporated from the earth's
tor the Lchi1.d1 (.'ukc Compam· at B( thlchern. Pa., at a S'J.l'f,1-:c by the heat of the sun . 'l'his moisture does not
cr>l:lt of $.J,OUU;UOU. 1t will , ,1pply· Juel for the blast :Enr- form into clouds immediately. Indeed, the passage of
111!,<.:b a11 foundries oJ' the Botl1lcltcm Steel Company, of tbe ll10i .. tnre from· the earth to the upper air is quite inwlwl, Cliarl<'" 1[. 8chwah i.'I pt!.!sillcnt. 'l'he plant will Yi8fole., 1t was formeriy supposed thn.t this moisture waa
1·01Js1,;t < f ·!'2-J ol"en,,, with a, ('npacity fo,· carhonizing 5,000 C(lll(:ie1.1;;(;(i hy i be colrJ. of tltc 11PlW!° itir into min clropleta
tu:1;: of l>'l:nminom 1:oal c"lnily. The owns, buiH- in two \\'hid1 formed t bo e:Jo11d;;. But sc:ic11J-i,t., hold tltat the
ror,~. ,utJ c·xt:•utl :.1 quur,c1· of a mile . '.l'he tlrst two b:1t- tiny pa.rticlcc must haYc sornclhing to con dense them.
0

0

ietil;)-; vl ·~J.2 on•u.,; will he iinichc(l dnring the next 300 Thry nseJ to tell us th at tbe moisture collected upon
workin t~· t1.1_ys, a!ld the eompktion of t!te others will follow dust particles to form into rain drops . Now t hey are
within ,, ;e;imila1· period .
pradically agrc>cd i.hat iL is something else, but they don't
know what. Anyway. "ll·lwn thc$e l1rops get large enough
Exi1<.·r:1nC'ul,-; ,1w1dc b_,- farmers of Osage City, ~an., they accumulate into ,·apor, forming clouds. When the
dcrnou:-tr,1,tc 1bt aiir corn in thi:- country ha,s deterio- droplets _get too large nnd hca ·,y to float in t he air they
rnti•d , tllf'~ its i1itrot.luction in 188J. A local merchan t fall to earth in the form of ruin, u.nd this is about all wo
1rnpo1 te,l :;ome -white E.afir seeL1 from tbc .American con- actually kno\', nbout clouds.

r
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INTERESTING -ARTICLES
TOWED TO SEA BY A BIG FISH.
After, waiting twelve years for a bite, Joseph Garlock
caught a fish that towed him out to sea and cured him of
wanting to fish. Garlock is a newsdealer of Bloomfield,
N. J., and he fishes but one day a year. For twelve years
he didn't get a nibble. The other day was his thirteenth
try and the 13th day of the month. He hired a small
b;ri.t and went out alone. He got a bite and hooked his
fish. ·when he tried to haul it out, however, the fish began towing him to sea. Garlock tried to pull for the
shore with the oars, but the fish was the stronger and
kept going toward the ocean. - Finally, Garlock became
alarmed and cut Llie line in order to save himself and the
boat. "H's my last fishing trip,'' he said when he landed;
''but I'd sure like to know what that darned thing was."
MINER CARRIES $80,000.
With ~so,ooo in gold dust and bills c9ncealed on his
person, Leo Limfaey, gone for seven years, · returned from
Nome seeking Andv Anderson who had befriended him
years ago. ''I want.to take him back North with me," qe
· aaid to the hotel clerk. ""\\'hen I was in trouble he helped
me out and now I am going to try and return his kindness."
.
Anderson, who formerly conc1uctea" a restaurant, now
is employed at N'318 Howard street, and a belluoy was
sent to pilot L~ndsey to the place.
"Hello, Andy," he said, when l1e cau;;ht sight of Anderson, "I have come to take you and your family back
to Alaska with me."
In the morning Lindsey was taken by Anderson to a
store to purchase clothing more in keeping with his circumstances than the garb he wore on his arrival, and later
he was escorted to a local bank, where he c1epositecl his
'\_\'"ealth. He had left the larger part of his currency in
the strong box at the Coeur d'Alene, and inclined to be
angry when the clerk who served him at the haberdashery
refused to take gold dust in payment for his purchases.
"It passes current in Alaska, and I don't see why you
can't take it here," he complained.
A GIANT AEROPLANE.
The London- 'l'imes's St. Petersburg correspondent says
that Si1rnrsky's giant biplane, Ilya Mouromets, makes
flights daily over the metropolis a!).d environs. It has
flown for one and a half hours, carrying sixteen persons,
and for two hours with the ordinary crew of eight. Seen
from below it seems- to ride the air without any of the
roll or pitch that is noticeable in smaller machines.
The llya M:ouromet.s is propelled by four Argus motors of 100 horse power each, placed on each side of the
fuselage, two in front and two behind. It is asserted by
the imentor that two of these motors could be put out of
action without causing an accident.
While the aeroplane was flying over St. Petersburg recently one of the motors became frozen and stopped. The

spee·d of the aeroplane was diminished, but it continued
on its course, an.cl pteseutly one of the crew was able tu
thaw out the motor and start it again.
Sikorsky intends to fit on a fifth 100 horse power motor and thus increase the speed.
'l'he Ilya Mouromets has a wing area five times that of
the ordinary Farnam biplane. Th~ mental fuselage is
65 feet long and the forward part of the fuselage contains a number of cabins extending over a length of 28
feet. The cabins have large windows on both sides and
also windows in the' floor for observation and photographic
purposes. At night the cabins are lighted by electricity.
On the roof of the cabins there is a platform.
The total weight of the aeroplane is three and onehalf tons. With a total development of 400 horse power
the llya :Mouromets can m i a total useful weight of
a little over one ton, besides nearly eight hundredweight of
fuei oil.
·
The mechanics can moYc about freely to attend to the
motors ancl other parts of the machine without disturbing
the equilibrium of the aeroplane while in flight.
VES'r POCKE'l' WIRELESS RECEIVER.
Tlie vah1e of the new French "ondophone" detector, for
receiving wireless 1:ignals, lies in its very small size and
compact' mnlw-up. so that the whole affair can be carried
in the vest pockrt. It is designed to m~t the growing
demand among the public for a device which will enable
anyone to hear wireless time signals from the Eiffel Tower
stn.ti<;>n. WhE,n it is once appreciated that the time signals can be taken without the use of a complicated device, and with little knowledge of electricity, there is no
doubt that a mtll:!h more general use will be made of the
wireless time signal system. To §how what can be done
with the littk c1etector, we may mention that at 20 miles
from Paris, all that is neecled is an open umbrella held
as high as the arm can reach, while a small metal contact
piece attached tq a cord lies upon the ground and makes
the earth c<;>nnccticn.. At 60 miles, one plants a knife in
a tree; preferably a pine tree, or a gimlet will answer as
well. One of the cords with its metal clip is joined to
this "antenna,'' while the other clip is plaC'ed on the
ground. The entire receiver weighs but 13 ounces, and
yet, in spite of its small size, it is carefully made and is
an apparatus of gr.eat precision. For long distances, to
the extreme borders of France for instance, a!ld even
farther, one clip is joined to a telephone line which serves
as an antenna, and the other goes to gas or water pipes
for· the ground. But within 120 miles, all that is needed
for the antenna is a kitchen stove or range, balcony, metal
bed and the like, and even a bicycle on the road makes a
good antenna. or an automobile. The operator may use
his body for the grouncl by attaching t~e metal clip to his
finger, ·while the other clip goJs to the telephone wire. In
this way signals were received from Pa1'.is at a distance of,
270 miles.

CHANGING MONEY TRICK BOX.
W ith this trick box you c&n

l

MUSICAL SEAT

~~~~

J~t~n;_}' dl~:,r;,~e;,1/er°v~.::
Also make dimes appear and dlao.ppeo.r at your com mand. Price,
l0c. each by mail. post paid.
II , 1

l ''

SINDOO Fl ,OWltR- POT TRICK
Wlth this tri ck you c a.n make a t>iant
r,.;, r()w rltht u p 1n a. fl o wet-p o t . ~e ror-•
t h6 eye s ot you r aud i e:nce• . An c;-d.inar.r
&m pty earthen flow e r - pot Ir htrnded IQ
\he apec.tatOr• tor exam inati on.
A
h un dk e rchlef. !1 th e n p laced ovu It. a.nd
>ou repeat a t e w m a gic wo r ds. a nd
wave y o ur wand over lt.
When th•
handkerc hief l1 remo ved tile r• la a
be&utltul plant, apparently In full
bloom, In the pot. Full direction• with
each <>Utftt.
Price. 1' cents lty tn"11.
postpaid.
ll1. V. GALLIGA:S, 410 W . Mtb Sl., N . Y.

e

D E L USION TRICK.
A m a g ic lt t t ,e box In t hree
p art s that Is vi,r y mystifyIn g to those n ot In t h e tri ck.
A coin pl&.ced on a p iece ot
p a per disappears by dro pping
a nickel ring a r ound It Crom
tho magic box. Made of hard
W «.:C\11
we inche3 tn d~a.r.1etcr.
Price, 12c.
11. V. GALLIGAN, OP W . llttla 8t., N. Y,

0

~~

You Can Get One for Six Cents I

lblnr .,m be Mnt you tree p01tpllld b7
ret.urD mall. You wHl tel mucb. nluable hi•

torma\loo. Do not watt. writ.. tt. now
TIRES, Coaster• Brake rear
wheels, lan,p,, 1undrl., al ha(l tl81UU ~ ,
Wlead L.yc/e Oo. T lSS ChicagoS'l'.UlP OOt,LBOTfNO l1 fntereetinc, tn1troett ..
Onl y 10c• .ea rls you with Albaaa

and UI , tampt 1 t u ch tdh• C Rhodfllla1 Jamaica
(l'Vaterf&lls), China (Drason), Mah,y (Ttrer), etc.
Blc Usta and $8 Coupons Free l lh 8a.y Stampa.
Hua•man Stamp Co., Depi. U, St. &Auls, Mo.

LOTS OF FUN '.FOR A DIME

.i

BINGO.
It la a. little metal
box . It looks very Innoce nt. )3ut It Is oupplle d with an Ingenious
m e c h an Ism w)llch
shoots off a barmlees
cap when It Is openecl.
You can hl.J.Ve more run
th&n a circus with tbla
new trick.
Place the
BINGO In or und er
nn y article and It wlll go otr when th e a rti c le 1s or,.e n ed or r emoved. It can be used
a• a funny joke by b eing placed In a purse.
cJ g a r ette box or bet w-el! n t ho le aves of a
n1a.gazlne, alao. under a n y n1ovable ar ticle,
111 ch 3s a book, tray , dish, etc. The BINGO
ean also be used a s a B ur;l a r Alarm or as
a. Thett P r e ,·enter by being placed In a
drawe r. mo ney ti ll, und er a door or wi ndow,
nr u l)der a n y art icle t }"I A.t wou ld be moved
or distu rbed s h oul d "- t h e ft be attempt e d.
Price 15 cen ts· each. by mall. p os tp a id.
.., y I
WOLFF NOVE LTY CO •• 29 W. %6th St., .,. • J
_ _ _____
__
_ ___ ,

Ventriloquist Double Throac,. '

Fits roof of mou th : alway, invl1iblc; rrc.a.tMI
thine yet. Atton ish. ai:.cl, ruyttily y our frienda.
Nciab. like a horn; whine lik~ a puppy: ai.oa
like a ca nor,,, and imitate bi rd s a nd beuts of
thell@ld and forest. Loads of fun. Wonder•
ful inyention. Thoutands sold. Price: on~
10 cents; 4 for 15 cents, or 12 for SD cen.11r

.

Double Thro,;t Ce.Dpt. ~ Frenchtown,N.A

I

"I

B as a picture ot Fred Fea.rnot on one side and
E,·olyn on the
other. Tile chief
charac-t.ors ol
" WORK AND VilN'·

cataloet Ulu1t.ratlnr 1nr1 kind '

ONE CENT !:rr~~·~~1C:!~::'1.:.

1

I

h:~"i:1~';:~: 1i~t"!; ICOOD

YOU All WANT THIS MEDAL!

art

ti:,9cg, ~~4 ,::~:J:':e::,u~}~

and proftU ble,.

~~ch ~hrl~rr~~~~

they are Im po r ted f r om
Japan . . Place one sprig
alnnd alt b1,oe':11ns o rt o wex~ut'!,re.
~
,·arlous bright tin t s. Th en It slow
ly open• ou t
Into ,·_arlous shapes of exquisite flo w ers. They
th
nre O! all . colors o[
e rainbow. It Is ve r y
a niusln,;- to watch t h em take to rm.
I 10
Small size, p ri ce 6 cents ; la r ge size,
cents n packaf<e. bv mAII. pcstpri ld .
M. Y. GAJ,LJG~--. 410 'IV. 56th St ., N . Y .

I

II

Ll'rTLE CLINCHERS
Wi th a pair of these creepers
c li n c h ed on y ou r shoes you can
d efy th e slip p e ri e st lee or snow.
~ o m atte r how slippery the
~oad or b ow steep the hill ,
these c ta1vs ot s teel ~·ill carry
you oafe ly over t )) em. A child
can ad just t hem In 30 second•.
No n o.tis, s traps, s cr e ws or
rivets are nc<!de d.. They will
n o t tn j ure your s h oes. No need
to rem oYe th e m tndoors- s1mp ly fol cl tb e h eel -plate tor1
wa rtl,
rev er sing the oplke1
un der tho ln•tep .
They are
com fort abl e , d urQ.ble a.nd tn,·Js lble .
Just the tblng ror
p ostmen,
golfe rs.
hunte,rs,
woodsmen , b r Rk emen. n1lnere
and a ll wh o w ould lnaure ltre and limb In
winte r weathe r. 25 cents a pal\", ,pos t.p a M.
K. F . LANG, JJJt!I Centre St., B kl:,n, N. '2,

fa t!e su~h r,. s D esper ate Desmond. etc., an d
a r e bc-a.utlfully colored a nd sp lend id ly fi ni shed,
\"ltt h paten t eyelets to prevent tear in g . P ri ce
Vi cents apiece, by mall . postpaltl .
H. j,•. ( ,,\N O, 1815 Cent re St., B 'klyn, N. Y.
JAI'ANESf,; W A'! ER FLOW E RS
Without exception , t he
most beautiful and Intcrestlns- thins-• on th e
m a r ket. They
consi st
or a dozen dried-up
sprigs, neatly encased

tr:!":!-~
DO
NOT BUY ~/~~1ro:c>~=
at. 4nt, p ~ until :,oa. roe.in our latMt

after us>11r tbe blc1cle 10 day,.

woi';1ce 20 cents each, by mall. post-paid
WOJ FF NOVELTY CO., 211 W 26th 9t., N. Y

N E W MASKI:!
Half..fa ce mask s w ith moT•
able n ooes. A distinct n ove lty whk h w ill an:or d n o ~nd

ri t~r:tc~

We ship on aEproval without a ~nt
t:~'·Afr~~

~sh!(r P~!~~ I

(hi dden under a cu shion, If possible). Then
tell your trl<0nd to sit
down.
An uneart hly
•hrl ek from the little round drum wlll send
your vi ctim up In the air, the most puzzled
an d as t ot\lshed mortal on ear th. Don•t ml•a
!l'e ttl ng une o r these ge nuine laugh producers.
P e r fec tly harmless, and n e ver misses doing Its

l'OWDt:Jt.
The rreatest tun-m a k er 01
them all. A en1a. l1 amou nt
o! thla powder. when blown
tn a room, will cause

an yone knowing '\vh6re H
come& 11'<1m . It Ir very light, wlll floa t In th e
a ir fo r aome ttme, and p e ne trate ever)' nook
111: nd cot ft~r ot a r o o1n .
It Is p er f ect ly hal'mJese.
Ca.c hoo lo put up In bottles, a.hd one
bn ttl ~ con tain , '1 TI OUKh to be used f ~om 10 to
Iii I Jmea
'Pr ice. by ma.II, Hl~. each : ll f or 2oc.
WOLFF N OVEI:l' Y CO., !9 W . 28th St •. N . Y.

QI,.~~

de?

·10 DAYS FREE TRIil

a. circus,
ot t h e s e 1
All y o u

-£ _

v is, S~I,,KZ'L'G

lJ-t{J:~;,=

th a n

~~;e:~

<~.

everyone to sneeze without

~.

best joke
can havo more

fun

with one
noveltl es..

1115 Centre St., B'kl:,u, N. Y.
(;Al Ull o

The
You

LUCK I GUN FOB

NOISY HANDR ERCHIEF.

'i r, ., n,111 WeS ler u arucle,
A s-reat deal of amusement
carried by the cowboys, It
may be had with this little
is made or fine leather,
article. It Imitates the blowIng
thenolee
nose ·~exactly
, except
with a highly lllckeled
thatotthe
magnl!led
at
buckle. The holster con•
~~~~ds ~lk/f~:nba:!~~~n l~n!
lains a metal gun, of the
German band. This dev ice le
same pattern as those used uaed by simply placing It between the teeth
and bl owing. The hard er the blow the louder
by aJI the m ost fa mOUS th e noise. Price, 10c. each by mall, UOOt!)a.ld.
scouts. Any boy wearing WOL.FF NOVELTY co., 29 w. 26th St., N. Y.
one of tbese fobs will attract attention. l t will
FIFFL
give him an a.fr ot western
Also known a.a a
Japanese butterfly. A
romance.
The prett1e11t
pleasing n ovelt y enand most serviceable watch ,
c losed in an e n velope.
W h en the envelop e is
lob ever made. Sena for
open ed Flffl will 1\y
oue .to-Clay Price 20 cent.
ou t throu g h th e air
each l'ly mail postpl'-id.
tor s e v e r a 1 yards.

I

M. \ ' , 1;.-\1.1.H;AN,
UII \V. Goth St ., N. '£,

M ade o! colo red po.per
to represent a buttertly st" inches wide.
Prlce, l0o.
::\I. V. GALLIGAN, 419 W. 56th St., N. Y.

JUllfi'ING T E I.ESCOPE.
This ts an oblon•
tube In e : act !ml•
tatlon H a tele•
scop e. By luvklng
throu;;-h it. r~veala
one hi g h l y ma.guJfied picture or a
dancer or o t h e r
subj e ct.
It contains on the allle a
button, which the
victim Is told to
press f or a change ot pictur e.
I11stead ot
another picture a ppearing, t he entire ine!d,.
part shoots out, as show n In Illustration. It
ls entirely harmless, but g ives the victim a

gr,;~:~:.

for

ii~~eeach: 2
2~c. by mall, postpaid.
WOLF.I,' 1'{0VELT:Y CO., 20 W. ZGtla at., N. V.

'l'OCXET WJUSK-BBOO!li:

JArANESE DJVEl't

The strangest toy on the market.
They are made In Japan a.nd look
Each
like a little red mandarin.
manikin la furnlohed with a ca.rtrldi;;e to which a pair o! leg• are
4
attached. By making two ptn-:hole1
• In the cartrldge, attachlnr; It to the
!J,gure, and Immersing It In a i:-lass
of water the little !\,;ure wlJJ dart

Thie 11 no toy, but a real
whlok-broom. J¾ Inches hlsh. It
I• made o! Imported Japano110
br!1tloo, neotl:r put together, and
can easily be e&rrled In the ve1t
pocket, rea.tly for use at a.ny mo•
ment, tor hata or clothing. ett.
Price 10 cent• each, by mail,
postpaid,

c.

..-:r_

B:EHR. 150 W. S!d !It~ N. Y.

R

up

and

down

for

an

hour

like

a

-- real diver. P,lca, by mt.II, 2l cel'Jts
each, po9tpald.
F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'ld:n,, N. 'f,

.NEW TEllr-CENT FOUNTAIN PEN.
COJ\lICAL RUBBER STAMPS.

-Ei!*-#MIM¥;-FA4-

A complete set ot !l'l'e
people
little
groteeque
Indestructible
ot
mado
rubber xnounted on black
"'alnut blootcs. 'Xhe fill·

One ot tho most ..,..,,,,,ua.r and mystifying
}>ens on the market, It requires no Ink. All
you he.Ye to do Is to dip it in wa.ter, a.nd It
will write for an Indefinite period. The secret
can only be · learned by procuring one. and you
ca.n make it :,. source or both pleaoure and
amusement by cla.tming to your friends wh11,t
1t can do and then demonatratlns the tact.

uros conaist ot Policeman,

other
and
Chipaman,
e.s
tt&"ure•
iaughable
As
shofflll In pictures.
ea.ch ftguro l1 mounted

:i~l;~~~;t,I ::~

0

on a separate block, a.ny
boy can set up a. recutar-

~o,;e;1~r,n~;,~~ te!~ ~n~ef,;t!t
detective fountain pen might do.
Price, lllc. each by mall,

parade or clrcu• by printIng the figureo In dltterent posit ions. With e:a.ch •et ot ftgurea we
sen d a bottle ot colored Ink, an Ink pa,t and
Child ren can stamp these
full lnstructlono.
pictures on their toya, picture books, writing
pap&r a.nd envetopee, and they a.re vrithout
dou·b t the moat amus!n&" and entertaining
novelty ;"Otti''ll up in yea.rs. Price of the con1•
plete set ot 'T\ubber Stampe, with Ink a.nd
Ink pad, only t oa., S set1 tor 25c., on~ dozell
90c., by mall poot1>ald.
U, 1·. LAJSG, llllu Centre St., B'ldyn, N, 1<'.

WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.
VANISHING CIGAB.
Thi• cigar 11 made In
exact Imitation ot a good
one. It 11 held b:r a. rub- ·
bcr cord which, with th•
att&ched 1atety pin, la
fastened on the lnolde ot
the sleeve. Wh&n ottered
to a friend , u It I.I about· ~o be taken, It wlll
Sn1tantly disappear.
Price, 10c, ea.ch by ma11, postpe.14,
C. BEHR, loj) W. 62d St., New York City.

01le

GOOD LUCK PUZZLE.
It consists of three h"r3e•
tog e ther.
fastened
shoes
Only a ,:ery clever person
ca11 ta.ke off •he closed
the two
)loroeahoe from
But It
linked horseahoes.
can be done Jn a mon1ent when the secret 1•
kn.Jwn. Price, by mail, I0c. each.
. H. F, LANG, 1815 C•ntre St., B'klTD, N. 'I'.

BLACK-EYE JOKE.
vl~r: ~n~ofttm~~ingo/.,_ok:~~ tUl:
Close to h l o eye 1e aa to exclude
a.II llc-h t !rom the back, and th•n
to remove the tube until picture,
appear In th• center. In trying
to locate the pictures he will receive the nneet black-eye you ever
saw. We ruroish a small box of
bla.ckenlng- preparation with each
tube, so the joke can be used ltt•
deflnltoly. Those not In the trick
will be caught every time. .AbsoPrice by mall ~Ile . . ea.ch:
~u~~1 J~~rmleH,
2

'.l'HE X-JtA.11 RE"~LVEB
With

IMITATION FLIES.
A;
Abaolutely true to Natnre !
dandy acarf-r,ln and a. rattling goocl
It Is itnposolble to do theH
joke.
pins justice with a description. You
have to see them to understa,nd how
When people 1ee
lifelike they are.
tllem on you they want to bruah
them ott. They wonder "why that
fty slicks to you" so persistently.
This 1s tlle most realistk no·v elty ever
put on the market. It Is a distinct
ornament for .nnybody's necktie, and
a decided joke on those who try to
chase It .
Price, 10c. by ma.n postpaid.
0. BEHR,- lJO W. 62d St., New York City.

or these "'""

t!'!. "'":1tt"t~~:~nrt~l-!1v9t:

1, used to scare, and not
to shoot. It 11 hnposalble to detect the !act that
it 1• not a genuine revolver. Can be used aa a
paper-welc-ht, a.n orna.
Prloe, by mall, '5
1\\flftt. or l1t other waya.
cento each, p03tpa.l<!.
M. V, GALLIGAN, Ult W, ll8tla St., :al', lr,

\VOi.FF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y,

Look!

A CRAND
PREMIUM

SLICK TRICK PENCIL,
It I•
This one Is a hummer!
to all appearances an ordinary,
but expen1lve lead pencil, with
nickel trimmings. It your friend
wa.nta your pencil ror a. moment.
When he athand It to him.
t_empts to write with It, the end
i n stantly turns up, and . he cannot
wr!te a etroke.
P rice, l~ .• postp:ild.
tr. F. LANG,
lSlll Centre St,, B'kl;,-n, N. Y.

look!

One of these :fine watches FREE to anyone sending us

One-I year's subscription at .

''

$2.50

Two-6 montht' subscriptions at

}.25 each

~our-3 months' subscriptions at

0.65 each

For either of the following: "Moving Picture Stories,'1
"Happy Day~," "Wild West Weekly," "Fame and :Fortune Weekly," "The Liberty Boys of '76," "Secret
Serviee," "Work and Win," or "Pluck and Luck."

,,

',

There ls only one condition-send us the money ($2.60)
and we will send you the watch, and any one o! the aboYe
publlcations for the period subscribed for.

',,,

',',

Dack

',
',

Premium ',<
Coupon ',,',,,

Description of the Watch

It ls American-made, open race, stem ,vind and set, 11.nd w!U run from 30 to 36 houra
with one winding. The movement Is the same i!ilze ·a s an expensl\•e railroad timepiece.
This coupon when ',
absolutely accurate, and each one ls guaraD.teed. The cases are made in Gold Plate,
properly Alled out ',,
Polished Nickel, Gun-metal · with Gilt center and plain Gun-metal.
',,
and torwarded with
',,,
subscription · price enThe deslp oJl the back case ls a tancy engra-red scroll.
•
titles the bolder to Pre',,,,send In Your Subscriptions Now to
mium mentioned.

Date ..•.•• - ........ ,,

',,

Name . • ... ... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • •

'",,,

FRANK TOUSEY., Publisher
168 West 23d St., N. Y. City
•.•..••.••... State ...•••••••••• ··-·',,,,

Addres3 .••••.••.•••••••••••••.. ; • • • ',,
City

VV"~~!;!UES VV"ES~Yo•o,

~~-~~~~" L

1167 Young Wild West Surrounded by Gold; or, A Treasure Worth 8 686 Young Wild West and the Ten Cowpunchers; or, Besting
Million.
Bad Bunch.
668 Yomig Wild West Baffling Death; or, Arletta and the ,Chasm.
686 Yf~engD~~1~d West Caught In a Cavern; or, Arietta's .Shot I
1169 Young Wild West and the Reckless Regulars; or, Saving a Com- 687 Young Wlld West Dividing the Gold; or, Settling a Claim Dis
pany of Cavalry.

pu te.

·

.

670 Young Wild West "Busting a Show; or, Arletta and the Actress. 688 Young Wild West After th'e Trail Thieves; or, Arietta's Roun
671 Yoc!fu!:~dn. West and the Broncbo Boss; or, Catching a Cratty
Up.

689 Young Wlld West and the Pawnee Paleface; or, The 01
Fortune.
Hunter's Secret.
673 Young Wild West rrapped by Greasers; or, Arletta and the Secret 690 Young Wild West ·Racing a Flood; or, Arletta Shooting th
Passage.
Rapids.
574 Young Wild West Locating a Lode; or, The Orphans of Bowle 691 Young Wild West and "Pinto Peter"; or, The :t< ·lght at Buck
Bar.
horn Ranch.
675 Young Wild West's Government Contract; or, Arletta and the Pony 592 Young Wild West Escaping Death; or, Arlettas Fifty Mil
Express.
Race.
676 Young Wild West's Big Round-Up; or, The Champion Roper or the 593 Young Wild West Lost on the Desert; or, The Luck a San
B . B. Ranch. ·
Storm Brought.
677 Young Wild West's Twelve Shots; or, Arletta and tbe Raiders.
591 Young Wild West and the Broken Gun; or, Arletta's Quick Wit.
678 Young WIid West and the Golden Image; or. Lured to the Valley 595 Young Wild West Fighting the Cowboys; or, The Doom ot the
of 'Death.
"Hurrah" Outfit.
679 Yom,g Wild West Balking a Raid; or, Arlettn's Leap for L!bP.rty 596 Young Wild West and the Death Dip; or, Arletta Baffling th 'l
680 Young Wlld West Hunting In the Sierras; or, Arietta and the
Smelter Fiends.
Cinnamon Bear.
597 Young Wild West and "Tarantula Tom"; or, '£he Worst "Bad
681 Young Wild West aud Spider B!11; or, The Man With the Iron
Man" In Arizona.
Grip.
598 Young Wfld West and tbe Silent Six; or, Arletta's Round-Up In 1
682 Young Wild West Saving the Block House; or, Arletta and the
a Cave.
Alllee' Attack.
599 Young Wild West and "Broken Bow"; or, The Siege ot th e
683 Young Wlld West and the ~edskin Traitor; or, The Siege In the
Settlers.
Sand Hills.
600 Young Wfld West Gathering Gold; or, Arietta's Wonderful Find.
672 Young Wild West at Six-Spot Flat; or, The Joke That Made a
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No l
NAPOLEON'S ORACULUM A..'-D
DREAM BOOK.-Con tatnlng the creat oracle
ot huma.a deatlny; al•o the true meanlns of
almost any kind of dreama, together with
~~~dram.•. ceremonlea, and curloua games of
No. 2. HOW TO DO 'l'KICKS.-The g reat
book of magic and card tricks, containing full
lnat11u ctton on all the leading card tricks of
the day . also the most popular magical tllu·
1tona aa performed by our leading magicians;
every boy ahould obtain a copy or this book.
No. S.
HOW TO FLIRT.-The arts and
wile s ef Aktatlon are fully explained by this
little book. Besides the various methods of
handkerchief. fan, glove, parasol, wtndow and
hat flirtation, It contatna a full list ot the
language and aentlment or nowera.
No. 4.
HOW TO DANCE la the title or
this lktle book. It contains tutJ . tnstructlona
In the art of dancing, etiquette In the ballroom and at parties , bow to dress, and full
directions tor callinc oft tn alJ popular aquare
dances .
No. ti.
HOW TO MAKE LOVE.-A complete guide to love, courtship and marriage,
i!v~'h~S::~~ble advice. rules and etiquette to
No. 6. HOW TO BECOME AN ATHLETE.
-Glvlng full Instruction for the uee of dumbbells, lndlan clubs, parallel bars, horizontal
bare and various other methods of developing
& good, llealthy muscle ; contatnlng over atxty
lllu• t ra(lens
No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.-Hand•omely illustrated and containing Cull tnatruc·
tlons ror the management and training- of the
canary , mockingbird. bobolink. blackbird, paroquet. parrot, etc.
Ni 9. HOW TO BECOJIIE A VENT:U~~QUI ~ --BY d7Jarr~I K~nn;zdy/ 1 ~ver~lo nsteca~
:.:.'.\er~h~e~rtga~d ~re~~. :ny na"U:-,\'.:'nt ~t fun
for himself and friends.
No. 10. HO\V TO BOX.-The art of aeltdefen se maae easy.
Containing over thirty
lllustrattona of gue.rda. blows, and the dtft'erent poeltlone or a 1100d boxer.
Every boy
1hould obtain one ot these useful and tnatructtve books. as It will teach you how to box
without an Instru ctor.
No. IL HOW TO WRITE LOVE-LETTERS.
-A most complete little book, containing full
tUrecttona tor writing love·lettera, and when
to nae them, vtvlno- specimen letter• for
young and o ld o
e
No. 12. now TO WRITE LETTERS TO
LADIES.-Glvlng complete Instructions tor
writing letters to ladles on all subj ects ; aloo
letters of tntroductton, notes and requests.
No. 13. HOW TO DO l'l'; OR. BOOK OF
For aale by all news<leatera, or will be sent to

FRANK TOUSEY. Publisher.

.ls'l'JQUET'l'J,;,-lt ta a great lite aecret, and
on" that every younc man desfrea to know all
about
There'• happiness tn it.
No. 1". HOW TO MAKE CANDY.-A complete hand-book for making all kinds ot
candy. lce·cream. syrups, essences, etc .• etc.
No. 18. HOW TO BECOME BEAUTIF'UL.
-One of the brightest and most valuable
ltttle books ever given to the world. Every·
body wishes to know how to become beautl·
tul, both male and female.
The aecret ts
simple, and almost costleaa.
No. 20 HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN EVENING PARTY.-A · complete compendium ot
games. sports. card d iversions, comic rectt&·
tJona, etc., suitable for parlor or drawing·
room entertainment.
No · 21. HOW TO HUNT AND Fl~R.-The
moat complete hunting and fishing gulde ever
published. lt contalna tull Instructions about
gune. hunting doga, traps, trapping and flahing, together with deacrlptton of game and
fl.eh.
No. 22
HOW TO DO SECOND SIGHT.Heller's second eight explained by his former
saststant, Fred Hunt, Jr. Explaining how the
:~~~~l~~a~ongdu~i9h~wi~;
~~g~~t':r8e0n c\~~
Ing all the codes and signals.
No. 23. HOW TO EXPLAIN DREAMS.Thie little book gives the explanation to all
kinda of dreams. together with lucky and
unlucky daye.
No. 24. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO
GEN'fLEMEN,-Cotalnlnc full dlrectlona tor
writing to gentlemen on all aubjects.
No. 25 . HOW TO BECOME A GYlllNAST.Containing full Instructions for all kinda ot
gymnastJc sports and athletic exerctaea. Embracing thirty-five Illustrations.
No. 26. HOW TO ROW, SAIL AND BUILD
A BOAT.-Fully Illustrated. Full lnatructlona
are g i ven In this little book, together with In ·
structtons on swimming and ridine, companion
sports to boating.
No. 27 .• HOW TO RECITE AND BOO& OF
RECITATIONS.-Contatntng the moat popular
selections ln use, comprising Dutch dialect,
French dialect. Yankee and Irlab dialect
ptecea. together with many standard readings.
No 2 8 , HOW TO TELL FORTUNES.Everyone Is desirous ot knowing what hla
future life wtll bring forth, whether happlneaa
or misery, wealth or poverty.
You can tell
by a glance at this littl e book.
No. 29. HOW TO BECOME AN INVENTOR.
-Every boy should know b ow Inventions orl•·
tnated. This book explains them all, glvlns
eixamplea to electricity , hydraulics, magnet•
t,m . optics. oneumatlca. mechanics. etc.
auy address on receipt or prtce, 10 eta. per copy,

~rir~~:

""· ao. HOW TO COOK.-One or the moat
tnatructtve booka on cooklna: ever published.
It contains reclpe1 tor cookln~ meata. nab.
game, and oyetera; alao ptee, puddlni;a. cakea
at nd altl ktnds of pastry, and a grand co11ec·
1on
recipes.
No. 81. HOW TO BECOME A !!PEAKER.
-Contatntng fourteen llluatrattona. giving the
dltrerent poalttona requisite to become a cood
speaker reader and elocutlonJat.
Alao con·
~~~1!.~n~n~e~~e~~~~ all the popular author• of
No. 82 , HOW TO BERA VE,-Contalntn&
the rulea and etiquette of good society and
the easiest and moat approved method• of
appearing to good advantage at parties, balla,.
the theatre, church, and in the drawing-room.
No. 85. HOW TO PLAY GAMES.-A complete and uaeful little book. conialnlng the
rules and regulattone or bllllards. bagatelle,
backgammon , croquet, domlnoea, etc.
No. 86. HOW TO SOLVE CONUJ\.DRUMS.
-Containing all the leading conundrums ot
the day, amusing riddles. curious catches and
witty aaylngs.
No. 88· HOW TO BECO.lllE YOUR OWN
DOCTOU.-A wonderful book, containing use1
1
0
o~d1n~::;c~f8~ a!~! ~~dt~~fm :n::ec~;;~t~e~!
nd
iiv":Yr!~';~tro/~~':i~~!fgc~':n;i'':t::;s,a
etrecNo. 89. HOW TO RAIS!<: DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS AND RABBITS.-A userul
and instructive book. Handsomely l1lustarted.
No. 40. HOW TO MAKE AND SET TRAPS.
-Including hints on how to catch molea,
weasels, otter, rats. squirrels and blrda. Ala<>
how to curei skins. Coptoualy illustrated.
No. 41. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK END
MEN'S JOKE BOOK.-Contalnlng a great varlety of the latest jokes used by the moat
~~'r':i~~!te"n:lt:::,~~- thfao :~~~~~~! '1't;~r!re~~o~~
No. 42.
THE BOYS OF NEW YORK
STUJ\lP SPEAKER.- Contalnlng a varied aasortment of stump speeches, Negro, Dutch and.
Irish. Also end men's jokes.
No. 48. HOW TO BECOME A MAGICIAN.
-Containing the grandeat aasortment ot ma11teal llluslona ever placed before the public.
Also tricks with cards, tncantattona, etc.
No. 44.
HOW TO WRJTE IN AN ALBUI\1.-A grand collection of Album Veraea
suitable tor any time and occasion; embracIng Lines of Love, Affection, Sentiment. Humor, Respect, and Cond olence; al110 Verses
Suitable ror Valentines and Weddings
No. 411. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK MIN"TREL GUIDE AND JOKE BOOK,-Something new and very Instructive.
Every boy
ehould obtain thla book, aa It contain• full
lnatructtona for organizing an amateur minatrel troupe.
or 8 tor 25 eta., 1n money or postage stamp•, t>p
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